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IN THE DAYS OF MUSTERS

ROCKLAND’S NEW CHARTER

THREE TIMES A WEEK

ine JiLaid
Sweets

“Good Goods Come

BY THE ROCKLAND PUBLISHING CO.

ALL THE HOME NEWS

In Small Packages”
.lust the best evidence possible
of this centuries old axiom is
offered to candy lovers in the
neat, compact, attractive pack
age that houses a full pound of
S. * H. MAINE MAID Sweets.
Made in Portland for EVERY
BODY'S SWEET TOOTII. Try
Them.
2323

Subscription $3 <10 per year payable in ad
vance; single copies three cents
Advertising rates based ujM»n circulation and
very reasonable.
Editor of The Courier-Gazette: —
Com ni uni cation# upon topics of general inter
This is my birthday. The world is
est are solicited.
Published every Tuesday, Thursday and Sat
urday inor/.'ng, from 469 Main Street, Rock moving fast. The changes in one’s
land, Maine.
lifetime from youth to old age are
Entered at the postoffiee in Rockland for cir
gone all too quickly. I have been so
culation at second-class postal rates.
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"To have What we want is riches, •••
••• but to be able to do without is power.” •••
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JLooK for tlie S&H Dealer

••• .«. .«. .«. .«.

A GOOD SPEAKER

Is Phil Blake, Who Addresses
the Open Forum Banquet
Friday Night.
Friday evening at the Thorndike Ho
tel the Chamber of Commerce will hold
its regular Open Forum meeting, at
which Philip W. Blake of the State
Chamber of Commerce and Agrieult-

HE BARRETT COMPANY’S LEADER

T

SHIP in the roofing field has been marked by

cease^ss experimentation in an effort to improve

its products.

And the Only Sanguinary Battle Ever Fought By Soldiers Provides For Biennial Elections In December, With Salary
and Indians In the Town of Hope.
of $1500 For Mayor, and Abolition of Common Coun
cil—Aldermen To Be Paid.
»

This has led to the discovery of

much interested in the reminiscences
of old people printed in your paper
that I also am induced to write of
youthful days.
1 am the last of my name, of a once
numerous family, that has left the
town of Hope. M.v great-grandfather
was one of the 12 original settlers of
the township. On this my 80th birth
day I send out of my memory a few
recollections to your readers and my
old friends and acquaintances back in
the town of my birth, where once, I
may venture to say. 1 was a live wire.
About the year 1851, as recorded in
my memory. I then being about seven
years of age, Hope had its last militia
muster. Col. Alford was officer of the
day and in charge of the maneuvers.
Capt. John Hewett of Hope was
olonei of the "Continentals," and Ed.
Coose was "chief" of the "Indian
Braves.” The opposing company of
Redcoats” came up from Warren
There was around 300 men in all. The
muster was held in Jamas Manley’s
meadow, the land fronting the old
John Chitman store, South Hope,
Which became later the site of the
Leach residence. Jefferson St. Clair,
afterward of liockland. once cobbled
shoes In this store, which I can re
member was one time red in color. It
had across the middle of the door a
bar of iron hanging from an I-bolt,
which slipped into a socket to receive
it. That was lock and key in those
days for stores. This store was head
quarters that muster day. All was ex
citement and expectancy, for muster
days were great occasions in Maine at
that period.
• * * ♦

valuable products not directly connected with

roofings.
In this way Everjet Elastic Paint was discov

ered—a protective carbon paint of unequalled

durability for all exposed metal and wood sur
faces.

Everjet is easy to apply and dries quickly into

a glossy black coat that is free from pin-holes and
blebs and that will not blister or peel under any
weather conditions.

When used on metal roofs, iron fencing, pip

ing, farm implements, etc., it positively prevents
rust and saves many times its small cost.
Other popular Barrett products include Barrett roofings and shingles,
roofing cements, shingle stain oil, fly spray and a wood preservative.

ROCKLAND GRAIN CO.
46 PARK STREET............. ROCKLAND, ME.

Telephone 800

Best for Two in Business or Play

Introducing Phil Blake. Harvard Grad.
Who Will Address Open Forum at
the Thorndike Hotel Friday Night.
ural League will be the speaker. This
is an opportunity for the people of
Rockland to hear a speaker who is
classed as one of the best speakers in
the East, having appeared twice in the
past three nibnths in the Lewiston
Chamber of Commerce, and having also
addressed the Advertising Men’s Con
vention, which was held in Providence,
as well as various organizations in
this State.
Mr. Bflake is a Harvard graduate and
has traveled extensively in the West,
and has had much experience along
the lines on which he will speak. He
will take as his subject Friday night
"Chamber of Commerce Development,
aloig the lines of Industry and Agri
culture.” Tlie mere fact that he has
been repeatedly called back to places
where he has appeared speaks well for
hls ability, and the local Chamber of
Commerce counts itself fortunate in
being able to get him for a date in
Rockland. Mr. Blake has facts which
he gathered in his 16 years’ experience
through the country, and which he
will tell here. He Is in many ways
like Mr. Moore who appeared here on
Jan. fl. being a straight out and out
spokesman and telling the truth at anycost. It will he well worth anyone’s
time to hear Mr. Blake, and it is hoped
that not only those who attended our
January meeting will be present, but
many others.
The sale of tickets is under the di
rection of W. H. Rhodes and is going
ove.- big. Reservations can be made
at the Chamber ot Commerce office ei
ther by phone or personal call. This
meeting is not strictly a mem
hers’ meeting, but anyone interested
in Rpckla.nd can attend. Supper will
he served at 6.30 and reservations must
positively lie made not Inter than
Wednesday evening.

and sixes, exactly suited to their needs.

DONSON
MEDIUM

’’Mark the time and keep tile step
And we’ll go marching down to old Quebec,
Bec-bee-bec—to old Quebec 1”

About 80 men had been churning
their legs up and down at the officer’s
command. Everybody was laughing to
see them keep time. At the word
Forward:” every man, woman and
child went up over that bank. Col.
Alford sang out to keep back. It was
no use. All swarmed over.
About that time E. Coose and his

refinement and convenience for easy, restful
They are sure and

fleet on any road with the flexibility and
certainty of performance so traditional to

all Buicks.

complete understanding of the finer qualities

of these models. Ask for one.

Fours
PaM.Road.ter
PaM. Touring
PaM. Coupe Peak Sedan PaM. Touring
8ed«n - - •

Sport Road.ter

Sixes
$865
885
1175
1395
1335
1025

2 Pau. Roadster $1175
5 Past. Touring 1195
5 Past. Touring
Sedan ... 1935
5 PaM. Sedan - 1985

4 Paia. Coupe - $1895
7 PaM. Touring
7 Paas. Sedan •
Sport Roadster
Sport Touring •

1435
2195
1625
1675

Prices f. o. b. Buick Factories; dovamment tax
to be added. Ask about the G.. M.
At_____
—t
A. C. Purchase
Plan, which provides for Deferred Payments.

D-15-28-NP

ROCKLAND MOTOR MART PA“ET
we

$544,421 90
201.369 16
6,535 22
$732,825

Gross Assets

Admitted ..................................
$752,823
LIABILITIES DEC. 31. 1922
Net Unpaid Losses ...................
$162,000
Unearned Premiums .................
195,802
All other Liabilities ...................
23,727
Cash Capital ..............................
100,000
Surplus over all Liabilities ....
271.295
$752,825 i
Hi -13-22

Total Liabilities and Surplus..

WARTED
STITCHERS
On Singer Power Machines
Pants Department.

Telephone 17-11

by the Rockland representative. Wil
liam O. Rogers. The passage of the re
solve liy the State Legislature will
probably be without opposition, as the
resolve calls for a referendum, whereby
the matter will be finally passed upon
by the voters of Rockland at a special
election the second Monday of Septem
ber, 1923.
The charter revision committee ac
companied its report last night by the
following statement:
• . * •

To his Honor the Mayor, and Gentle
men of the City Council:
Your committee, appointed to con
sider the revision of the Rockland City
Charter, has completed its work, and
herewith submits the following report:
After a careful consideration of thc
City’s needs, and after a study of the
Charters of modern progressive cities,
your committee has come to the unani
mous conclusion that in order to ob
tain the maximum efficiency in the
city's management, and the minimum
amount of petty politics, the following
changes in our present City Charter
are necessary:
First: That the common council,
which lias proven itself unwieldy, bur
densome, and unnecessary, be elimi
nated.
Second: That in order to give any
city administration an opportunity to
do efficient work, a two-year term of
office should be substituted for the
present form.
Third: That a City Council com
posed of 'seven aldermen, one elected
from each ward for a term of two
years, be substituted for the present
City Council consisting of seven aidermen and a common council of twentyone members: the board of aldermen to
be paid for their services at the rate of
flve dollars per meeting.
Fourth: That the municipal year be
changed to correspond with the cal
endar year, and that the city election
be held on the first Monday of Decem
ber, every other year, instead of the
first Monday of Mulch, us now pro
vided. Experience has proven thut
March is usually a most difficult time
to hold an election, owing to climatic
conditions: furthermore, at that time
of the year the city council should have
completed their plans for the ensuing
year, instead of being forced to sus
pend their work for an election, and
possibly relinquish their seats to an
incoming administration.
Fifth: That
the
superintending
school committee be elected by the
people, and have representation from
each ward. It is the opinion of your
committee that the mothers and fa
thers of one ward are as much inter
ested in the management of school af
fairs as the mothers and father’s in
any other ward.
Sixth: Your committee, as a result
of its study and from experience, be
lieves that the Mayor of the City of
Rockland should • be the responsible
executive head of the City Govern
ment. Your committee therefore rec
ommends that the Mayor be elected
for a term of two years, and that he
he empowered, subject to confirmation
by the Board of Aldermen, to ap|>olnt

J. B. PEARSON CO.

REPUBLICAN

Thomaston, Maine

16-18

WARD CAUCUSES
Tlie Republicans of Rockland are hereby
notified to meet in Caucus in tlieir sever ii
ward rooms
THURSDAY. FEBRUARY 8. 1923,.
At 7.30 o’clock p. m.
for the purpose of nominating in each ward a
full ticket of ward officers; to elect for each
ward a member of the city committee for the
ensuing year; and to tNMUMCt such oilier bus
iness as may legally come before said Caucuses

KINEO
PIPELESS
FURNACES

MAYORALTY CAUCUS

A ride in a Buick roadster is essential to a

1
3
8
5
(

Stocks and Bonds ......................
Cash in Offlee and Bank ..........
Interest and Rents ....................

***»«**««**»*» alt the department heads, and that he
be paid a salary of not less than fif
RECOMMENDED
teen hundred dollars per year, to be
*
____
* fixed hy the City Council.
*
Abolishment of Common Coun- *
The above recommendations your
* cil.
» committe has incorporated in a new
*
Election of Mayor for two * City Charter, a copy of which is at
* years, with a salary of not less * tached hereto and made a part of this
report.
* than $1500 a year.
Your committee has not as yet had
*
Election of Aldermen for the *
* fee of $5 for each meeting they * time to revise the City Ordinances as
* attend.
* requested by the Mayor, owing to the
City election in December in- * necessity of early legislative action
on tlie Charter itself. Your commit
* stead cf March.
Election of School Committee * tee, however, will continue its work
relative to the City Ordinances and
* by the people.
* make further report relative thereto
***»«««*$«*»«» T he necessity for the proper care of
The committee on revision of the the city garbage and the need of a city
Rockland City Charter, appointed by planning hoard your committee be
lieves can lie taken core of by proper
Mayor Daggett some weeks ago pre ordinances.
sented its report at the monthly meet
Respectfully submitted,
Walter H. Butler, Chairman.
ing of the City Government last night.
Frank A. Tirrell, Jr., Secretary,
An order for acceptance of the report
Frank C. Flint,
and adoption of the proposed charter,
Dwight M. Virgin,
was passed without debate. City So
E. It. Keene,
licitor Frank A. Tirrell was instructed
II. N. McDougall.
to take the new charter to Augusta,
• • • •
where it will lie presented immediately

CAUCUSES

They are roomy and comfortable, with every
motoring in all weathers.

• • « •

In the meantime the colonel had de
ployed part of his men to battle with
the Indians, who seemed
to
be
equipped with all kinds of weapons,
by the sound of their popguns. A
short council of war was held to
determine how best to fight the
enemy. Again came that blare of the
bugle down in the woods and the rattat-tat of the drums. The Redcoats
were coming, double quick!
Col. Alford’s men were ordered to
face the enemy, to drop on one knee,
take aim and wait for the word—
everybody else to flee for safety! All
was still as a midnight dream. I was
awfuily scared. Uncle Jimmy picked
up two bricks and thumping them to
gether said, “Don’t be scared—noth
ing will hurt ye—damn ’em to 'ell,
give it to ’em!” (Jimmy had seen a
little new rum.)
“One. two. three, fire!”
There was an awful reverberation as
about SO old-fashioned flintlock guns
went off! The Redcoats as they canie
on returned the fire. There was so
much smoke you could not see
anything. An interveniirg ditch be
tween the contending soldiers had to
be crossed. The next .command was
to "Fire at random and put on your
bagnets!" (Jimmy caled them podangers..
a
About that time, down came the
rain in an awful shower that ended
the only sanguinary battle ever fought
in the town of Hope. The last seen of
Ed. Coose and his Braves, they were
trying to make umbrellas out of the
spruce trees. Later, they came into
camp wet as drow-ned rats. The law
requiring State musters was soon
after abolished, but I am quite sure
there was one later held at The
Meadows, now Rockland Highlands.
F. L. Mansfield.
Ipswich, Mass., Feb. 1.

Great preparations - had been made
and everything was staged for the
sham battle.
Though the morning
opened in a haze of fog everybody was
there, men, women and children. To
ward noon the sun began to break
through. The Continentals formed in
the road by the old store, two lines
deep, the color guard in front, facing
a pair of bars which they had to pass
through to reach the brow of the hill.
Their outward appearance as soldiers
was indicated by narrow stripes of
white cloth sewed on the outer seam
of the trousers. The colonel and other
officers were busy in the formation
and plan of attack. The Redcoats
from Warren rendezvoused down by
the Fish sawmill: They were to de
ploy and come up through the woods
somewhere by the old mill stream.
Coose and his Braves were in conceal
ment over by thc Manley place.
Uncle Jimmy Rudden, an Irishman,
was my chaperone that day. He had
The Reliable and Satisfactory
an old army bugle that was my fa
ther’s and there was besides a fife
Psychic and Spiritual
and drums. Jliram Fisk and Church
Fish “did” tne music. All was ex
citement and jollity. Soon that old
bugle sounded the blare of war—the Can be consulted every Tuesday and
call to arms. The captain sang out: Wednesday from 10 A. M. to 8 P. M.
Are you ready? Ground arms—
29 PARK STREET
mark time—present arms—shoulder
arms—left face—forward march, to APPOINTMENTS BY PHONE, 799W
isenf
the right oblique:"
The fife and drums were playing
LOYAL PROTECTIVE INSURANCE CO.
Yankee Doodle.” Uncle Jimmy raised
Boston. Mass.
ASSETS DEC. 31. 1922
his voice in the old song:

A glance reveals why business and professional

men, as well as all others who seek the roadster
type, find the new Buick roadsters, both fours

Braves were seen trotting among the
spruce trees and bushes, strung out
single file, meandering in and out, with
painted faces and turkey feathers in
their caps.
Pickets were ordered
down in front. They came flying back
with reports of Indians! The soldiers
were ordered to prime their guns,
which were already loaded, which
process consisted of powder and wad
ding being pushed with ramrod into
the flintlock musket.
A hole on
the side of this old style gun opens
into a little thimble, called the priming
pan. on which the powder is poured.
The flint in the hammer strikes the pan,
igniting the powder by a spark pro
duced by the flint, and so discharges
the load within the gun. The Idea was
taken from the match box of ancient
days.

HAVE ALL MODELS ON OUR SHOW ROOM FLOOR FOR

The Republicans of Rockland are hereby noti
fled to meet in Caucus at City Council Room
Spring St.
Friday, February 9, 1923, at 7.30 P. M
for the purpose of nominating a candidate foi
Mayor and to transact such other business as
may legally come before said Caucus.
Per order
REPUBLICAN CITY COMMITTEE.
WALTER II BVTLF-R, Chairman,
MILTON M. GRIFFIN, Secretary.
Dated at Rockland. Jan. 30, 1923.

Call us for a
demonstration

developed and printed
send or bring them to

BOOK STORE

HAVE

YOUR

OWN

TOOLS

can get them here at attrac
tive
quality.

prices

and

of

the

finest

Our stock is complete and

we can give you thc Tools that will
enable you to save their cost many

Telephone 713

CARVER’S

?bur Neighbor

$135.00 to $185.00
OUR PRICES LOWEST
EVER OFFERED
No charge for labor except
carpenter work. Any price we
give is complete except for
smoke pipe.

times in odd jobs done about the

house.

T

V. F. STUDLEY

ROCKLAND

ROCKLAND DISTRIBUTOR OF ALL KINEO PRODUCTIONS

278

MAIN

STREET,

ROCKLAND

Total

..............................................$33,714
• • • •

Alderman Erskine introduced orders
for two Incandescent flights—one at the
corner of Grace and High streets, and
Ihe ether r.ear the “Old Tavern" on
Lake avenue. Both orders had a pass
age.
Tax Collector Lovejoy had a light
menth, as January is apt to be, his
total collections amounting to $9,687.
City Treasurer Virgin reported the
nt mb’s disbursements as $26,097, leav
ing $12,165 in the till. Marshal GHchrest reported only three arrests, but
one of which was for drunkenness.
The New Year's resolutions are evi
dently being kept. Commissioner Ross
expended $8,278 on the highways. The
loll of accounts showed a total of
$6,709.
An order was passed authorizing cer
tain improvements In the manual
training department of the city schools,
using for that purpose the unexpended
lialar.ee of the Industrial educatlonul
appropriation made by the State.
Charles T. Smalley appeared in be
half of M. B. & C. O. Perry and the
people’s Ijaundry, asking that the
watering trough on Liiperock steet bo
emoved fom its pesent location, where
it Is now very much of a nuislance with
its constantly freezing overflow. Un’ lest some steps are taken soon an ice
' palace will obscure the colonial style
! of architecture of the Bee Hive Cafe.
E C. Moran, Jr., William L. BlackI Ington. Harry O. Gurdy, John E. Brew
ster. Ira J. Shumun, Harry A. Ripley
! and John D. Bass were drawn for trav' else jury service at the April term of
i Supreme Court.

YOUR FAVORITE POEM

PRICES FROM

To have your films promptly

DEMONSTRATION

Whaa better automobiles are built, Buick will build them

The newest- thing in
House Heating

Next Years Salaries

The committee on salaries reported
last night, and the resolve had a pass
age. City ollbials who serve the com
ing year will receive the following
emolument:
Mayor ....................................................$ 500
Click of Common Council....?...
75
City Treasurer ................................... 1500
City Solicitor ..................................... 250
City Auditor ..............................
60
Tax Collector ......................
1300
City Clerk ............................................ 1300
Stenographer to Ma.vtir. Treasurer
and Purchasing Department 520
Assessors (3), including clerk hire 1350
Road Commissioner........................... 1300
City Marshal ..................................... 1400
Four Patrolmen,11200 each .... 4800
City Physician ................................. 250
Overseers of Poor ($200 to chair
man. $100 each to other mem
bers ................................................ 400
Master and Matron of Almshouse 900
Keeper of City store....................... 250
I.Mpectnr of Plumbing.....................
60
Inspector of Milk .............................
75
Chief of Fire Department and
Building Inspector ................. 850
Superintendent of Fire Alarm... 200
Three Assistant Engineers ($100
each ................................................ 300
Americus Hook Ac Ladder Co., in
cluding Stewaid ....................... 1200
Burpee Hose Co., Including Stew
ard .................................................. 1000
Gen. Berry Hose Co., including
Steward ....................................... 1000
J. F. Sears Hose Co, including
Stewaid ........................................ 1000
Driver of Berry hose team............. 1100
Driver of Burpee hose team......... 1100
Drivers of City Teams (each $1100) 2200
Truant Officer ................................... 250
Scaler of Weights and Measures Fees
Chemical Fire Apparatus, four
permanent men—1st $1500;
2d, $1500; 3d $1092; 4th $1092 5184
Health Officer ................................... 600
Engineer of steamer, Including
Firemen and Assistant En
gineer ............................................ 250

HARDWARE CO.

1
‘
1
'
'

Whatever your occupation may be and however crowded your hours with affairs, do not
fail to secure at least a few minutes every day
for iefreshment of your inner life with a bit
of poetry.
—Charles Eliot Norton.
TOUJOURS AMOUR
Prithee, tell me, Dimple-Chin,
At what age does Love begin?
Your Hue eyes have scarcely seen
Summers three, my Miry queen,
But a miracle of sweets,
Soft approaches, sly retreats
Show the little archer there,
Hidden in your pretty hair;
When didst learn a heart to win?
Prithee tell me, Dimple-Chin!

“Oh!” the*rosy lips reply,
"I can’t tell you if 1 try
Tis so long 1 can’t remember:
Ask some younget lass than I!”
V
Tell. 0 tell me, Grizzled Face,
Do your heart and head keep pace?
When does hoary Love expire,
When do frosts put out the Are?
('an Its embers hum below
All that chill December snow?
Care you still soft hands to press.
Bonny heads to smooth and bless?
When does Love give up the e-hase?
Tell, 0 tell me. Grizzled-Face I
• Ah!” the wise old lips reply,
-Youth may pass and strength may die;
But of Love 1 can’t foretoken:
Ask some older sage than I!”

—Edmund Clarence Stedman.

Every-Other-Da*
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annum, payable semi-annually. These
bonds, together with the proceeds
thereof, shall lie designated as a part
THREE-TIME8-<-WEEK
A Number of Important Hear of the State highway and bridge loan
and shall be deemed a pledge of the
Kockiand, Maine, Feb. 6, 1923. I
ings This Week—New Leg faith and credit of the State. Of the
Personally appeared Frank S. Lyddie, who on
oath declares that he is pressman in the office
proceeds of the sale of the bonds, the
islation.
of the Rockland Publishing Co., and that of
sum of $2,304,500 is appropriated to be
the Issue of The Courier-Gazette of Feb 3,
1923 there was printed a total of 5,957 copies.
used solely for the building of State
Legislature
entered
upon
Its
sixth
Before nie,
FRANK B. MILLER.
highways and $300,000 is appropriated
Notary Public.
week yesterday, and was confronted
to be used solely for the building of
by another batch of important hear
bridges.
ings. One which will undoubtedly be
largely attended and warmly contest
BIBLE THOUGHT]!
ed is scheduled for 2 o'clock Wednes
LEGISLATIVE NOTICES
day afternoon before the judiciary com
mittee on tlie Barwise resolve . to
—FOR TODAY—
STATE OF MAINE
amend the Maine constitution so as to
Bible Thought. mer-oriied, will prove a 131
In the Senate, January 18. 1923.
prieelew heritage in after years.
limit appropriations for private insti
"Horses first introduced into North
Ordered, the House concurring, that the t ine
tutions and purposes until Dec. 31, 19311,
for the reception of bills for private and apeerul
America about 1519 by Hermando Cor
and so as to prohibit such appropri legislation be limited to
tez when conquering Mexico."
THURSDAY, February 8, 1923, at four o’clock
ations after Dec. 1, 1930. The-resolve
WHICH no YOU PREFER?—Re
M.
was i ffcred in the House of Represent P. And
sist the devil, and he will flee from
that all such petitions and bills pre
QUALITY LEADS THE
atives by Rep Barwise of Bangor, Jan. sented after tlwt date'be referred to the next
you. Draw nigh to God, and he will
Legislature; that the Secretary of the Sena e
23.
draw nigh to you —James 4:7, 8.
PRICE
cause copies of this order to be published in
....
ail the daily and weekly papers of the State
Hearing
which
wns
scheduled
for
until
and including Wednesday, February
and here are suits that lead in
CHARTER REVISION
this week before the publicity com 1923.
Presented
hy Sargent of Hancock.
the race for style.
mittee on the act and resolve provid
In Senate Chamber. Jan. 16, 1923. Read and
ing
for
the
erection
of
a
State
of
Maine
The summary of the recommenPassed.
Sent
down for concurrence.
They are a safe bet and a safe
L ERNEST THORNTON. Sec
building at the Eastern Stales Expo
dations of the committee on revision
House.
Jan.
1G, 1923. Read and Passed. Iu
buy. Your money returned if
sition at Springfield. Mass., has been
of Rockland's city charter, printed on
concurrence.
CLYDE R, CHAPMAN, Clerk.
postponed at 2 p. m., Feb. 20, so as not
A true copy—Attest
they fail to come up to your
another page, gives a very clear idea
1. ERNEST THORNTON.
to conflict with other big hearings for
11-16
Secretary of the Senate
of the leading features of the charter
this week.
satisfaction.
The
committee
on
salaries
and
fees
as adopted by last night's meeting of
LEGAL AFFAIRS
will hold a hearing this afternoon on
$15.00 Suits.
$12.50
Tlie Committee on Legal Affairs will give a
the city council, and sent forward to
an act to amend Section 9 of Chapter public hearing In its rooms at the State House
$19.50, $20.00 Suits, $16.50
day for action on the part of the State
117 ot tlie Revised Statutes as amend in Augusta, on
ed oy Chapter 170 of the Public Laws
THURSDAY. February 8. a; 2 p. m . on the
Legislature. We are of opinion that
$22.50 Suits,
$18.50
of 1917, as amended hy Chaptei 87 or following:
the points of revision thus arrived at
H-23. An Act to amend section 19 of chap
$25.00 Suits,
$20.50
th Public Laws of 1921, relating to the ter r» of the Revised Statutes as mended by
by a bi-partisan board will so rec
snlaiies
of
Justifies
of
the
suprem
chapter
69 of the Public Laws of 1917 anti
$27.50 Suits,
$22.50
hapter 171 of the Public Laws of 1321 relating
ommend themselves to citizens gen
court.
to
the
Duties of Boards of Registration of
$29.50, $30.00 Suits, $24.50
• • e •
erally as that its adoption by a ref
Vote;
BURLEIGH MARTIN. Sec
Public
hearing
will
be
given
by
Ih
$32.50 Suits,
$26.50
erendum vote at a special election
committee on State land and forest
next September is in advance assured.
$37.50, $35.00 Suits, $29.50
preservation this afternoon on the fol
JUDICIARY
The Committee on Judiciary will give a nub
lowing ’acts;
Many of the reforms attained by
$39.50, $40.00 Suits, $33.50
A i Act to amend Se tion 39 of Chap lie hearing in its rooms at the State House. In
this revision have long ago been urged
$42.50, $45.00 Suits, $37.50
ter 8 of the Revised Statutes, as Augusta, on
through the columns of this paper, as
WEDNESDAY, February 7, at 2 P M ui
amended hy Chapter 61 of the Publii
following:
25 Men's Overcoats now sell
well as by thoughtful and progressive
Laws of 1921. providing for the ap theResolve
amending the Constitution of the
pointment of forest fire wardens in State of Maine so as to limit appropriations
ing at $12.00 each; sizes 35,
business men of both the political
for
private
institutions and purposes until Dec
towns.
parties: but always when some appar
31, 1930. and so as to prohibit such appropria
36, 37, 38.
An Act to amend Section 36 of Chap tions after December 31, 1930.
ent progress was being made toward
ter 8 of the Revised Statutes, relating
THURSDAY. February 8. at 2 P. M . on the
Boys’
Mackinaws marked
their attainment, a small spirit of
to forest fire notices.
following:
An Act to amend Section G2 of Chapter 211
$6.80 and $9.60.
An Act to amend Section 42 of Chap
partisan opposition, developing now in
of the Public Laws of 1921, relative to motor
ter S of the Revised Stautes, relative vehicles and law of the road and the speed of
this party, now in that, has operated
to ft rest fires iu woodlands.
vehicles.
J. F. GREGORY SONS CO.
An Act to amend Section 3 of Chapter 184
to defeat the attempt to place our city
An Act to amend section 58 of the
of the Public Laws of 1921 relating to the
Re.-ised Statutes as amended by Chap Jurisdiction of the Public Utilities Commission
upon a more modern basis of ef
ter 5 of the Public Laws of 1919 relat over certain motor vehicles
I t 16
ficiency, All honor to the spirit of the
ing tc- forest lire signs.
THURSDAY, February 8th, at 2 P. M . on
men who have now made it possible to marked to one another that London
An Act to provide tor registration of the following;
RECALLS CAPTURE
An Act to regulate the right of way of vehi
junk a great quantity of obsolete mu was as depressed as though some great
land surveyors and their mar ;
cles at intersecting public ways.
battle had been lost. His body was
An Act concerning the improvement
An Act to amend Section 77 cf Chapter 211
nicipal machinery. The abolishment
laid in Westminster Abbey, the Pan Capt. George Roberts, Winter protection or preservation of fruit of the Public Laws of Nineteen Hundred
of the cumbersome and useless board theon
Twenty-one,
relating to the publication of
of
England.
Thousands
or ornamental trees.
monthly motor vehiclo registration lists.
ing In Barre, Celebrates Me shade
of common council: bi-yearly elec streamed in, and a continual flood of
An important hearing will be held
12-16
this week by the committee on taxa
tions; a salary that shall make it pos flowers and wreaths poured over the
TUESDAY, February 6, at 2 P. M , on the
morable Anniversary.
simple burial place. Even today, fifty
following:
tion as follows:
sible for a Mayor to devote the chief
An
to amend Chapter 93 of the Public
years later, one cannot pass there with
Wednesday, Feb. 7, at 2 p. m.—An Laws Act
of 1917, relative to giving checks or
Capt. George Roberts, a native of
part of his time to the insistent de out seeing a few flowers strewn by some
act to amend Section 27 of Chapter 9 drafts on banks where maker has not suffi
mands of the important office; the grateful hand; his fame and his ap Vinalhaven, Me., and an old seafarer, of the Revised Statutes as amended by cient funds.
An Act to amend See;ion 11 of Chapter 127
payment of a modest fee to aldermen; peal have not wilted in all these years. who is passing the winter months Chapter 42 of the Public 1-aws ot 191
of the Revised Statutes relative to search
Today, as in that hour years ago when
relating to the tax on railroads.
warrants for implements of gambling.
the choosing of a school committee by England pressed into the hand of this with his son James E. Roberts of the
* * • *
An Act to amend Sections 39 and Gt), Chap
wards; and the change of election day unsuspecting nobody the unhoped-for Blanchard block, yesterday celebrated
Tile Republican joint caucus unani ter 18, Revised Statutes relating to legis ra
tion
of veterinary surgeons.
14-IS
of a world-wide reputation, the anniversary of his capture off mously voted that it was the sense of
to the end of the calendar year—these gift
THURSDAY. February 8, at 2 P. M . on the
Charles
Dickens
still
remains
the
most
Matanzas
bay,
Cuba,
by
the
rebels
the
caucus
that
the
Legislature
ap
following:
are all wise provisions and will, we
An Act to amend Section 72 of Chapter 211
beloved, the most commanding and jur|ng the civil War
propriate approximately the same
believe, receive the endorsement of the feted story-teller of the entire English
the Public Laws of 1921, relative to penalty
amount for State-aided institutions as of
for reckless driving, going away without ship
In
reading
the
experience
of
Capt.
people.
world.”
has been the custom for the past two ping after an accident, using motor vehicles
E. A. Butler of Rockland, Me., in one
14-16
sessions. The caucus voted to defer without authority.
of the Rockland papers, Capt. Roberts
W T. GARDINER. Sec.
in St. Louis an inquiry in the
action on the resolve in favor of the
was reminded of the difference of
DICKENS’S BIRTHDAY
TUESDAY. February 13, at 2 P. M . on the
schools show that 40 per cent of the treatment accorded him and his ship University of Maine and the bills pro following:
viding for a tax on gasoline until after
Resolve, proposing an amendment to the Con
On February 7, 1812, Charles Dick children have never seen a sheep. 17 mates than that received by Capt. the hearings have been held on these stitution cf the State of Maine providing for
Butler two years Juefore in 1861, when
the
election on the Tuesday next after the flr«t
per
cent
have
never
seen
a
pig
and
12
matters.
•
ens was born in Portsmouth, England.
Monday In November biennially ol Governors,
the latter, under the Capt. W. H. Luce
per
cent
have
never
seen
a
cow.
The
Senators.
Representatives and other officers
His parentage was obscure, his early
of the ship "(Tcean Eagle,” was cap
An act was introduced in the House now required to be elected on the second Mon
years were spent in poverty, the family facts are respectfully referred to the tured coming out of New Orleans.
day
of
September
biennially.
13-13
Friday, by Representative Hale of Port
In relating his experience, Capt land to provide for the licensing, in
TUESDAY, February 13. at 2 P M . on Hie
fcr a part of the time resident of the impractical bunch of fanatics who are
following:
Roberts says that the Confederates
An Act to unite the Preachers’ Aid Society
London debtor prisons, and his op spreading the doctrine that it is a were not as harsh to their prisoners speclion and regulation of hotels and
lodging houses. The act provides that of *he Maine Conference of the Methodis'
crime
to
let
children
work
on
a
farm.
portunities for schooling so meagre
at the time of his capture as they had
Episcopal
Church and the Preachers’ Aid So
all persons conducting a lodging house
of the Eastern Maine Annual Conference
that in after years his father (who The dense ignorance of hundreds of been previously and his story bears or hotel shall be licensed and the prem ciety
of
the
Methodist
Episcopal Church.
13-18
out the fact. On January 21. 1863, he
was the original of the immortal Wilkens thousands of city children is deplor
ises occupied by them he subject to in
WEDNESDAY, February 14, at 2 P M . oi
was
serving
as
a
mate
aboard
the
brig
Mlcawber) on being asked the source able, and worse yet, there are a lot of "Windward" in charge of his brother, spection by the licensing authority and theAnfollowing:
relating to Commissioners of Phar
its authorized agents and by any sher macy, Act
Apothecaries and sale of Pois >ns.
of his son’s education replied: "Well, city adults who have no better sense Capt. Richard Roberts, and they hail
iff.
deputy
sheriff,
police
oflicer
or
con

An
Act
to
ijr.cnd Section 3 of Chapter 111 o
sir—ha-ha—he may be said to have than to try to' make that ignorance just headed out of Matanzas bay load stable on request from the licensing au the Revised Statutes as amended hy Chapter
ed
with
molasses
when
they
were
cap

189
of
the
Public
Laws of 1921, relating to the
educated himself!” Dying at the age denser. If every city child could spend
thority.
selection of jurors, providing for exemption of
tured by the Confederate "Florida.” it
his
summer
vacation
working
on
a
Section
four
provides
that
no
person
dentists.
16-19
of 58, Dickens left a library ot written
being, her second capture since she had
farm, at work suited to his or her come out of Mobile after being sent to licensed as a lodging house keeper or
books that destroyed today would
APPROPRIATIONS
A
FINANCIAL
AFFAIRS
strength, all would be better off men the Confederates by the British, He an inn keeper shall knowingly permit
The Committee on Appropriations & Financial
leave the world in a depth of sorrow
the premises under his control to be
says that from the time their brig
Affairs will give a public hearing at the State
tally and physically.
used
for
immoral
purpose?.
as deep as if the moon were perma
House,
in Augusta, on Friday, February 9
started to leave the bay they were on
Provision Is made in section five that 1323. at 2 p iu , on the following resolve :
nently to be blotted out. Amid the
the
lookout
for
a
privateer
steaming
Resolve
in favor of Home for Aged Women
A BIG INSTITUTION
around and consequently did not pay a every person conducting any hotel or Rockland.
ceaseless streams of testimonials to
lodging
house
shall
at
all
times
keep
a
13-1"
THOMAS A. SANDERS. Sec.
this great writer’s worth there has In Which a Member of The C.-G.'s great deal of attention to the "Florida’ register in which shall be Inscribed the
flying
the
British
flag
and
sail-rigged
Great Family Is An Instructor
INLAND FISHERIES A GAME
true name and residence of each and
lately appeared in The Dial an article
which came up to the lee of them.
The Committee on Inland Fisheries A Game
every guest occupying a room or rooms. will
by Stefan Zwleg, remarkable for its Editor of The Courier-Gazette: —
give a public hearing in its rooms at the
....
Such register shall be signed by the State House, in Augusta, on
Insight, and the more remarkable be
That miserable groundhog was out
A musket shot from the "Florida” or person renting such room or rooms.
THURSDAY, February 13, 1923, at 2 P. M
I all day Feb. 2. Where were all the dered them to heave to but it was not
cause Its writer is a German.
The proprietor of such lodging house on
No. 13. An Act rein ting to the protection of
| hunters who usually take their little enough for Capt. Richard Roberts, and or hotel shall thereupon write opposite
"Being in Germany just previous to
dog and gun in summer, and consider he made no move to heave to until the such name or names so registered the deer in the eight southern counties of the
State.
16-19
the great war,” remarked a cultured themselves great sportsmen?
Well, sails of the raider came down, the number of each room assigned to and
THURSDAY, February 15, 1923, at 2 P. M
traveler to the editor of this paper, "I never mind, because the weather man Confederate flag was hauled up and occupied by such guest, together with on
3. An Act providing for a yearly limit
sought in vain for books by German will keep on the job without asking us concealed smoke stacks began belch the time when such room is registered ofNo.
one deer in all counties of the State
[ poor mortals how deep he shall have ing forth smoke. To make the demand and until all the entries have been duly13-19
ARTHUR A. CRAFTS, Sec
writers
that should contain
the
; the enow next winter.
for a surrender the rebel sent a solid made in such register no guest shall be
qualities of soul and humor so familiar
Wonder if any of you readers care shot across the bow of the "Wind
WAYS AND BRIDGES
permitted to occupy privately any room
to the readers of Dickens. There was for training school gossip? The R. S. ward."
The Committee on Ways and Bridges will give
in such hotel or lodging house. When
S.
of
New
York
is
called
the
largest
a
public
hearing
The
prisoners
were
used
with
re

nothing of the sort to be had. The
the occupants of each room or rooms House, in Augusta, inon its rooms at the State
one i f the kind in existence. There
humor was all of the coarse and slap are 2500 inmates, beside about 350 em markable leniency for they were al so rented shall quit and surrender the
WEDNESDAY. February 7. at 2 P M
lowed lo take their personal equip
36. Resolve in favor of a roadway In
stick order. The thing that we know ployes. We care for 3,000, counting the ment and nautical instruments with same, it shall be the further duty of theNo.Town
of Cushing, Knox Co
such proprietor of the hotel or lodging
No. 37. A Resolve: Appropriating $730 for
in Dickens lay apparently entirely out colonies, and the Isaac Hopper Home them when they left the ship. They house to enter thereon in such register,
a
State
Aid
Road in the town of Cushing, Knox
in New York City. The training con were released at Matanzas and herp
side their power of achievement.”
sists of most everything—basketry, Capt. Roberts had occasion to go aboard opposite the name of such occupant or County.
15 16
OWEN K. STORY, Sec.
occupants the time of leaving. Such
Perhaps the fact that Stefan Zwieg millinery, matching colors, embroid
the "Ocean Eagle,” which was lying in
has traveled extensively outside of ery, dressmaking, rug designing and the harbor, for he hoped to meet a register shall be kept open at all times
•to the guests of such hotel or lodging
Europe has lent him a spiritual insight making, with both hand and foot-pow friend there. While on board he be house and to the inspection of any
er looms.
came acquanted with Capt. Luce, under
beyond the generality of his country
The grounds are level and extensive, whom Capt. Butler served and he sheriff, deputy sheriff, police officer or
■constable.
men. We have read with absorbed in with flowers of all kinds during the
found him a very likeable man. After
Section six of the act provides that
terest his lofty appreciation of the summer. Lawn swings, platform and passing about a week on the “Ocean
ring swings, tilter boards and many Eagle,” Capt. Roberts shipped aboard no person shall write or cause to lie
great Victorian author, and find in the
written in any register in any lodging
other amusements, help make life
Aro you satisfied with your pres
following extract from it fitting ac pleasant and gives them exercise, the brig "Essex” out of Harpswell, house or hotel any other different name
Me., which was bound for New York than the true name or names in ordinaryent income? Would you like to es
companiment to the scarlet geraniums which is a great factor in their train and was under command of Capt. Wile
use of the person registering or causing
tablish yourself in an interesting,
that tomorrow will cover the grave in ing.
liam Sennett.
himself to be registered therein. The
Movies Tuesday afternoon and even
Although Capt. Roberts is now 88 penalty of a violation is fixed at a fine
profitable business?
England’s famous Abbey:
ing: dance every Friday night. Mu
"By now there arc millions of Dick sic is another part of their training, years of age, he is in good health and of not less than $10 nor more than $25
The Largest Real Estate
ens’ books in circulation: big and lit there is a girls’ choir, for chapel, a has a fine memory for the old days for each offense.
tle volumes, thick and thin, cheap edi choir for Sunday school, on the wards; when men were men on the raging
Any person who refuses to take out
main
and
he
can
tell
wonderful
tales
Organization On Earth
tions for the poor, and in America the a boys’ band for concerts, an orches
a license or who does not conform to
most expensive edition which has ever tra for movies and dances, and we of fishing days off the Grand Banks, the provisions of the act shall pe pun
together
with
memory
gems
on
old
is in need of a representative in
been published by any writer—it costs think our superintendent is the right
ished by a fine of not less than $100, or
storms and pleasant times. Capt. more than 90 days for each offense or
Rockland. Other men in the same
nearly one hundred thousand dollars, man in the right place.
Roberts
’
greatest
desire
at
present
is
capacity are earning big money.
this edition for millionaires.
But
M. Welt,
by both fine and imprisonment.
to
have
the
privilege
of
taking
a
small
these hooks still retain all of their for
Vocational Teacher.
Any person who lets a room in a I One man in a single month earned
vessel
and
visiting
points
along
the
$1150. Another received $1595 for
mer felicitous laughter; it is ready to
Rome, N. Y„ R. 8. S, Box 429.
lodging house or hotel for immoral pur
Maine coast, the Grand Banks, Nova poses shall be liable to a fine of not less one month's work. Neither of these
flutter up like a twittering bird as
men had any experience before en
The mark down sale at the C. M. Scotia and Prince Edward Island, than $500, nor more than $1,000 or bysoon as one turns the first page. This
tering our organization. Applicants
author was loved to an unequalled de Blake Wall Paper Store is giving great where he passed some of the happiest imprisonment of not less than six
days of his career.—Barre (Vt.) Times.
gree; and if his appeal did not grow bargains.—adv.
15-tf.
must own auto and furnish giltmonths, nor more than one year for
even greater in the course of years it
edged references. For details apply
each offense, or by both such fine and
at once.
was solely because the emotions hau
imprisonment.
no further possibilities of extension.
e e e •
When Dickens decided to give public
E. A. STROUT FARM
In the House Friday Representative
readings, when he appeared face to
Barwise of Bangor introduced an act
AGENCY, INC.
face with the public for the first time,
providing that t^ere shall he an annual
England was in a turmoil. The halls
A BANK OF PROGRESS
closed season on deer.in the counties of 262 Old South Bldg., Boston, Mass.
were packed and jammed; enthusiasts
Aroostook. Franklin, Oxford, Penobscot,
19-20
climbed up the pillars, or crept under
Piscataquis, Somerset and Washington,
The Rockland National Bank is
hls platform, simply to be able to hear
from Dec, 1 of each year to Oct. 1 of
their beloved poet. In America, in
well known as a bank of progress—
the following year, The act also pro
the bitterest winter weather, people
FULL LINE OF
vides that the .annuall ylosed season for
steadily growing in deposits, and
brought along mattresses ■■nd slept in
deer In the counties of Androscoggin,
front of the ticket e ?e, waiters
COLUMBIA
RECORDS
ever ready to make its service in
Cumberland, Kennebec, Knox, Lincoln,
brought them food *
. nearby res
Sagadahoc, Waldo and York shall lie
taurants; but the crush was beyond
creasingly useful to the people.
59c
from Dec. 1 of each year until Oct. 31
control. Every hall proved to be too
of the following year.
small, and finally a church was se
75c
•.art
4% Interest Paid on Savings Accounts
cured in Brooklyn. From the pulpit
In the Senate Friday Stevens of
he read the adventures of Oliver Twist
T-S
$1.00
York introduced an act to provide for
and the story of little Nell. Fame for
an issue of State highway and bridge
him was not capricious. It pressed
STONINGTON
bonds. The act authorizes the state
Walter Scott to one side; it over
FURNITURE CO.
treasurer to issue serial coupon bonds
shadowed Thackeray's genius for a
in the name and behalf of the State to
L. MARCUS
whole life time; and when the light
*
ockland Maine
an amount not exceeding $2,004.5(10.
313-315 Main Street
went out, when Dickens died, the en
payable within 41 years, at a rate of
tire English-speaking world felt it like
ROCKLAND, MAINE 15tf
interest not exceeding five per cent per
a blow. On the streets foreigners re

MAINE LEGISLATURE

The Courier-Gazette

DO YOU EARN
$1,000 A MONTH?

The Bockland National Bank
R

,

Mark Down Sale
OF OUR ENTIRE STOCK OF

MEN’S AND BOYS’
SUITS, OVERCOATS and MACKINAWS
UNTIL FEBRUARY 12

We Shall Sell

Men’s $40. Overcoats and Suits,

Men’s $38. Overcoats and Suits, $30.40
Men’s $35. Overcoats and Suits, $28’^

Men’s $30. Overcoats and Suits, $2^*00
Men’s $28. Overcoats and Suits, $22’^
All our BOYS’ OVERCOATS AND SUITS AND
MEN’S AND BOYS’ MACKINAWS

We Shall Sell At

20 PER CENT BELOW REGULAR PRICES

YALE TURNS THE TRICK
Said He Would Beat Rockland, and He Did—Bouchard a
Wizard—Portland Again Tonight.
Billy Yale, Portland’s semi-profes
sional polo magnate, realized his fond
est ambition last night, when he
l.rrught a team whieh defeated St. Aubin’s outfit. The margin of victory
was not very large, to be sure, but it
enabled Billy to say that he had made
good his threat that he would bent
rtreklnnd before the seaUnn is over.
The prime factor in Rockland's
bzwnfnll—its fourth in 24 games—was
the young professional Bouchard, who
h.is been playing in "Red” Williams'
place on the Portland team of the Na
tional l.eague. He gave the finest ex
hibition of juggling and passing that
has yet been seen on the Arcade sur
face, and in spite of the damage that
Io was doing Rockland's chances, he
was roundly applauded heeatfse of Iris
rle&n style of playing. It is worth any
real polo fan's money just to see this
1 rcfessionttl manipulate the pink pill.
Manager Yale brought a player who
had never been seen on the local sur
face before. This was Tabbutt, the
••enter. He has been winning honors
in the Portland City League, hut this
is said to he his first appearance away
from home. Last night lie was as
signed to the task of guarding Sknner,
and so well did he follow orders that
tlie spectators might have thought the
rr.uple was on a honeymoon. Except
ti-at the hard hitting Rockland rush
apparently did not think so much of
Tahhutt’s society as Tahbutt did of his.
l-'ot defense the Portland team has
Shaughnessey of Bath, who can never
lie accused of being a mollycoddle, or
of shirking. If he “roughed it” occa
sionally, the roughing was by no means
ail on one side. Buker guarded the
Portland cage, and did it fully us well
as some of the professionals Rockland

has seen.
Tlie stops show that Rockland had
possession of the hall more than Port
land did, hut after losing the lead in
ihe second period St. Auhin’s crew
could never seem to tie the score again.
Portland's victory was clean cut. and
the teams are so closely matched that
tonight’s game will he a toss-up.
Thet-rien made all of Rockland’s
goals and Wright’s energetic work
broke up many a Portland attack.
it was a great game, and no mistake.
The score:
Portland—Yale Ir, Bouchard 2r. Tah
butt c. Shaughnessey hb, Buker g.
Rockland—St. Aubin Ir, Skinner 2r,
Therrlen c, Wright hh, PurccOI g.

First Period
1

Portland—Bouchard ......................22

3

Portland—Yale ..............
Rockland—Ti.errjen ....
Second Period

2.43
8.47

4
Z.

Rockland—Thcrn-ien ....
Portland-rYale ................

.46
8.011

Third Period
f?

Portland—Bouchard ................ 3.18
Rockland—Therrlen................ 1.35
Score, Portland 4 Rockland 3. Ruell
es, Yale 3. St. Auhin 7. Stops, Buker
41, Purcell 2ft.
Referee, Winslow.
Timer, Davies. Scorer, White.

• « , •
Polo Pointers
The Courier-Gazette’s rate opinion of
Therrlen is evidently shared in other
quarters. The Providence Journal says:
"Young Therrien of New Bedford,
now playing center for the Rockland
team, is touted as a comer by every
visiting player who lias seen him play
this winter. He is said to be ripe for
the National la ague right now, and
without any more seasoning. 11c made
la fine impression a year ago. But his
1 sojourn in Rockland and regular play
ing has put him on edge. It is not im
possible that one of the big teams give
him a trial before long."
• * * *
Poo was Having ti great run in Rock
land 25 years ago( qccording to Tlie
Courier-Gazette tiles. Not only was
Rockland represented in tlie State
l.eague by a strong professional team,
but there was .a myriad of amateur
combinations, whose games were at
tracting much attention, in the latter
class were Tlie Courier-Gazette and
Daily Star newspaper teams, Haskell's
Jacks, Pooler’s Vagabonds, the Cap
tains, .Majors and Lieutenants, and Ris
ing's Domestics. Not a few of the
players are still to he found on the
side lines cheering the present games.
And all of them will tell you that roller
|silo Is the most fascinating game they
ever played.
e e e e
Providence Journal: Frank Mulvey
finished his week’s stay in Rockland
last night, and today is on his way
home, thankful to get away with his
■life. In some way he was taken for a
bootlegger and was chased about Rock
land until 2 in tlie morning in a driv-

ing snowstorm, lie got back to the
hotel some way and proceeded to make
out an affidavit that he didn’t know a
pint of moonshine from a quart of
soup, and was prepared to swear to it
if necessary. However, he got away
safely and limped through last night's
game somehow or other.
♦ • ♦ •
Few visiting goal lends have ever
made finer impression in Rockland
than did Jette, w ho gave three mighty
tine exhibitions at the Arcade last
week, llis work is devoid of trickery,
and has made many admirers for him
in Itockland.

BATH TO HAVE POLO
Strong Team Has Been Selected and
Rockland Will Be the Opening At
traction.
Rockland polo fans will welcome the
announcement that the game is to be
revived in Bath, for it moans that
th- re will In- a break in the long jutnp
which the .Massachusetts and Rhode
island teams are now forced to make
in order td come to Rockland, and it
also means a lively inter-city series
between two towns which have al
ways been close rivals. Here is what
the Bath Times says about the new
proposition:
"It has been more than 10 years
since Bath sports have had an op
portunity to witness a roller polo
game. They have their next oppor
tunity Feb. 13 at tJte Arcade en Arch
street which is to be converted into
a roller skating rink and polo hall.
The Bath team has already been se
lected anil the opposing five for the
13th will he tlie strong Rockland
team.
"Tlie man who will bring polo to
Bath is Fred Pinault of Providence, I!
I., who has managed tile Providence
semi pro team and he comes here well
recommended and seems a live wire.
He has leased the Arcade of Henry W.
Howard and will install his rink fix
tures and put in a supply of skates and
soon Bath people, young and old will
have the sport of gliding over the floor
on rollers. The present generation of
Bath youngsters do not know anything
about roller skitlng and they will
take to the sport like ducks to water.
Bath was always a good roller skating
town and boasted some of the best
skaters in New England and the
sporting Editor lias enough confidence
iu Bath sports to feel that roller polo
will he well supported. The Arcade is
80 feet long and will he fitted witli
bleachers witli playing surface enclos
ed with netting and is as big as the
Arcade in
Rockland where such
battles have been fought this season.
Mr. Pinault has selected this team to
start with: 1‘hinney of Attleboro,
Mass., in the goal; Cusick of Provi
dence’, half back; ‘Wild Bill’ Shaugh
nessy of Bath, center; Jolly of Provi
dence, second rush and Tony Welch of
New Bedford, first rush.”

BELFAST 32, ROCKPORT 22
Rockport High was defeated 10
painls in a fast game with Belfast
High in Belfast. Fridgy, Farrow, the
Gletieove "flash.” made his first ap
pearance in basketball circles and lived
up to his name. In the Second half,
Ausplund received severe cuts in the
lip uue to footliall tactics employed
hy a Belfast forward, hut came hack
strong after a live-minute delay to
doctor up. The score:
Belfast High 32
Goals Fouls Pis.
0
10
Bowen rf
7
13
Grady If . .................... 3
....................
1
0
2
Brown e .
1
7
HotYsos Iff .................. 3
0
0
Colcord rg .................. 0
—
■e—
8
12
32

Rockport High 22
Goals Fouls Pis.
r>
1
.... 2
•>
A
....• 1
.... 5
I
11
.... 0
A
A
A
.... 2
4
—
—
—
09
2
10
Referee, Ruzzell of Belfast, Time,
four 10-minute periods.

Tibbetts If ....
Farrow rf.........
Bryant c ...........
Au -plund. rg ..
Bartlett lg ....

SHEET MUSIC 15c
CENTURY CERTIFIED EDITION
The Fenioue Sheet Mjtle yw in advir.
ti>«d in all the leadiu) magulnee. Over
2200 lelsctioni—lend (er catalogue.

MAINE MUSIC CO, Rockland, Me.

Every-Other-Day

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Tuesday, February 6, 1923.

Calk of the town
COMING NEIGHBORHOOD EVENTS
Feb. 6—Democratic mayoralty caucus in City
Council Rooms.
Feb 7—Democratic ward caucuses.
Fd). 7-*-Annual maaquenade gift ball of the
.Aealstant Engineers of the Fire Department at
tlie Arcade.
Feb.8—Republican ward caucuses.
Feb. 8-9 (Polo)—Rockland vs Westerly (It.
1 ) at the Arcade
Feb 9—Republican mayonilty caucus in City
Council Rooms
Feb. 9—Banquet and Open Forum of th?
Chamber of Commerce at the Thorndike Hotel
Feo. 12—Lincoln's Birthday
Feb. 12—Open meeting of the Shakespeare
Society with Mrs (J W. Smith, Summer street.
Feb. 14—Ash Wednesday
Feb. 14—iSt. Valentine’s day.
Feb. 12-17—The Community Food Fair at
the Arcade.
Feb. 16—Rockland Lodge of Perfection meets
In Temple hall
Feto. 16—Address <m “City Government,” by
W. B. Moore of Portland before Woman’s Educatonal Club
Feb. 16 (7 1')—Address on "Home Demon
stration.” by Miss Rosalind Jewett, University
of Maine, auspices Woman’s Educational Club,
Methodist vestry.
Feb. 18—Lent begins
Feb. 19—Community Ball at tlie Arcade
Feb. 21—-Monthly meeting of Baptist Men’s
League
March 12-22—-State conference, D. A. it ,
Waterville.
Feb. 22—'Washington*8 Birthday.
Feb 26—Portland Automobile Show begins.
March 26-30—Farmers’ Week, University of
Maine.
March 4—Observance of State Sunday School
Day.
March 2—Partial eclipse of tne moon, begin
ning 8 13 p m
March 16—Rockland Lodge of Perfection and
Rockland Council Princes of Jerusalem, meet
in Temple hall.
(Marem 17—St. Patrick’s Day.
March 2f»—Palm Sunday.
March 30—Good Friday.
April 1—Faster Suuduy.
April 19—-Patriots’ Da.\
Aoril 20—Gen. Knox Chapter of Rose Croix
meets in Temple hail.

Fuller-Cobb-Davis
ON SALE IN OUR BASEMENT DEPARTMENT
THURSDAY
FEB. 8

FRIDAY
FEB. 9

SATURDAY
FEB. 10

ODD COATS AND SUITS FROM OUR STREET
FLOOR STOCK
1
1
1
1
1
4
3

GARMENTS LISTED BELOW
Navy Velour Coat with fur cojlar, size 36, originally $35.......... $15.00
Long Black Plush Coat, size 43, originally $35. ........................ $15.00
Short Black Plush Coat, size 18, originally $25.......................... $15 00
Long Black Plush Coat, Opossum collar, size 40, originally $40. $15.00
Brown Beaver Plush Coat, size 38, originally $50. .................... $15.00
Women’s Coats with fur collars, sizes 38 to 42, originally $35.00,
$39.50 ......................................................................................... $15.00
Herringbone Tweed, brown and green, plaid back, Opossum
collars, sizes 10, 12 and 14, originally $25.............................. $10.00
Navy Velour Coat, size 43, originally $29.50 ................................ $15.00
Lot of ten Coats, misses’ and women’s sizes, priced at $10. $12.50, $15.00
Navy Velour Suit, Moleskin collar, size 18, originally $35......... $15.00
Navy Velour Suit, Moicskin collar, size 40, originally $35......... $15.00
Brown Tweed Suit, size 18, originally $39.50 ........................... $15.00

Nicholas T. Murray of the Fuller
Cobb-Davis Co., is in the hands of
dentists today for an operation on one
of his jaws, which has been giving him
lots of trouble. He will probably be
off duty a week or two in consequence.
Edwin Libby Relief Corps held a
very interesting meeting last Thursday
with a large number present. It is
hoped that there will be as many more
this week.
The housekeepers for
Thursday evening are Mrs. Isabelle
Burpee, Mrs. Bertha Higgins, Mrs.
Sadie Ward and Mrs. Bessie Haraden.
There is much work to be done.

The school kids are in a merry war
over the flags to be given away at the
Food Fair. The McLain School is
pitted against the High and at pres
ent has a considerable lead. Tyler and
Purchase Street Schools are competing
for the other flag and in this contest
the advantage is uncertain. These flags
are handsome silk affairs, 3x5 feet,
with brass eagle, heavy gold fringe
and cord and jointed staff.

Page Three

mo IS THE HANDSOMEST MAN IN KNOX COUNTY?
BEAUTY CONTEST

Between
20

(MAN)

(WOMAN)

My Choice............................................

My Choice............................................

Signature ..............................................

BEAUTY CONTEST

50

Signature ...............................................

Mark your choice and mail to Food Fair Beauty Committee or drop in Contest

Boxes at Fuller-Cobb-Davis or W. O. Hewett Co. stores.

There will also be a Bal

lot Box at the Fair.

There will be a cooked food sale at
The mark down sale at the C. M.
It isn't often that an organization
THREE SILK FLAGS
W O. Hewett’s Saturday afternoon.— ; Blake Wall Pappr Store is giving great
has a chance to get a handsome silk
j bargains.—adv.
15-tf.
1
flag free and especially such a flag as
,
c
• .• „ __J C_Lrtri]o adv.
1
that which graces the Supreme Court Clubs, Societies and OChOOlS
1
Room. Such a beautiful flag is to be
May Compete — Presented
1
given away by vote at the Food Fair,
1
voting up to Saturday night and the
By Food Fair.
winner announced at the Grand Bali,
THESE GARMENTS WILL BE ON DISPLAY WEDNESDAY IN OUR
Monday night. Several local organiza
1. Silk Flag 4 1-3x5% feet, trimmed
BASEMENT
tions are actively interested in the with knotted silk, mounted on jointed
contest. Tickets can be purchased at
the Fair and 50 are attached to each pole with brass eagle, gold cord and
tassels. This will be given to the so
season ticket.
4
ciety, club or organization receiving
A moving picture which is sure to be the largest number of votes during
a big drawing card in Rockland, be Fair Week,
2. Two Silk Flags 3x5 feet, trimmed
cause of the book’s great popularity is
Weather This Week
“Under Two Flags.” It will be shown with silk fringe and mounted with
Washington, Feb. 4.—Weather out
BETTER THAN EVER BEFORE—MORE GIFTSCapt. Benjamin Arey, a well known at Park Theatre tomorrow.
The brass eagle, gold cord and tassels.
I. C. Thurston of Union and Chester
look for the week beginning Monday
One
goes
tothe
High
School
or
Mc

Penobscot
Bay
steamboat
man,
died
Thursday-Friday
special
feature
for
in North and Middle Atlantic states: I.. Pascal of Rockport leave the lust
MORE MUSIC
this week is "Who Are My Parents.” Lain School and one to Tyler or Pur
in Bucksport Saturday.
Fair and much colder at beginning be cf the week on a trip to California.
chase
Street
Schools,
depending
on
the
Among
the
February
bookings
of
unu

coming ^unsettled witli snow Tuesday
PROGRAM OF EVENTS
f
Save your empty boxes. The Mys sual character are "The World’s Ap votes received.
Canton Lafayette has important
or Wednesday and again at end. Tem
Votes will be on sale at the Fair in
business at its meeting tomorrow tery booth at the Community Fo<jd plause," "In The Name of The Law,"
perature below normal.
Heart," "Old
Nest," lots of five or more at one cent each.
Fair can handle a small million of 'em. "Peg O'My
MONDAY EVENING
night.
The committee has already filled 1850. "Pawned” and "The Kentucky Derby.” Fifty votes will be attached to each
A cooked food sale will be held at
ROCKLAND
CONCERT
BAND, HIGH SCHOOL CHORUS
Pleasant
afternoons
and
evenings
season ticket and from time to time
King Solomon Temple Chapter, R. A. Notify Willis Ayer if you have any
Palmer's jewelry store Saturday after
will be in packages at the Mystery
M., will have work on the Mark Mas empties. He will collect anywhere ahead for Park patrons.
noon.
There will be given away to the first 200 ladies entering 100
Booth and in envelopes at the door.
ter degree at a special meeting Thurs this side of the Bog.
“Tall Cans” of Campbell’s Baked Beans and 100 loaves of “Star
M. A. Haraden, traveling agent for Boxes will be provided for the deposit
A considerable grain shortage is re day night.
light” Bread. In addition several “flashes” or surprise pack
The 305th Co. C. A. C. wishes to an the Eastern Steamship Lines, Inc., is of votes.
ported on several of the islands in the
ages will he presented. Have your envelope promptly at the
Tlie Ingraham Hill School Improve nounce tliut its hat is in the ring with to manage the boats of the Burton
The awarding of the school flags will
bay, caused by interrupted transporta
ment League will give an entertain reference to the silk flag to be pre Steamship Co., steamers between the be made Saturday, Feb. 17, 'the voting
tion.
sample booth.
ment Friday evening, followed by a sented at the Food Fair. The boys Kennebec and Boston and fom Bath to to stop at 9 o'clock that forenoon.
Voting for the club flag will continue
At the regular meeting of Itockland ilindy sale in the school house. Pa need a flag very badly and solicit1 the Boothbuy Harbor and the islands. Mr.
TUESDAY AFTERNOON
Haraden will have full charge of all until the Fair closes Saturday evening,
Lodge, F. und A. M„ tonight there will ints and friends are urged to take support of all friends.
departments and plans to give Bath, and the award made at the Grand Ball,
candy.
be work on tlie Entered Apprentice de
60 i-pound packages “Three Crow” Soda, 100 trial packages
After saying that he believed in cold up river and down river people the Feb. 19.
gree.
Post Toasties, and 100 trial packages of Instant Postum will be
Those who have not already been baths there was nothing for
The best possible service with the boats
These flags are similar to the one in
which were formerly the property of
given to the first 250 ladies entering. Watch envelopes for
Some idea of tlie thickness of the solicited for tomorrow night’s Univer- Brook's geniul Billy to do but grin and the Kennebec Navigation Co., recently the Supreme Court Room, Vote early
flashes.
harbor ice could lie gained yesterday by saiist supper will understand from this bear it, when Irving gave him a cold bought’in by the Burton interests. He and often.—adv.
watching the tug John Chester Morri item that they are expected to take shave—that is, colder than usual. Just will continue his duties with the East
______________ HIGH SCHOOL ORCHESTRA____________
,to farther prove that he's a good sport
A local horseman rises to remark
son butting her way almost imper pastry or cake.
Bnly then proceeded to tip the tireless ern. Mr. Haraden’s work brings him that it was Tony G„ owned by Fred
ceptible into the Northend coal dock.
often to Rockland, where he has a Thornton, which won the recent ice
TUESDAY EVENING
Mrs, L. Everett Higgins also has The barber.
large number of friends.
( outier-Gazette's thanks for a copy of
race at Georges River, and not Lady
E. C. Moran and E. C. Moran, Jr.,
R.
H. S. BOYS’ GLEE CLUB
'lie verses of the old war-time song,
These intentions of marriage have
Alta.
leave next Friday for New York,
Past Grands took charge of the Odd
"Grafted Into the Army,” a story of lately been filed at the office of City
ROCKLAND
CONCERT BAND
whither they have been invited, with
Fellows’ meeting last night and con
The Young People’s Council of the
other general agents of the Commer which appeared in the Saturday issue Clerk Keene: Ernest F. Cayton and ferred the initiatory degree cn Leslie
100
loaves
of
“
Starlight
”
Cakes
and several special gifts at
Myrtle Boynton, both ot Ro-kland;
Friday evening socials at the First
cial Casualty Co. to attend a confer cf the paper.
the door.
C. Dow of Rockland and Herbert B. Baptist chureh has planned a valentine
William
A,
Murray
and
Lillian
Ger

ence and banquet.
■
The Chickawaukie Lake ice which is trude Ashlin, both of Rockland; Archie Maxey of Glencove. Occupying the social after the regular classes. All
chairs were the following well known
WEDNESDAY AFTERNOON
Secretary Lawry of the Veteran now being hauled through Main street Robishaw and Flora Howard, both ;f three-linkers: Ernest B. Packard, A. those from 14 up are requested to at
tend in costume. Refreshments will
Firemen’s Association, has received a is 24 inches thick, but unfortunately Rockland.
W.
Nye,
John
Simpson,
Luke
S.
Davis,
BAKED
BEAN
DAY—ioo tall cans of Campbell’s Beans and
be served.
Admission one “heart."
letter from the G. F. Burgess Veteran has a thick covering of snow, which
John A. Karl, H. C. Chatto, Harry W. No imitations. All come; a good time
means to the operators additional ex
“
Huh!
”
said
E.
W.
Berry
in
the
100
trial
packages
of
H. O. Cereals to be presented.
Firemens Association of Rockport, ex
French, A. P. Blaisdell, Oliver B. Love
tending an invitation to the commit pense in handling, and a heavy shrink Thorndike Hotel Saturday. The scorn joy and George Horton. Monday night, is promised to everyone.
tee in charge of the interests of the age. To the customer it is likely to ful inflection with which he spoke tlie Feb. 19, Mt. Battle Lodge of Camden
WEDNESDAY EVENING
The Lime Rock Railroad’s Northend
New Maine State League of Veteran mean higher prices next summer. Yet tverd expressed his feelings after lis- wir. come here to work the second de
there
art
some
persons
who
write
ti
ning
to
the
debate
about
the
smart
R.
H. S. GIRLS’ GLEE CLUB
train
made
a
record
last
Saturday,
Firemen’s Associations toappear before
pellets of Fred Ingraham and P.ock- gree and Knox Lodge will work the handling 152 loaded cars with its crew,
its next meeting, Thursday; also to pomes" on “Beautiful Snow.”
ROCKLAND
CONCERT BAND
third,
banquet
to
follow.
Knox
Lodge
land L. Jones. And then Major Pi »y
one man short. In the outfit were
take part in the supper which follows
Tonight’s polo game between Rock told about his 10 July pullets which be will have a drill meeting Friday night. George Hassen conductor, William
MORE BEANS—ioo tall cans of Campbell’s best with tomato
the meeting.
land and Portland ought to draw the gan laying Jan. 3. and which turned in
Davis head brakeman, and Harry Robi
sauce, also 100 trial packages of Grape Nuts.
A former Rockland man who figures
Among the participants in the sweep- largest crowd of the season, in view of seven perfectly good eggs last Friday. prominently in the day's affairs at shaw rear brakeman. The trair. was
th"
splendid
exhibition
given
by
both
When
this
bit
of
chicken
history
had
handled
by
Engine
No.
1,
with
How

stakes bowling contest which took
Bath, and who always has a cordial
THURSDAY AFTERNOON
place on the McConville alleys in West teams 'last night. ”1 got my money’s been contributed, the conversation greeting for visitors from this city, is ard B. Waltz as engineer and Fred
vorth
tvatching
Bouchard.
”
said
one
shifted
back
to
soft
coal,
with
Chief
brook Friday night was Harrington,
erick U. Waltz as fireman.
100
loaves
“Starlight” Bread and some extra special flashes
“
Len
”
Howard.
His
latest
investment
who recently figured in locail contests as fan last night, and the big leaguer is Engineer Luke A. Spear as the bitu is a summer home. The Bath Times
are
to
be
given
away. Ladies are urged to come early and get
sure
a
wonder.
There
will
be
an
ama

minous
champion.
"The Mysterious Mr. Smith.' His 10GEORGE W. OLIVER
says: "Ex-Alderman Dura L. Howard
envelopes. Watch out for the Black Cats today.
string total in Westbrook was 1032, teur game before the big game.
of
Bath
who
purchased
the
former
Returning from an early morning
and he was fourth among eight con
Funeral services for the late George
HIGH SCHOOL ORCHESTRA_____________
C D. S. Godfrey, whose Waterman's i un over the Highland division Sunday George C. Rowe store at Five Islands, W. Oliver were held from the home of
testants. Jenkins, who won the con
is to have the building converted into
Peach
letters
in
The
Courier-Gazette
the
Central
Maine's
snow-plow,
No.
52,
test had a 10-string total of 1061, his
his daughter, Mrs. Ella Crockett, in
fe always read with so much interest, at rived at the North Main street cross a four room cottage. The location is
THURSDAY EVENING
highest string being 150.
South Gardiner, Wednesday, Rev. Milo
has been made a life member of Knox ing cf the Limeroek Railroad at the excellent, at the head of a little bay
G.
Folsom
of
the
Universalist
church
where one can obtain a wonderful lew
SMOKED PEARL MINSTRELS
If you have not bought your ticket Lodge, F. and A. M„ South Thomaston. same time as a rock trail. The loco of all that is passing. His plans call officiating.
R. IL S. BOYS’ GLEE CLUB
for the open forum banquet of the Few Maine towns are being more motive struck the plow about four feet for a spacious little dwelling that will
Mr.
Oliver
had
been
a
life-long
resi

Rockland Chamber
of Commerce, vlde'.y advertised than South Thomas abaft of its nose and scored a knock be conveniently arranged and a splen dent of Rockland, but for the past two
ROCKLAND CONCERT BAND
out,
for
the
plow
was
thrown
across
ton
is
with
the
pen
of
this
versatile
which takes place Friday evening at
he road with both of its axles broken, did addition to the rapidly increasing years had made his home with his
100 full size packages of Force and 200 trial packages of Scott
the Thorndike Hotel better do so now philosopher.
and
one side of its nose crushed it). cottage property at this popular re daughter, Mrs. Crockett. He was high
because the supply is limited, and no
Co. tea and special premiums will be given out. Come early.
sort, where Mr. Howard himself has ly respected by everybody who had
Fred
Gregory
who
was
i:i
command
of
The
Lincoln
Academy
hustlers
are
body will want to miss hearing Philip
much elated over their excellent the snow-plow had one of his shoul one of the most attractive of summer come within his circle of acquaintance.
W. Blake, the speaker.
He Is survived by two daughters, Mrs.
FRIDAY AFTERNOON
chances of winning the championship ders nearly broken, but was no’ laid homes."
Ella Crockett, who has devotedly cared
up
by
the
accident.
Fred
Kenney,
who
in
the
Knox
&
Lincoln
League
that
A customer dropped into E. E. Sim
THIS IS POSTUM DAY—Hundreds of packages of Instant
Pleasant Valley Grange will enter for him in his illness: and Mrs. P. A.
mons’ store Saturday and purchased a they brought along the second team on was aboard the plow with him, escaped
Smith of Portland; his wife and sister,
Postum, Post Toasties and Grape Nuts will be given away.
Courier-Gazette. While waiting for the Rockland and Thomaston trip, just injury, but says that bucking a loco tain Limeroek Valley Pomona Feb. 10. and two granddaughters. The burial
Novelty Dancing at 3 o’clock.
the Boston papers to arrive he strolled to show the tenderfeet how the trick motive is not ail it is cracked up to The following program will be pre will be in Thomaston.
The understudies en I e. Mr. Gregory had not noticed the sented: Address of welcome, Sheri
over rn the show case to read, quite can be turned.
ROCKLAND HIGH SCHOOL ORCHESTRA
approaching
train,
and
when
he
pulled
dan
Bartlett;
response,
Harold
Nash;
joyed
the
trip
and
the
demonstration
forgetting the cigar lighter. In a mo
BORN
ment the paper was in (lames. Thanks immensely. The same con be said of the reversing gear it was too late to singing by all; reading, Minnie Ingra
Leu~BucUund. Feb. -5, to Mr. anti Mrs.
collision. The engineer of the ham; vocal solo, Robert McIntosh; Dcmtnteo
FRIDAY EVENING
to John Lurvey of the Veteran Fire the Academy's second girls’ team so avoid
Leo. a daughter—(Pauline.
Barnes—Waldoboro, Jan. 25, tu Mr. and Mrs
men’s Association, the blaze was soon far as tlie trip was concerned but it Lime Rock train was unable to make piano solo, Ella Wutts; reading, Eliz
100
full
pound
cans of “Three Crow” Coffee and 100 full
James
Barnes,
a
son.
abeth
Gregory;
duet,
Mr.
and
Mrs.
a
stop
owing
to
tlie
momentum
given
under control und the "all out” was is doubtful if it had any ecstatic fits
Hertfert—Warren, Feb. 3, to Mr. and Mrs.
size packages of Post Toasties will be given to the first 200 ladies
sounded 30 seconds later. "Your Sat over the result of the Lincoln Acad- by the train, and the short notice which Harry Humphrey; reading, Jean Mor Urbuiu A. Herbert of Newport, It. I, a daugh
! e had. The plow is being repaired gan; vocal solo, Alfred Young; read ter.
entering. Special gifts, too.—R. 11. S. Chorus and Rockland
urday issue was a hot paper," says emy-Rockland girls’ game.
as rapidly as possible, as it would be ing, Mrs. Harold Nash; vocal solo,
Joh li.
Concert
Band.
Carleen
Nutt;
paper,
Mary
Gardner;
MARRIED
It was the steamer Camden which sorely needed in case of another snowPowell-Hill—Wiiulirup, Jan —, Hubert J.
stoi m. Aside from this mishap Supt. duet, Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Ander
arriv'd
here
from
Boston
last
Satur

During the past two weeks 11,000
Blodgett reports that his road is in' son: question, “Resolved, That a per Powell and Miss Arvilla Hill, botli formerly
SATURDAY AFTERNOON
feet of asbestos lias been tacked to tlie day morning, instead of (he Belfast, as prime condition to meet more snow as son’s success in life is determined more ef White Head.
reported
in
our
Saturday
issue.
The
ceiling of the new Fireproof Garage on
Samples
to
the
ladies—R. II. S. Orchestra.
by
cicumstaneos
than
by
natural
abil

'he tracks have been well cleared on
DIED
Winter street. The work was in charge repairs to the Belfast are nearly cotn- both sides, the entire length. Just the ity; affirmative, George Nash. Susie
j
let
cd,
but
thaj
steamer
will
not,
in
Wall
—
Tenant's
Harbor,
Jan.
31,
D.
Frank
of an expert carpenter assisted by four
SATURDAY EVENING
samp he is not using any wishbones to Sleeper, Frank Post, Olive Sylvester Wall.
novices, who always knew that ham nil probability, be on the run until bring another storm oh.
Feylvr—Warren, Feb 3. Laura (Williams),
and W. J, Caddy; negative, Elizabeth
early
in
April.
The
f'amden
left
here
Grand
Confetti
Carnival.—-Dancing 9.30.
of Alden M. Feyler. aged 63 years, 9
mers were made for pounding nails,
Gregory, Scott Raekliff, Addie Bart wife
months, 19 days.
hut who did not immediately learn for Boston on time Monday night and
Burpee—Bverett, Maas, Feb. 2. Mrs Clara
There will be a cooked food sale at lett, H. N. Brazier and Mary Nash.
that they shouldn’t be used in pound is expected Hack Wednesday morning. W. O. Hewett's Saturday afternoon.—
I. Burpee, formerly of Itockland, aged 92 yeurs,
MONDAY, FEBRUARY 19
Capt. Crockett reports considerable
7 months. 6 days.
ing thumb-nails.
lu avy ice in the narrows above Fort adv.
Joyce—Swan’s Island, Jan. *29, Mrs. Matilda
So many folks are anticipating hear
Community
Ball, Novelty Prize Dances, 7.30-9.00, Beautiful
aged 69 years, 11 months
Point, and ice which made since Sat
ing the live wire, W. B. Moore, of Port Joyce,
Campbell—North Appleton, Jan. 29, Wilbur
Balloon Dance, Contest results announced. Biggest Dance of
The mark down sale at the C. M. land, at the Woman’s Educational Club,
Don’t miss the Friday night dances urday, between the mainland and IslesCampbell, aged 38 years.
at*. 1. (>. O. F. Hail. Emma Harvey’s i oro, ail tlie way from Belfast down Blake Wall Paper Store is giving great Feb. 16, in the Methodist vestry, or
the season—All come.
• rchestra.
16-TtTh-tC
bargains.—adv.
15-tf.
to Ltncotorville Beach.
have already enjoyed his stirring ad
CARD OF THANKS
There will be no confusion at the entrance—Envelopes will
We wish lo thank our friends, neighbors, also
dresses, that all are sure to be inter
the schools, classmates and {daymates of our
be given at the door and awards can be obtained at booth named
ested in these details as to his inter son for their kindness and beautiful Hural of
esting career. He is at present co Terings
inside envelope. Season tickets from students $2.00, afternoons
Mrs and Mrs. Fred Morong and family.
operating with the plan to develop the
15 cents; evenings 25 cents. For the Athletic Field.
Vinalhaven, Feb. 1.
•
State Pier and for the past three years
has been general manager and treas
The charge for publlening a Card of Thanka
SPECIAL
FEATURES
urer of the New England Willys Light is 50 cents, oaah to accompany the order.
Co. He was organizer of the Portland
MUSEUM OF MYSTERY AND OCCULT SCIENCE
Chamber of Commerce and its execu
tive secretary. Previously he had been
Prof. C. Braganza—Oriental American Mystic and Crystal
connected with the National Cash
Gazer
—One of America’s Foremost Life Readers and Advisers.
Register Co., Dayton, Ohio. For nine
AH 5oT (AAT> EN LAM MAH
years executive secretary of Dayton’s
Madam
M. Melbourne of Philadelphia—Trance Medium
OLE MULE Will PE BRIDLE
Chamber of Commerce, and traffic
and
Clairvoyant
—Has been the Mecca of Philadelphians in all
manager of its Shippers’ Association,
pis mawnin' CA'se bosswalks of life for years.
We have some WONDERFUL SPY APPLES, Natives, just in,
for four years a Dayton city official
won LET ME LAY OFF
und chairman of the finance commis
Madam Naumsuit—famous Palmist, who has read thous
colored up fine. By the piece, peck or basket (come in and see them).
sion, executive manager of Oklahoma
(t'day, EN PAT 'AR MULEands in and around Boston.
City Chamber of Commerce. For three
We are having some nice NATIVE HADDOCK, SCALLOPS,
years Mr. Moore organized and re
DON’T MISS THEM
habilitated commercial organizations
CLAMS, FINNAN HADDIES; also Oysters in bulk, jars and shell
Eskimo Dogs—full northern equipment—will drive through
in 20 cities of New England. During
the war he was Maine chairman of
streets—Lecturer from MacMillan Expedition.
Salt Mackerel, Tongues and Sounds, Salmon, Herring, Salt Cod,
Food Conservation under Herbert
Wonderful Glass Blowers.
Box Cod, Smoked Halibut chipped nice in boxes. Skinned Herring
Hoover and manager of State Red
Smoked Pearl Minstrels.
Cross
campaigns.
He
was
then
also
are a great appetizer, Elegant Fat Bloaters in two sizes.
Novelty Dancing Friday afternoon and Saturday evening.
In charge of the IT. ft. Explosive Plant
at Nitro, West Virginia. At the time
THOUSANDS OF PREMIUMS
Don’t forget those delicious DANDELION GREENS. They make
of the big Bolshevist uprising in Win
nipeg, Canadu. Mr. Mooro was manager
Great Electrical display—Every available booth space taken
the winter seem shorter.
of their Board of Trade, und later aid
‘—Restful Ice Cream Pavillion—Cake and Mrs. Thurlow’s Ices—
ed in combating radical work in New
Confetti Carnival Saturday night.
York City. Miss Rosalind Jewett, Uni
SAUER KRAUT fit for a king.
versity of Maine, will speak on the
same evening also.

COMMUNITY FOOD FAIR
ARCADE, ROCKLAND

Fuller-Cobb-Davis

FEB. 12 IT

COBB’S

HAMBONE’S MEDITATIONS

BIG COMMUNITY

QUALITY

COBB’S

SERVICE

Mrs. Jeonlo Harvey Percival an
nounces the second half time of her
classes in social and resthettc dancing,
beginning Thursday. F^b. 8th, In Tem
ple Hall, Rockland, 4 p. m. and 6 p. m
Ail pupils wishing to take part in the
annual spring recital must enter on
above date. An unusually attractive
program is planned.
15-17

BALL

MONDAY EVENING
Novelty Dancing 7.30-9.00.

BALLOON DANCE
FOR THE ATHLETIC FIELD
Oaaydght, 1921 to McChira Neanaiper tyneicatw

I
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Every-Other-Day

of thick bread nnd butter. The fewer tiny, turned composedly and faced quietly, "why have you done this mad
BIG DAIRY CONGRESS
words the better, until she knew her him. She dropped him a small curtsey thing?"
"Well," said Aimee, for once nt a
“Please sir, the parlor maid,” she
ground. She seemed to detect an air
All Nations Will Be Repre
There is no “cure,” but
loss, “I—you see—I was afraid of you.
of faint hostility in the others.
said.
Alexander.
”
She
glanced
up
at
him
- wheezy breathing may
Mr. Lnmbe’s eyes were nearly start
sented At Washington Con
“What’s the feedin’ like at Scroope?”
almost shyly. "I didn't want to couie
asked an elderly housemaid opposite ing out of Ills head.
oftentimes be relieved
ference In October.
“Pnrlor maid? You?" he said stern to Jervaulx. I thought tt would suit
her. In a hollow voice.
by inhaling the joothing
Georgie
much
better
than
me."
“They fare pretty good,” said Aimee, ly. "You are the woman who drovt*
The W orld's Dairy Congress, at which
medicated vapers of—
Alexander's firm lips twitched very
with her mouth full of bread and but that motorcycle. I could vouch for
President Harding has invited the offi
slightly.
you
anywhere.
You
are"
—
be
shot
thf
ter, “but the place is dull. I been at
cial representative* of all nations to
"I txfi fed up at home,” continued
words out with extraordinary ve
1 home some time.”
Aimee, desperately. “Everybody wus
confer on means tf reducing the cost of
“You won’t he ’ere long,” said the heinence—“you tire that abandoned
so solemn. They drove me to It! 1
pr iduction and Improving the quality
pageboy regretfully, neglecting his tea creature, Calamity Kate! You are the
just did it on the Impulse. And then 1
woman who knocked me down I"
i t milk, will be held at Washington, D.
to stare at her.
With unexpected agility he sprat)* —things sort of happened—I—"
C.. Oct. 2-5. This announcement was
“Why not?” said Aimee with some
She made an impatient, hopeless
forward and seized Aimee by the
pertnesa.
made by H. E. Van Norman, presi
gesture with her hands.
•‘You’re a sight too good-lookin’,” re wrist. And with equal deftness she
incuts
in
silence,
with
a peculiar in- dent of the World's Dairy Congress As
‘Oh, what’s the use of talking nbout
| wrenched herself free.
sociation, which will conduct the meet
plied the page gloomily.
I
“Ant I?" she said fiercely. "Then it? It’s done, nnd here I am in thia tenlness.
“Albert!” said the cook with aus
"Mr. Spencer," said Alexander, re ing with the co-operation of the United
wretched
mess.
Police
after
me,
and
—
States Department of Agriculture and
terity, “pass this cup o’ tea an’ don’t keep your hands off me, or I’ll do It
everything! You’ve found me out— leasing him, “I will see you presently. other Government departments. The
again. Do you hear me?”
talk rubbish!”
I
shall
have
something
to
say
to
you.
Atmee, thoroughly roused, flourished you cun give tne away. What are you For the moment, leave me with my delegates from all parts of the world
Aimee took refuge behind her stonewill be greeted by national officials. Mr.
going to do?"
! ware teacup. She was aware of a i the feather brush in his face. Mr.
Van Norman said::
“There is only one thing to do,” said cousin. And—go quickly!"
Lambe
started
back,
a
little
pale.
He
crossfire of glances, so sour and side"The World”s Dairy Congress repre
Billy nodded. He turned to Aimee
Alexander.
“
Make
a
clean
breast
of
placed
his
thumb
on
the
bell-push.
“Gef down. I tell you," said Billy, i >°ng. that the very milk seemed to
sents the first united effort of the vast
with a smile.
SYNOPSIS
It."
“Atmee,” he said sharply, “go out
“Don't you worry,” he said quietly, dairy industry of the United States—
sternly. “I’ve heen warned about this. ■ curdle In sympathy.
Abnee's lips tightened.
•
•
•
go out quickly 1 I will deal with her."
an industry that has its roots in $4?,“
the
pudre’s white."
CHAPTER I.—Disliking the prospect ot If I’m seen talking to pnrlor maids I
"Come with me to Aunt Erythea,"
“What are you going to do?” gasped
000.000,000 worth of farms and handles
a month’s visit to her austere aunt, Lady get fired. In with you!”
The morning sun, full of the prom
Billy
disappeared
with
extreme
sud

Erythea Lambe, at 4ervaul% abbey, and
Georgina. Instead of obeying him she said Mr. Lambe soothingly. “I will ac denness through the window. Alexan per annum more than 44.000,000.000
ise
of
a
fair
day.
shone'
through
the
Aimee obeyed like a lamb.
her cousin. Alexander Lambe. Aimee, vi
company you. I'll do everything I
quarts of milk, R r which in its various
came forward, trembling.
vacious daughter of the Very Reverend
“This has got my nerve,” groaned windows of the long drawing room.
can for you. There is no other way. der came slowly up to Aintce.
forms the consumers pay upwards of
Viscount Scroope, is in a rebellious mood.
“
Go
out
!
I
am
going
to
give
this
"That young titan," he said, "has the $4.000,000,.000. Out of 'every $5 spent
Billy, as he let In the clutch. "Here's Aimee, In a snow-white cap and apron,
For I can see,” he said, “that you have
t
CHAPTER II.—She wanders into the where we get ours.'
was wielding a feather brush among woman In charge!”
heart
of
a
child.
It
is
A
good
thing
by American families for food, $1 goes
park, there encountering a strange youth
"In pity's name, don't do that!" courage."
He drove at a furious pace till, turn- priceless knick-knacks. Her manner
in trouble with a motorcycle. He laugh
"No," said Aimee decisively, “It Is to have. And rare, at his age. That for Milk or some of its products. Milk
Georgina
gulped,
and
struggled
for
ingly introduces himself as "Billy,” Amer ing into the 'park he approached the ,
dusting was desultory.
does not alter the fact that your situ is absolutely essential to the growth of
impossible.”
ican. The two cement the acquaintance
"I wonder how long I can stick It?"
children, physical and mental."
by a ride on the motorcycle, the, "Flying abbey and drew up at the side en
Alexander’s eyes became keener. He ation is dangerous, nnd even terrible.
At this Congress, scientists, health
Sphinx.” and rart. With Georgina Ber trance. The door stood open, and Mr. she murmured in despondent tones. A
My decision is final,” he said earnestly.
looked
a
little
contemptuous.
ners, her cousin, Aimee sets out for Jer
officials, government officials, social
Wattenu shepherdess escaped destruc
“
There
is
but
one
thing
to
do.
The
vaulx. On the way she decides that Geor Tarbeaux, seeing the car, came out as
"Are you afraid?” he said. "Do you
welfare workers and producers, manu
tion by a miracle.
gina shall impersonate her at Jervaulx, Amy descended.
not see that you must face the conse plain, honest course. Aunt Erythea facturers and distributors of milk and
hile she goes on a holiday. Georgina’s
“
In
all
my
life
I
never
saw
such
a
must
he
told
immediately.
Then
you
“Jliss Snooks?" he asked patroniz
horrified protest is unavailing.
quences of this foolish thing you have
milk products will compare notes and
lot of frumps. And the taste it leaves
ingly.
done? Once the truth is tohl, you will be safe.”
exchange the newer knowledge from
CHAPTER III.-Happy in her new free
In one's mouth—It's awful. It's all
"And I repeat it's impossible," re many lands as to raising the quality
“Yes,” said Aimee shyly.
dom. Aimee again meets “Billy.” He tells
have nothing to fear from the police."
her his name is Spencer, and she gives
turned Aimee quickly. “Can t you see? and reducing the production and han
Mr. Tarbeaux stared. In spite of the very well sitting tight and saying
“
The
policesaid
Aimee
scornfully.
hers as Amy Snooks, at presest “out of a
nothing. I shall break out—I know I
‘Tin not afraid of the police. 1 in You. understand. And Georgie under dling costs of dairy products and imJob.” Billy offers to take her into part screwed hair and the print skirt, he
nership in selling the Sphinx. In a spirit hnd never seen such a vision of shall, unless I can see Billy soon."
not much afrtfid of Aunt Erythea. It stands. But there is one who will priving national health through their
of mad ap adventure, she accepts. The
She observed a large photograph of ]
wiser use.
isn't that at all.
It's—the other never understand. My father. He
two proved to the town of Stanhoe. tak beauty at Jervaulx.
• « ♦ *
ing separate lodgings In Ivy cottage.
doesn't belong to our time. He'll con
"Her ladyship wished to see you Im the Rev. and Hon. Alexander Lambe,'
thing."
“The introduction of an et^nomic el
In
an
ornate
silver
frame,
standing
on
sider only one thing—Hint his daugh
“What other thing?"
CHAPTER IV.—That night Aimee visit* mediately you arrived. Tills way.”
ement into an international dairy meet
Georgina and learns that the deceptioi
He strode before her through the a table. Aimee recognized the por
Aimee looked at him with growing ter has been disgraced before all tlie ing will be a big innovation; but the
has not been discovered. By her dominant
trait, and flicked at it viciously with!
county.
Her
name
a
by-word
aiming
embarrassment.
dairy industry has become a world in
personality she compels Georgina to con corridor Into the great hall, past the
tinue the subterfuge.
suit of armor with which he had col the feather brush. She miscalculated,'
"Oh!” she said at last, desperately, the rabble. That's how he'll take it. dustry. What occurs in the industry
the
portrait
crashed
on
to
the
floor.
in one part of the globe affects prices
lided in the gloom of the past dread
“have 1 got to put it in so many It will simply be Dad's finish."
CHAPTER V.-On a trial spin next da?
on the Sphinx, with Billy, Aimee almost ful night. Now, however, Mr. Tar When she picked It up the glass was
Aimee snitfed miserably.
in every other part. Our producers,
words? My staving at Ivy cottage!
collides with a carriage in which are her
shattered.
“I never thought about it. But manufacturers and distributers are
Didn't you understand what 1 told
aunt. Georgina and Alexander. The pan beaux was himself again. There was
"That’s torn It. All breakages come
Georgie told me what it would mean c mting to think in international terms.
escape unrecognized.
a gleam of appreciation In his somber
vou? I wus there—two nights."
off my wages. I wish It had been his
The movement of surplus dairy products
Mr. Lambe, to her surprise, did not to my father. And she's right. You front Australia, New /.ealand. Argen
CHAPTER VI—Georgina learns that eyes.
Lord Scroope is coming to visit Lady Ery
He opened the door of the wide silly face!”
look forbidding or censorious. Instead, don’t know Dad."
tine Republic and South Africa north
thea and. realizing what will happen or,
At that moment Miss Georgina Ber
Alexander had turned rather white.
South room, where Lady Erythea sat
he looked a little puzzled. And in
his arrival, is in hopeless bewilderment
ward profoundly affects the United
He
walked
to
the
door
and
back,
in
erect before the fire, knitting. She ners entered by one of the French win- •
that moment Alntee conceived a liking
States, Canada and the dairy countries
dows.
She
was
aware
of
a
slimmer
and
CHAPTER VII.—While Aimee is secretlj
some
agitation.
of western Europe—Sweden, Holland,
for Alexander.
visiting Georgina at Jervaulx, the place is did not turn her head.
“It is some years since I have seen Denmark, etc.
burglarized. Aimee escapes.
“The young person, my lady," said more youthful figure than any she had
“Now that I have seen you, nnd
yet
seen
in
the
household.
Georgina
"The international aspects of the Con
heard your story," he said, "I attach your father. But I knew him very
CHAPTER VIII.—Georgina learns, with Mr. Tarbeaux softly.
made a point of always being civil to
much relief, that Aimee has got away.
no importance to that incident, what well. And I believe you are right. gress and the proximity of the Govern
her hostess’ servants.
This woultl be a heavy blow to him. ment departments were the determin
CHAPTER XV
ever."
CHAPTER IX.—Police Inspector Pankt
"Are you the new parlor maid?” sh«]
ing tactors in deciding the^location for
decides that the robbery is* the work of
"Ah," said Aimee sadly, “but other But—it has got to be faced."
the Congress sessions. From Washing
“Jack the Climber” and “Calamity Kate.'
said amiably.
“
And
I
will
not
let
Dad
face
it!"
Exposed.
people will, you see.”
noted thieves, who travel on a motorcy
ton. the delegates will go by special
Aimee turned and faced her.
cle.
Lady Erythea laid aside her knit
Alexander suddenly flushed crimson, said Aimee hotly. "I don't care, for train to the National Dairy Show at
“
Hullo,
Georgie
!"
she
exclaimed.
and he avoided Aimee’s eye. But tits in; self. But I’m not going to have
CHAPTER X.-Billy, aware of hl* ting. and picking up a lorgnette, in
yracuse, N. Y., Oct. 8 to 13. Unusual
Georgina, during the last three days, Aimee Flourished the Feather Brush
him made miserable—for all the par facilities are available there for the
“partner’s” nocturnal jaunts, is troubled
spected the new parlor maid with icy
face
grew peculiarly grim.
He follows her, on the Sphinx, to Jer deliberation. Aimee, though present had suffered more than any placid soul
in
His
Face.
sons
in
the
country
!"
display of the American dairy Industry
"I have only this to say. That
vaulx. He hears the commotion, at once
should be called upon to endnre. She
“You have no choice. Yon do not —its cattle, its remarkable mechanical
suspects burglary, and follows two figures ing an unmoved front, trembled In
stared wildly for a moment at the slim breath. “She—she is your klk-kili man—that Spencer—who dared to ex suppose for a moment this thing can quipment, its products, its influence on
on a motorcycle who are apparently in a wardly.
There was a faint chance
pose you to such n situation, Is the
desperate hurry. Cornering the pair. Billy
form in the cap and apron. Georgina Cousin Aimee!
national health—as well as of that-tff
lie concealed nnd overcome!"
knocks out a man who attempts to shoot that her aunt might recognize the fe
had arrived at the breaking-point. She
Georgina dropped into a chair and culprit I wish to see. He deserves—”
him, picking up a package the fellow l.au male cyclist.
Aimpe turned to hint with supreme foreign countries.”
Lady Erythea’s lips
Aimee
’
s
heel
smote
the
floor.
dropped. He discovers the other fugitive
collapsed backwards into an arm began to cry. Alexander, taking his
The World's Dairy Congress move
to be a woman. Stopping to aid her, she tightened to a thin line.
"Not n word Hgainst Billy! It’s he confidence.
ment was initiated by the Dairy Divi
chair; a series of shrill whoops came hand from the bell, wondered if she
■trikes him with a stone, rendering him
“
Of
course
I
do.
Billy
will
see
it
“
I
was
given
to
understand.
”
she
who saved me, right from the begin
unconscious, and the pair escape.
sion of the United States Departmeint
from her; her hands beat the air.
had suddenly become insane.
said in the voice of counsel for the
ning. He begged me to let him own through!” she said triumphantly.of Agriculture and the President of the
“
Georgina
!
”
cried
her
cousin
In
a
CHAPTER XL—Recovering. Billy dis
"Quite
right,"
said
Alntee.
With
the
Alexander gasped.
United States was authorized by act
covers the package he had picked up is a prosecution, “that you were consider panic. “For pity’s sake don't do that. calm of despair she planted herself In up. But he has kept my secret, nt
"I cannot countenance deceit. The of Congress to invite foreign represent
Jewel case, containing emeralds. Realiz ably less prepossessing In appearance
his own risk, because I wanted It
You'll give the whole show away!”
front of hint, her eyes defiant. “I am
ing they must be part of the loot from
whole thing is known to me—my po atives to attend.
kept. He Is a gentleman!"
Jervaulx, he starts for the abbey. On thft than I find you.”
“Honk! Honk! Honk!” said Georg your klk-klk-Cousin Alntee. Aud that's
“I
“Yes, m' lady,” said Aimee meekly.
way he meets Aimee. with the police ip
Alexander winced. At that moment, sition is impossible," he said.
ina.
'
my cousin, Georgina Berners. I made
pursuit. In a secure hiding place, a cave
should he abetting a lie.”
“
H
’
m
!
”
said
Lady
Erythea.
out
of
the
tall
of
her
eye,
Aimee
among the crag pits. Aimee tells him the
WALDOBORO
Aimee had once beard a physician her take my place here, because I
"There's no need for you to do any
The lorgnette continued to direct It
whole story. He urges that she make a
caught sight of a tall figure in over
declare that sympathy and kindness thought It would be dull, and Dad infrank confession to her father, but on re self nt the parlormaid’s face.
thing
nt
all.
Nobody
wanted
you
to
flection both realize Aimee’s good name
merely made hysterics worse. It was j gisted on my coming. So now call the alls crossing the gravel-walk beyond hutt in, Alexander. The secret Is
Mis. Barden Turner has gone to
“Really, Anthony should wear
has been compromised by her two nights’
time to change the treatment. She police. Cousin Alick, and let's get it the lawn.
Boiton.
•tay at Ivy cottage.
stronger glasses,” muttered Lady
"Here he is!” exclaimed Aimee mine, not yours. Go to Aunt Erythea
Mrs. Rosetta Packard was in Rockgrabbed her cousin by the shoulders. over.”
“Let him answer for himself, if you if you must!” said Aimee bitterly. Ian I last week.
CHAPTER XII.—Assuring Aimee he Erythea. The neatness of the girl,
“Shut up that beastly row!” said
It sperned to Alexander that he hnd want to see him."
has a plan to save her. Billy leaves her in however, her demure air, and the hid
“Oh. I'm not complaining—I can see
George Boggs has been having a
the cave and, proceeding to Jervaulx. re
Alntee fiercely, shaking her till her suddenly been transported Into Bed
She ran to the window and- called thnt you must. Only you'll do It with short vacation from his Studies at
stores the emeralds to the astounded eous manner in which her hair was
teeth rattled. “Stop It! Do you want lam. He stared from Aimee to the
out my sanction. Go to her, and tell Shaw's Business College In Portland.
Lady Erythea.
dressed, diluted her ladyship's disap
recklessly:
to get me handcuffed and put In the gently sobbing Georgina. And then,
her all you know about me."
Miss Marguerite Jones is the guest
CHAPTER XIII.—Rejecting any re proval a little.
“Billy!”
cells? Idiot!"
as the door began to open, Mr. Lambe
ward, after explaining how the emeralds
Alexander groaned. For awhile he of 1 er father. S. A. Jones.
Mr. William Spencer looked towards
“
I
need
not
examine
you
as
to
your
came Into his possession. Billy accepts the
Georgina gasped, choked, and sat turned swiftly nnd caught the handle,
Mrs. P. B. Stinson of Wiscasset has
The perspiration stood
her, glanced quickly left and right to I was silent.
position of chauffeur to Lady Erythea, capacity for your duties, or your char
seeing in the situation a promise of a way acter. These have been vouched for up. She clung to her cousin desper preventing the intruder front entering. see if the const was clear, and hurried I out on his forehead. The anguisli in been visiting her parents. Dr. and Mrs.
out of the embroglio.
ately.
"Did you ring, miss?" Inquired Mr. to join Aimee. He.stepped in through his face was so plain that even Aimee George H. Coontbs for several days.
by Lord Scroope. My housekeeper will
M'. and Mrs. Hadley H. Kuhn and
“I will be quiet. I will," she said Tarbeaux’s voice.
felt compunction.
the window.
instruct
you
In
the
rules
of
the
estab

Mr. and Mrs. C. B. Stahl spent Frjday
Begun in January 25th issue, Back
faintly. ‘‘Wh-wha-what does It mean,
“A mistake," said Alexander, quick
Alexander sighed aloud.
“Billy,” said Aimee, “tills is my
and Saturday in Portland.
lishment, which all my domestics are
numbers can be supplied.
Aimee? Why—?"
ly. “I, will ring if I want you.” He Cousin Alexander.
“I shall keep silence," be said. "It
Mrs. Dora Howard Yorke and Miss
And lie's — he
required to keep rigidly. There Is,
“Try to behave like a reasonable be closed the door, and peered searchtngknows all about it. It seems this Is Is impossible for me to betray a wom Grace Yorke are in Boston. They are
however, one warning that I must give
CHAPTER XIV—Continued.
ing, and I'll tell you."
ly at Aimee.
an's secret without her consent—or to also planning to sitend a month in Au
our finish, Billy.”
"Great Caesar's ghost!” he said, ex- j you."
"Yes. yes! I'm better now, dear."
gusta.
“I do not understand what this
Ute two men turned and faced each utter one word that may affect her
She was Interrupted by the arrival
ploslvely, “it is! You’re right. The]
Mr. and Mrs. Sherman Jameson of
Aimee Inspected her and, judging
reputation. But what will come of
last place on earth those fool police of the butler with a telegram. Lady the danger to be past, kissed her af means,” he said coldly, “but it does other.
Friendship are guests of Mr. and Mrs.
not seem an occasion for the Intrusion
it—"
would ever find you or look for you, | Erythea opened It; Its message was
Foster Jameson.
fectionately. After a cautious gl-nce of servants. We are alone. Will you
"Ah!” said Aimee eagerly, "you
CHAPTER XVI
With the exception of the High
is the house where the burglary hap- ] n°t unwelcome to her.
at the windows she proceeded, as Billy explain ?"
need know nothing at all. Whatever school the schools in town have closed
‘Car broken down. Regret Impos would have phrased It, to put her
pened. It's better, than the cave, any- ]
happens. I'll keep you out of It."
Aimee felt a sudden relief; a twinge
for a six weeks vacation. Miss Annie
‘They Must Be Told."
way. You'll he right under my eye; sible arrive Jervaulx. No time. Must cousin wise.
'“On the contrary! I implore you, Welt is teaching in the Centre pri
almost of gratitude. She hnd not ex
Mr. Lantbe's serious eyes hnd be
and among your own folk in case real leave for Closemlnster tonight.
Georgina, having heard her to the pected Alexander to do anything so come hard and penetrating as a pair | whatever difficulty arises, to come to mary this week to make up time lost
"ANTHONY.”
trouble came. But—”
through illness.
end, pressed both hands pathetically sensible
of crystal lenses. They gave the Im ,
“But what?”
“There Is no answer,” she said to to the sides of her head.
King Solomon’s Lodge, F. & A. M.,
"I’ll make it clear if I can,” she presslon of piercing the exterior of tin j
nstallation will be Thursday night in
“Why, you can't do It! You, par the butler. “Lord Scroope Is prevent
“And—-'you're living In the servants' said, and. looking Alexander in the
man
before
him,
nnd
reading
his
mind.
■
the Masonic Hall.
lormaid to Lady Erythea? It's tlie ed from coming. Cancel the orders I hall?" she said feebly.
face with an angelically simple expres Alexander looked, nt that moment, j
William C. Flint has assumed the
ncid test! Partner, you could never gave you regarding his arrival.”
“It's no catch, I can tell yon, sion, she told him the tnle from the rather like an inquisitor of Torque-1
position of postmaster. Percy E. Stor“Very good, my lady.'
get away with it.”
Georgie. But one mustn’t grumble. beginning, briefly, yet comprehensive
er retired Feb. , after holding the po
mada’s court.
Aimee’s heart leaped with Joy. But, Billy’s living at the garage—In a green
Alntee regarded him pityingly.
sition eight years. Miss Edith B. Bon
ly.
As she was speaking, Aimee
"You are Mr. William Spencer?"
her
face
remained
unmoved.
She
con
uniform with brass buttons."
“Billy, I may nut know anything
ner and Miss Martha Hagerman will
watched
Mr.
Lntnbe's
face.
The
waves
said
Alexander
icily.
lac Mr. Flint's assistants.
about men,” shp said, “but yotl tinned to look demurely at the carpet. |
"That—that extraordinarily good- of emotion that passed over his usu
"That's
so.
You
don't
know
me?
I
“I was about to warn you," said 1 looking young chauffeur?" said Georg
Rev. Guy McQuatdie preached his
know less than
nothing about
ally serene features made them inter guessed you wouldn't. But I remem
first sermon Sunday as pastor of the
women.
There isn't the woman Lady Erythea, "that your predecessor ina, staring at her. “Then he Is—”
esting, suggesting some delicate in ber you very well, though I never con
Baptist Church
Mr. McQUaldle is a
living, front six years old upwards, was discharged at a moment’s notice |
“Now don’t get sentimental,” said strument subjected to shocks for
yout y man, conm finely recommended
that Isn't a born actress, when she has for allowing one of my menservants Atmee warning!;', “Yes, he is not bad- which It had never been designed. nected your name till now." said Billy
and t.as made an excellent impression
calmly. “You were chaplain to the
to make advances to her of an ama looking, is he? Billy’s great. If it
on till who have heard him on his pre
At the end he was gasping faintly, like Tenth Rutlands, In Iths. Caine from
tory nature.”
vious visits to town.
hadn't been for him—" she checked a stranded hut still dignified fish.
China
to
join
'em,
I
heard.
”
“I don't understand, my lady,” said herself. “Don’t you see what an ex
Capt. WillarJ Wade has gone to
“
And
so,"
concluded
Aimee.
“
you
see
Mr. Lambe was silent.
Aimee faintly.
Boston.
cellent arrangement it is, my being It's a piece of my skirt the polire have
“I was a sub In the Ninety-seventh
“She permitted." said Lady Erythea here—In spite of the little draw
Ml.- Fred G. Boggs went to Bath
got. And It was I who tripped you of the line, lying next Ihe British
Sat.n day where lip is planning to re
grimly, “my chauffeur to kiss her."
backs?”
up the stairs. I'm sorry—Cousin.”
main several weeks.
Seventieth division nt Arras,” added
The startled look of horror and dis
Georgina gave a sigh—positively of
Miss Edith Benner and Miss Anne
Mr. Lambe passed a somewhat un Billy. “I remember you because you
gust which Aimee’s fentures respect relief.
Gay are attending the winter carnival
steady hand across his forehead. He brought in six wounded who got left,
fully expressed, carried conviction
"It’s better than having you wan looked at Aimee, and then turned
at Norwich'University, Northfield, Vt.,
after the raid on the pillboxes. Two
■even to Lady Erythea’s mind.
this week.
dering about the country, getting into slowly to Georgina.
ad them were ours. You got the mili
“It Is an unpleasant subject,” said all sorts of horrible scrapes. It will
Gabriel's Jazz Band furnished music
“Miss Berners—” he said.
tary brass."
for a dance given In the Star Theatre
her ladyship, “which I should have have to come out soon, and then Lady
Georgina's answer was a sob. Imme
Aimee stared at Alexander in blank
Wednesday evening. The affair was
wished to spare myself mentioning to Erythea—”
diately Aimee stepped across, raised
well patronized.
you. it was necessary, however, to
"Yes, yes. Never mind Aunt. What her from her chair and, with an arm amazement.
Gecrge Ashwi rth of Rumford has
"That will do," interrupted Mr.
clear the ground. I hope to hear gordl I want you to do, Georgie, is tills—oh.
been tile guest of his parents, Mr. and
round
her
waist,
faced
Alexander.
Lambe
impatiently.
“
We
are
not
deal

reports of you. You may go to the bother! Look out!"
Mrs. Thomas C. Ashworth.
“Stop! Net a word from you to
servants' hall."
Aimee seized her brush and, darting Georgina !" he said defiantly. ‘There's ing with the war. Do you realize," he
said in his grimmest tone, "the posi
Alntee boblied to her mistress, and to the sideboard, began dusting busily.
left the room quietly. Outside she A step was heard on the gravel, and no one to blame hut me. Everything tion in which you have placed this
Aimee Seized His Hands in Hera.
found Mr. Tarbeaux waiting for her. Mr. Alexander Lambe entered by the she's done, I made her do. She want lariyt”
ed me to own up. All this, she's done
Billy looked straight at him.
Everything depends on the angle from window.
to try and save me. Georgle's the best
Don’t Waste Another Day.
"You are Miss Scroope's cousin." he me. I—I will do all I can.” He gulped.
which one regards so supreme a person
"Cousin Aimee, you are looking
When you are worried by backache;
said quietly, “and a parson. I guess “I want to help you, Aimee."
ns the butler. The new parlor maid pale," he said in tones of concern. “It thing that ever happened.”
Aimee seized his hands In hers.
Alexander looked at Aimee.
By lameness and urinary disorders
I'll take lying down, from you, any
looked at him timidly. Mr. Tarbeaux, is delightful out of doors, the air if
"Alexander," she cried breathlessly
"My dear child,” he said gently, “I thing you choose to say or do. Of
with an air of mingled satisfaction and so balmy. Shall we—er—take a little
Don't experiment with an untried
have only one wish nnd that is to help course I realize it, and it’s why I’m "I am sorry I knocked you down!”
apprehension, conducted her to the walk In the rose—"
The next moment she had fled medicine.
you."
here.
I've
been
a
fool.
I
didn't
seem
women-servants’ hall. The housekeep
Alexander stopped short, nnd his
Follow Rockland people's example.
Aimee’s Ups parted; she stared at to know. But I ought to have known.” through the window.
er was absent.
Use Doan’s Kidney Pills.
features froze. H“ had caught sight
He sighed.
Here’s Rockland testimony.
At Jervaulx the male and female of Aimee’s face, with the light full him Incredulously. She saw the most
Half on hour later Aimee, a some
Verify It If you wish:
“Things are so different, where 1
servants were segregated In separate upon it, reflected In the mirror before human sympathy In the clean-shaven,
what furtive figure, was dodging to
Mrs. W. E. Flanders, 4 Bunker St.,
apartments for meals. Mr. Tarbeaux her. He stared for a moment with priestly face; the kindliest light in his belong. An' they were different In
large eyes.
France—mighty different. But that's and fro on the path near the little says: “It's been some years since I
took his charge to a room next the remarkable Intentness.
arbor
In
the
rose
garden,
keeping
an
used Doan’s Kidney Pills but frtom past
“Miss Berners,” said Alexander, no excuse. I wish I’d broken my neckvast kitchens, where a meat tea was
i
“Who is this?” lie said sharply, step
anxious eye on all the approaches experience I feel justified In recom
in progress, presided over by a cook ping towards her. There was menace still more gently, "will you leave me before I did such a fool thing. And
"The Young Person, My Lady," Said
with your cousin? I should like to here we are in the soup. I don't mat from the house. She was still feeling mending them. When I was young I
of vast adiposity. The pageboy was in his voice. “Who are you?"
tad a bad spell of sickness and it left
a little confused.
Mr. Tarbeaux Softly.
the only male In the room. Mr. Tar
Aimee, preparing to meet her deg- speak to her alone. I will see you ter. And you don't matter either,
“Who would ever have dreamed be my kidneys in a weak and disordered
presently,
If
you
will
give
roe
an
op

parson.
All
that
matters
Is
Miss
to be. Most of us are acting all day beaux presented the newcomer In
was such a good sort as that!” she condition. I was unlit for any kind
Scroope. Get me?"
portunity.”
and every tiny—whether you guess It form.
_— SOLD EVERYWHERE
said to herself. “It's a delirious sort ,f work for about a year. There was
“Come here," said Alexander.
Georgina nodded brokenly, and
i steady, dull ache in my back over
“Ladies," he said gravely, "Miss
or not. 1 don't do that myself—that’s
He took Billy by the arm, led him of mess I’ve got them both Inta 1 my kidneys and it made me miserable.
moved to the window.
why you and I get on. But I can! I Amy Snooks. Late of Scroope Tow
hope
he
won't
jump
on
poor
Georgie.
Everything I undertook to do was a
“Georgie.” whispered Alntee quickly, to the window, and turned him so that
ers.” And took his leave.
can get away with it, Billy!”
the sun shone full on his face. Mr. Why on earth doesn't she hurry up? irag and I had blinding dizzy spells.
os
she
passed,
“
meet
me
by
the
little
Aimee
said
“
good-evening
”
shyly,
He put on his cap with a bang.
BAKING POWDER
arbor down the gardens In half an1 bonibe looked at Billy for some mo- There she Is—oh bother I—Alexander As another of the family had used
“Then let’s get on!” he gasped. nnd seated herself. It occurred to her
Doan's Kidney Pifls with good results
again!"
hour—It won’t be safe here—after
you use /ess
1 sent to the Pedleton Pharmacy and
“There's nothing else for it now. The that she had never seen so many plain
this.”
(To Be'Continued)
,'ot two boxes. After using Doan's I
boats are burned. Away for Jervaulx!” women gathered at one table. With
A. C MOORE
Aimee snd Alexander were left to
became much better and my kidneys
He leaned over and opened the rear the exception of the cook, they were
Those small ads in The Courier- gether, facing each other. There was
Telephone that Item of news to Tht have never bothered me since."
Piano Tuner
door of tlie car. “Jump down, part all angular aud scraggy. Pulling her Gazette are read by every body. That
60c. at all dealers. Foster-Milburn
Courier-Gazette, where thousands of
self together with an effort, Aimee Is why they are so popular and an embarrassed pause.
ner, and get in behind."
Co., Mfgrs., Buffalo, N. Y.
With
the
Maine
Music
Company
"Tell
me,
Cousin,
”
said
Alexander,
readers
will
see
It,
took
a
generous
mouthful
from
a
slice
effective.
•!1 fibtt'n’ti What for?"
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Every-Other-Day

FACTS ON THE INCOME TAX

| After Every Meal

Valuable Instructions For Those Who Have To Make Out
Returns Previous To March 15.
Fact No. 1
Revenue officers are visiting every
county in tlie United States to aid tax
payers in the preparation of their in
come tax returns for the year 1922.
Information concerning the date of
their arrival and the location of their
offices may be obtained by writing the
collector of internal revenue for the
district in which the taxpayer lives.
Forms for filing returns of individual
net income for the year 1922 are being
sent to taxpayers who filed returns for
the year 1921. Failure to receive a
form, however, does not relieve the
taxpayer of his obligation to file a re
turn and pay the tax on time, on or
before March 15. 1923. The forms,
1040A for filing returns of net income
$5,000 and less and 1040 for filing re
turns of net inr-ome in. evces« of $5,000,
may be obtained from collectors of
Internal revenue and deputy collectors.
Returns are required of every single
person whose net income for 1922 was
$1,000 or. more or whose gross income
was $5,000 or more and of every mar
ried person whose net income was $2,000 or more or whose gross income was
$5,000 or more. Careful study of the
instructions on the forms will greatly
aid in making a correct return.

Fact No. 2
In the making of his income tax return
for the year 1922,a taxpayer,if single,is
allowed an exemption of $1,000.
A
married person, or head of a family,
, whose net income for the year 1922 was
$5,000 or less is allowed an exemption
of $2,500. The exemption allowed a
married person or head of a family
whose net income was in excess of
$5,000 i.s $2 000. A head of a family
is a person who actually supports one
or more persons living in his or her
household who are closely related to
him or her by blood, marriage or adop
tion.
An additional credit of $400 is al
lowed for each person (other than hus
band or wife) dependent upon the taxpaye- for chief support, If such per
son is under 18 years of age or incapaable of self support because mentally
or physically defective. A single man
whose net income for 1922 was $2,000
and who supports In his home an aged
mother would have no tax to pay. but
would nevertheless be required to file
a return. The fact that a person's in
come may be nontaxable by reason of
the exemptions does not nullify the re
quirement to file a return if his in
come was within the prescribed figures
—$1,000 if single and $2,000 if mar
ried.
The normal tax is 4 per cent on the
first $4,000 of net income in excess of
the exemptions, and 8 per cent on the
remaining net Income. The tax may
be paid in full at the time of filing
the return, or' In four installments due
on or before March 15. June 15, Sep
tember 15, and Decembe- 15.

Fact No. 3
The revenue act of 1921 provides
that an income tax return shall be filed
by ,every person; married or single,
whose gross income for the year 1922
was $5,0'M'M-^TnArc. -Broadly speaking,
gross income includes all income re
ceived by the taxpaye- during the
yea.- from salary or wages, or from
"business, trade, profession or voca
tion." dealing in' '.property, or the
transaction of any business carried on
for profit. Net income, upon which
the tax is assessed, is gross income
less certain specified1 deductions for
business expenses, losses, bad debts,
taxes, contributions, etc.
Among the most important items in
the returns of many taxpayers are the
deductions for business expenses. In
the case of a storekeeper, they include
a reasonable allowance for salaries
paid employees, amounts spent for ad
vertising. premiums for insurance
against fire or other business losses,
the cost of water, light, heat and fuel
used in his place of business, drayage
and freight bills.
A professional man, doctor or law
yer. may claim as deductions the cost
of supplies used in the practice of his
profession, expenses paid in the oper
ation and repair of an automobile used
in making professional calls, dues to
professional societies, subscriptions to
professional Journals, office rent, and
the cost of fuel, light, heat and water
used in his office, and the hire of as
sistants. • <
•

The farmer may deduct all amounts
paid in the. production, harvesting and
marketing of crops, including labor,
cost of seed and fertilizer purchased,
cost of minor repairs to farm buildings
(other than the dwelling, which is per
sona) expense) and cost of small tools
used in the course of a year or two.
Rent paid for a farm also is an allow
able deduction.
Deduction of personal or living ex
penses such as rent paid for a dwelling,
hire ot domestic servants, education of
children, etc,, is expressly disallowed
by the revenue act,

WRIGLEYS
“A bite to eat—a bit of tweet?*
Alter a substantial
meal, tbe children
naturally want to top
oil with a bit of sweet.

In making out his income tax return
for the year 1922, the taxpayer is re
quired to include all items of gross
income. In the case of a storekeeper
the gross income consists usually of
the gross profits on sales, together with
income from other sources. The re
turns must show the gross sales, pur
chases, and cost of goods sold. To re
flect net income correctly, and to as
certain gross income, inventories arc
ordinarily required as of the begin
ning and end of each taxable year.
The professional man, doctor, lawyer,
dentist, must include all fees and other
compensation for professional services.
The farmer is required to report as
gross income, all profits derived from
the sale or exchange of farm products,
including crops and livc stock, whether
raised on the farm or purchpsed and
resold. A farmer who rents his farm
on the crop sharing basis must report
such income for the years in which
the crops are sold. Profit obtained
from the sale or rental of farm lands
also must be reported.
In order that they may obtain full
advantage of the deductions from gross
income to which they are entitled,
taxpayers are advised by collectors of
internal revenue to study carefully the
instructions on the forms for making
returns under the head “Income from
Business or Profession."

Give them WRIGLEY’S,
the great American
Sweetmeat
It combines the enjoyment
of sweet with many BENEFITS.
It cleanses the teeth, removing
food particles that lodge in the
crevices.
It neutralizes the
acids of the mouth, soothes the
throat and lastly—
WRIGLEY’S helps the stomach
by supplying saliva to aid In
digestive work.
Made clean, kept clean, sealed
tight In a wax-wrapped package.

The Flavor
Las

Fact No. 5
Liability to file an income tax re
turn for the year 1922 4s determined
by a person’s status on the last day of
the taxable year, December 31, if the
return is made on the calendar year
basis, as most are. If on that date
he was single he must file a return if
his net income for 1922 was $1,000 or
more, and he is allowed only an ex
emption of $1,000. If he was married
on December 31 he is granted the ex
emption allowed a married person for
the full year, $2,500 if his net income
was $5,000 or less, and $2,000 if his
net income exceeded $5,000.
The
bride's income, however, must be con
sidered with that of her husband, the
larger exemptions being allowed mar
ried couples living together. A widow
or widower whose spouse died before
the end of the year is classed as a
single person. Divorcees and persons
separated by mutual consent also are
classed as single persons.
Similar conditions exist with respect
to the head of a family. If, during the
year, his support of relatives ceased he
is entitled only to the $1,000 exemp
tion. A man who has a dependent
child, not mentally or physically de
fective, that attains the age of 18 years
just before the close of the taxable
year, can not claim the $400 credit for
a dependent.

Fact No. 6
, To avoid penalty, income tax returns
must be filed with the collector of in
ternal revenue for the district in which
the taxpayer lives or has principal
place of business on or before midnight
of March 15. 1923.
Where additional time is required
because of illness or absence of the
taxpayer from home, the collector may
grant, upon application before the re
turn is due, March 15, an extension of
not to exceed 30 days. If an accurate
return can not be made within the 30
days extension period, a request for a
further extension must be made to the
Commissioner of Internal Revenue,
Washington, D. C. Collectors have not
authority to grant an extension ex
ceeding 30 days.
Failure to make a return on time
subjects the delinquent to a penalty
of $1,000 and an additional penalty of
25 per cent of the amount of tax due
If the failure is willful, however, or
an attempt is made to evade the tax
by filing a false return, the offender
is liable to imprisonment and to a
fine of not more than $10,000 and costs
in addition to a penalty of 50 per cent
of the amount of tax evaded.

BABY CHICKS

Ml. DESERVE A GOOD START
Their fint meal should be

IRTHMORE

FOR
THE

will be held every first and third Fri
day of each month.
The Veteran Firemen Association
Mrs. Everett Sanborn and Mrs. will have a meeting at the Firemen's
Edna Clark, who were called here by hall. Thursday evening at 7 o’clock for
the illness and death of their mother, election of officers. At 7.30 a banquet
Mrs. Sarah Clark, have returned to will he served to members and invited
their home in Staten Island and Val guests.
Mrs. Atwood is quite ill at the home
halla, N. Y.
Mrs. R. A. Burns was at home from of her daughter. Mrs. Jones on Union
street.
Bates College for a few days.
The Fred A. Norwood Relief Corps
Walter Hewett and daughter, Mrs.
Margaret Robbins of Hope were re at the close of .the meeting last Friday
evening gave a surprise party in
cent guests of Mrs. Nellie Wilkins.
Lowell Payson and Oliver Ingraham honor of one of its members birthday
returned Monday to Bowdoin College The president, Mrs. Addie Jenkins an
after spending Saturday and Sunday nounced same, and said Mrs. Emma
Torrey had a few words to say. which
in town.
Mr. and Mrs. \john Newman are in • were as follows: "Mrs. Clark, as I can
New York in the interest of W. O no longer address you as president, I
I will say our beloved past president.
Hewett Co., Rockland.
Mrs. Pearl Marshall who has been We look backward Q>vor the past three
quite ill for several weeks is conval years, not with regret, although there
have been clouds to darken our sky.
escing.
Mrs. Mabel Crone and son Alton but they have been three happy and
were guests of her parents, Mr. and successful years. You have worked
untiringly for the interest and welfare
Mrs. B. H. Paul Sunday.
The Twentieth Century Club will be of our order, forgetting self for it.
entertained Friday afternoon at the Your officers felt a strong hand of
home of Mrs. Blanche Ellsworth on leadership, so tonight, to show to you
Main street. Rev. Andrew Young will ' the love and regard they hold for you,
! we present to you this token emblem
give readings from Robert Burns..
Mr. and Mrs? Leslie Rich of Rock of your office, the past president's
land were guests of Mrs. Rich’s par I badge, and when you look at it, think
ents, Mr. and Mrs. Charles Stanley I of us with fraternity, charity and
j loyalty.'' Refreshments were served in
Sunday.
R. L. Thorndike who is working on | charge of Mrs Fannie Ott. Mrs. Clark
the Ralph Brown cottage at Hope was the recipient of other gifts and
Corner, was at the Thorndike home from her face none doubted the sur
prise and pleasure of the occasion.
stead to spend Sunday.
Mrs. George Bagley is seriously ill She thanked all for the same and the
loyal support they had given her.
at her home on Chinch street.
Mrs. Oliver Copeland who was called
The Baptist Circle will lie enter
tained Wednesday afternoon at the I here by the illness of her mother. Mrs.
home of Mrs. Sarah M. Rust.
| George Bagley, returned last week to
There will be a meeting of the Board ; Whitinsville, Mass. Enroute she was
of Trade at the selectmen's office j the guest of Mrs. Gertrude Havener
Thursday evening at 7.30 to ascertain j and Mrs. Ethel York in Boston.
how many delegates will attend the
As some arc under Ihe impression
hearing io Augusta on the Kennebec I that (lie Minstrels Friday evening are
Bridge question. There will be a I to benefit "the W. It. Corps, they wish
special train with 300 men from Knox [ to say that they are in nq way con
county. The matter is in charge of E. nected with it.
Mrs. Roland Crockett was tile re
W. MacDonald. Secretary of Ihe Cham
ber of Commerce, Rockland.
A. B. cent guest of her sister, Mrs. Sidney
Packard is in charge of the Rockport Andrews in West Rockport.
delegatiop and it is hoped that a large
number will attend. A very interest
1. Stomach misery, gas and indiing meeting was held last Friday ! gestion are promptly relieyed with Mievening. According to the constitu j O-Na stomach tablets.' At all drug
tion and by-laws, regular meetings gists on money back plan.—adv.

ROCKPORT

BUTTERMILK
Gar

The Right Start Is Everything
For this reason—don’t experiment You can give WIRTH
MORE BUTTERMILK BABY CHICK FOOD 48 hours
alter chklu are out of the shell—and be SURE they will thrive
on it. It is not only nourishing-it helps to ward off white
diarrhoea, bowel trouble and leg weakness.
Made bi New England for New England People
Wirthmore Poultry Feeds are used and recommended by New
England's most successful poultrymen because of their uniform
quality and unfailing results. The Wirthmore Egg Record
Book is filled with valuable and interesting information for the
poultry owner. Mailed FREE on request.
Buy

^IRTHMORE

POULTRY

FEEDS

from your nearest Wirthmore Dealer—NOW 1

ST. ALBANS GRAIN CO.

Manufacturers
Albans, St. Vermont

CHAS. M. COX CO.
Wholesale Distributors
Boston, Mass.

OW human it is to be grateful to the defenders of
our country in time of war, and to give scant ap
preciative thought to the soldiers and sailors who serve
in time of peace.

H

JOHNSTON’SDRUGSTORE
COMPLEE DRUO ANO SUNDRY
LINE.
SPECIAL ATTENTION TO
PRESCRIPTIONS.
KODAKS.
DE
VELOPING, PRINTING ANO EN
LARGING.

Then it is that you 6nd in him a friend and counsellor,
and because hc has been called so many times into
homes where sorrow has called first, he under
stands just what to do in the way that makes
the last tribute a comforting memory.

Undertakers Since 1649

NiglA Telephone 781-W ROCKLAND. Day Telephone 450.

Dealer in Pianos

Fine Tuning

370 Main St., Rockland, Me. 75 Cedar Street. Tel. 572-M.

who extend sympathy to the widow
and children.
• • • •

T. F. Wadsworth is quite ill with
Ambrose D. Thompson
pneumonia. His daughter, Mrs. F. S.
Ambrose D. Thompson died at the
Meservey and little granddaughter,
Alberta Baines, are both convalescing home of Warren Wentworth the night
of Jan. 28. aged 70 years. While he
from the same disease.
Mrs. Ada Conant is at home after had been in failing health for some
spending some weeks in Lincolnville months, he had been confined to his
with her granddaughter, Mrs. Ray bed only for the day preceding his
death, and the end was unexpected.
mond Libby.
Miss Lottie Waterman who has had He had been kindly cared for in the
employment for some time in the of home of Mr. and Mrs. Wentworth
fice of E. L. Spear in Rockland is where he went last fall to live. The
spending her vacation
with
her only relatives surviving are cousins.
The funeral services, conducted by
mother, Mrs. Emeline Waterman.
L. J. Johnson and James Waterman H. B. Bowes of Rockland were held
are hauling stave stuff from the Wednesday afternoon with W. L.
Roberson place in Searsmont to the Sykes of Appleton speaking. The in
terment was in Pine Grove cemetery
mill of James Robbins at Ghent.
A. L. Sprowl and O. T, Keene are beside his parents and sister.
hauling pressed hay from the Chaples
barn on the Ridge to Camdeh.
WEST ROCKPORT
Frank Perry shot a fox Friday which
makes four he has bagged this winter.
Mr. and Mrs. A. A. Fuller from the i Fifty people from the i.iltilelield Me
Ridge were guests Thursday of B. A. j morial church of Rockland came to
Pitman.
This was the first call ' West Rockport Thursday evening, Feb.
Mrs. Fuller had made since her return | 1, on a straw ride. The young people
last summer from the Deaconess of the party gave a concert consisting
Hospital, Boston, where she under of vocal and instrumental music, reci
tations, etc. A large and appreciative
went a serious operation.
Oscar Gould has been confined to audience was in attendance.
Mrs. Lida Merrifield has returned
the house with an attack of rheuma
from Rockland, where she has been
tism. but is now able to be out.
Mr. and Mrs. Leland Johnson at oaring for Mr. and Mrs. Benjamin Mer
tended the funeral Tuesday in Hope of rifield.
Warren Conant was home from Cam
Mrs. Johnson’s
nephew,
Raymond
Harwood, son of Mr. and Mrs. Arthur den over Saturday and Sunday.
John F. Heald is occupying his shop
Harwood.
Crosby Johnson was in Camden Fri at tbe village, recently purchased of
C. E. Fernald.
day. hauling hack’s load of grain.
We have been blessed with a week
of good weather, and though Candle
SWAN’S ISLAND
mas Day was "fair and clear,” we are
going to look for the best winter, In
Old Harbor is frozen over, and
stead of the worst to appear.
Mackerel Cove and all the bays and
Those teaming report it very good sounds are tilled with heavy ice. Skim
getting about just now, hut a heavy ice extended from Swan’s Island to
rain would create havoc.
'
Mt. Desert Island. To the wewt’ard no
Mrs. Ada Conant, who has been vis open water is visible, and only a little
iting her granddaughter, Mrs. Ray of Bluehill Bay is open,
mond Libby, in Lincolnville, has re
James (J. Jenkins of Stonington ar
turned home.
rived in Atlantic on Jan. 24 and owing
Friends of Mrs. Frank Meservey will to storms and interrupted transport.!
he glad to hear she Is convalescent tion was unable to leave till the 27 th.
after her recent attack of pneumonia.
Fishermen at Old Harbor arc trying
Levi Campbell of Belfast and Ernest to neep the channel ope® between here
Campbell of Warren were in town and Stonington. The Bodwell arrived
Thursday to attend the funeral of at 9.30 Thursday after a three and a
their brother. W. D. Campbell.
half hour’s battle with the ice. As
Warren Wentworth who met with a soon ;»g passengers and mail were dis
bad accident last week in Camden, is charged she left immediately for Rock
confined to the house.
land intending to go out to sea around
• • • •
the islands to avoid the icc as much
as possible.
Wilbur Campbell
Adelbert Bridges of Old Harbor is
Wilbur Campbell died Jan. 29 after
visiting in Portland.
a short illness of pneumonia. Tho de
Mr. and Mrs. Roger Joyce of Old
ceased was aged about 38 years, and Harbor and their daughter have been
was twice married. His first wife was visiting Mr. ,and Mrs. Seth Joyce in
Miss Jennie Dunton, who died a num Atlantic.
ber of years ago leaving an infant
The local Council of the Fishermen’s
daughter. His second wife, Miss Ada Protective Association meets tonight
Richards, together with a little son at Odd Fellows’ Hall to discuss the
survives. The funeral was held Thurs lobster situation, and to plan for fur
day afternoon with Rev. E. E. Harri- ther work in the matter.
nos of Searsmont speaking. The
All the merchants of the island are
burial was in the Lassell ecmetery in short of grain because of the steamer
Searsmont. Mr. Campbell was a man having to serve both the Vinalhaven
of many good qualities which ' en and Swan’s Isldbid routes, and having
deared him to a large circle of friends great difficulty, on account of the ice,

In the time of need hc answers every call, no matter
at what hour of the day or night it comes, no mat
ter how far it takes him, to what dangerous or disa
greeable tasks it leads him, or what suffering hc must
witness and, being human, must share.

BURPEE FURNITURE CO.

GEORGE W. FOSTER

Wp usually think of the great war as a disaster and as having done nn
Incalculable amount of harm to the world and its people, but It is very doubt
ful if the war did as much harm as good. Within Ihe few years It lasted it
resulted in Immense benefits to mankind in the tremendous discoveries. Im
provements and advancement of medicine, surgery, chemistry, aeronautics,
mechanics, engineering, metallurgy and wireless communication, nnd while
the toll of life, the destruction of property, the devastation of lands, the loss
of art and the bankruptcy of nations are all temporary nnd will soon he
replaced and forgotten, the scientific progress anil discoveries, which were n
direct result of the war, will endure forever and will continue to benefit
mankind.
Of all the arts and sciences which received an unprecedented Impetus
by the war, none is of greater interest or has a more far-reaching effect to
the average person than radio telephony. Before the war wireless telegraphy
was well established, universally used and a fairly exact and well-understood
science; but wireless telephony was scarcely more than a dream—a visionary,
uncertain thing; complicated, little understood nnd literally In Its Infancy.
But today, so Incredibly rapid have been the strides made In the develop
ment of this science, that wireless telephony is an every-day affair; a simple,
easily understood thing—far simpler than telegraphy—and in constant use,
not only commercially, hut by countless thousands of amateurs. In a way,
however, the war merely launched practical radio telephony on its career nnd
far greater progress has been made In commercializing, simplifying nnd cheap
ening it within the past four months—October to February, 1921-22—than
within the previous six yenrs. Indeed, so rapid has been Its advancement,
that it seems to have come upon us almost overnight, and within n few short
weeks it has leaped from an obscure, scientific curiosity to an almost univer
sally used means of entertainment nnd profit.
Today thousands of mere boys are using wireless telephones—many of
the instruments made by the boys themselves—and In department stores,
electrical supply stores nnd elsewhere sets for receiving may be purchased
for a few dollars. From various stations, music, crop reports, market reports,
weather reports, speeches, sqgigs. operas, plays, stories, official time, rnclng
and baseball returns; shipping news and countless other Interesting matters
are sent broadcast through the air, free to anyone who possesses a wireless
telephone receiving set. Thus, the farmer, miles from the nearest town, the
sailor at sea, passengers on ships, guests In hotels, crowds about bulletin
hoards and people in their own homes can listen to the voices of famous men,
the music of hands and orchestras, the singing of famous operatic slurs, the
dialogues of plays and countless other things, from far-distant points and as
clearly and plainly as though no space Intervened.
Truly, radio telephony is the great modern miracle; a dream more fan
tastic and falr.v-llke than the Arabian Nights; a more marvelous actuality than
Ihe fabulous lamp of Aladdin or the flying carpet, and, best of all, Il Is within
the reach of everyone, while the '‘music in the air” Is free to all who care
to listen In.
It Is certainly a strange, almost Incredible, thing to think that the nlr
about us. even within our dwellings, is constantly filled with sounds, voices,
music, messages and songs which are as Inaudible as they are Invisible, but
which may he caught and delivered to our ears hy means of a few wires and
batteries and a few appliances so simple that even a child may use them.
And the limit Is far from being reached. Within a few years nr even
months, the range of wireless telephony will he Increased by hundreds nr
even thousands of miles, antennae or aerials will he entirely done away with
and the instruments for sending and receiving will he so Improved, simplified
and reduced that one may carry thenr in one’s pocket, for while radio tel
ephony has already become highly perfected, widely used and absolutely prac
tical. yet it is still hardly out of Its infancy and no man may prophesy what
Its future may be.

A similar attitude is sometimes taken toward the ser
vices of the funeral director. Yet the very fact that he
is professionally trained, modernly equipped and fully
prepared to serve us in the crisis wc could in nowise
face without him is in itself a service to us all

Reproduced by permission of The Cincinnati Coffin Com
pany from a topyrighted advertisement which appeared in
The Saturday Evening Post of March n, 1922.

W. A. JOHNSTON. REG. PHC.

^^hyatt verrjll

( 1. RADIO AN OUTGROWTH OF THE WAR

NORTH APPLETON

BABY CHICK FOOD
It contain* all the necessary food elements
to induce healthy growth and lusty vitality
and bring chicks safely through the haz
ardous early stages.

THE HOME RADIO
How to Make and Uae It

Fact No. 4

*
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Romanesque Pardee-Symbol Ptah-Sek'r.Ausar. Egyptian Triune God vf the resurrection.
Message number seven. .Copyrighted ly2i C. C. Co.

Is not the only good
tea you can buy in
Maine—But all Rajah
tea is especially good
quali-tea.
Say RAJAH to your dealer

CONANT, PATRICK & CO., Props.
Portland, Maine

SHEETROCK
“The Fireproof Wallboard"

A Better Place
to Live In
You can work wonders
with that home of yours.be
it new or old, by finishing
off your attic or other
available space witli Sheetrock. The expense is much
less than you might think.
And remember that Sheetrock is fireproof and can
not warp. This is because
it. is made from rock. We
will be glad to tell you
other interesting facta
about Sheetrock.

u

-k
L,

W. H,
GLOVER CO.
ROCKLAND

Vinalhaven & Rockland
Steamboat Co.
The direct route between
ROCKLAND, VINALHAVEN. NORTH HAVEN,
STONINGTON AND SWAN'S ISLAND

WINTER ARRANGEMENT
(Subject to change without notice)
IN EFFECT 5.30 A. M. MONDAY. JAN. 8. 1923
Leaves Swan's Island dally except Sunday!
it 5 30 A. M. for Stonington. North Haven,
Vina Ilia veil aud Rockland
Returning leaves Rockland at 1.30 I’ M., for
Vina Ilia ven. North Haven, Stonington, and
Swan’s Island.
W. S WHITE,
General Manager.
Rockland, Maine, Jan’y C, 1923.

J MAINE CENTRAL RAILROAD
W
Eastern Standard Tin.c
’
Trains Leave Rockland foh

* Augusta, A {7.00 a. m. 17.30 a.m., tl.lOp. in.
Bitigor A §7 (>:> a. nt. 17.30 a. in.. 11 10 p. m.
B.ith A57.OOu.ni., 17.30 a m.. tl.lOp m.15 30 p. 111.
Boston A {7.00 a in. 17.30 p. to., 11. 10 p.m.
Brunswick A §7.00 a. in., 17.30 a. in., 11.10
p. ra . 15.30 p. in..
Lewiston. A $7.00 a. tn.. 17.30a.m., tl.lOp in.
New York. tl.lOp. ru.
Portland. Af7.00 a. m , 17.90a. to., tl.lOp m.,
15 30 p ir..
Waterville A(7.00a m.. *7.30a.m. 11.10p.m.
Woolwich. §7.00 a. m., 17.30 a.m., 11.10 p.m..
15.30 p. m.
1 Daily. except Sunday.
$ Sunday only.
A Passengers provide own ferriage between Wool
wich and Bath.
D. C. DOUGLASS,
M. L. HARRIS.
9-24-22 V. P. & Gen'l Mgr. Gen'l Passenger Agt.

-------------------J-----------------------Eastern Steamship Lines, Inc.
BANGOR LINE—WINTER SCHEDULE
STEAMSHIP BELFAST
Leave Rockland Monda.vs and Thursdays at
8.00 P M for Boston.
Return—Leave Boston Tuesdavs and Fridays
at 5.00 P M Leave Rockland Wednesdays and
Saturdays at 5 00 A. M ; Camden 5 45 A. M ;
Belfast 7 15 A M.; Bucksport 9 00 A. M.;
due Winterport 9.30 A M
Return Leave
Winterport Monda.vs and
Thursdays at 10 00 A M for Boston and way
landings, due tlie following morning about
7.00 A. M

MT. DESERT & BLUEHILL LINES
OAR HARBOR LINE
Leave Rockland Wednesdays at 5 A M for
North Haven Stonington, Southwest Harbor,
Northeast Harbor, Seal Harbor, due Bar Har
bor 11 A M.
Return—Leave Bar ILirbor Thursdays at 8 00
A. M for Rockland and way landings.
BLUE HILL LINE
Leave Rockland Saturdays at 5 A. M. for
Bark Harbor, Eggemoggln, South Brooksville
Sargentvllle, Beer Isle, Brookliu, South Blue
hill, due Bluehill 11.45 A M
Return—Leave Bluehill Mondays at 8.00 A.
M. for Rockland and way landings
At Boston connection is made via the Met
ropolitan Line express freight steamers for
New York and points South and West.
MAINE STEAMSHIP LINE
Portland-New York Freight Servieo
Direct Freight Service between Portland and
New York is resinned from the New State
Pier, Portland. Me.
Through rates and direct track connections
with Maine Central and Grand Trunk Rail
roads
F. S SHERMAN, Supt , Rockland, Maine.
K S SHERMAN. Agent. Rockland. Maine

to get here at all, touches only occa
sionally, and is able to bring blit little
freight.
All hands arc engaged in getting out
their year’s supply of wood, and ar»
having a difficult job, on account of
open swamps and bad roads.
Immense conventions of sea-birds,
driven from the bays by the ice, have
heen in session on the eastern side of
Swan's Island. A rare sight, noted
yesterday, was a large seal riding in
state up Placentia Hound, while com
fortably seated on a large cake of ice.
Navigation through York Narrows
seems to be cut off l>y the ice.
Calvin Stockbridge of Old Harbor
has been visiting his parents, Mr. and
Mrs. Charles Stockbridge at Mackerel
Cove.
S. Morse & Son of Old Harbor have
been harvesting their ice crop and
have a plentiful supply of good Ice.
• • • •

Mrs. Matilda Joyce
A1 is Matilda Joyce di *d suddenly
Jan. 29. at the home of her daughter,
Mrs. N. B. Trask in Atlantic. Mrs.
Joyce would have been 77 years of age
next month. She was the widow of
the late Levi B. Joyce, and leaves three
sons, Herman and Maynard who live
in Massachusetts, and Justin who
teaches in Norwood, R. 1., and three
daughters, Mrs. N. B. Tmsk of At
lantic, Mrs. Laura Smith of Swan's
Island, and Mrs. Hattie Barbour ’ of
Rockland. Funeral services were de
layed pending the arrival of Austin
Joyce and Mrs. Laura Smith, who
could not get here until Thursday be
cause the steamer, on account of the
ice, was two days in making the trip
from Rockland to Swan’s Island. In
terment was at Rose HUI Cemetery
Thursday afternoon. Rev. H. H. Hath
away officiating.

Art the Universal Balm.
What Is the best thing to do whel
you are miserable? Art is the great
consoler for nil. The best produc
tions of art—the finest pictures,
dramas, hooks and music—are the
work of those who have suffered. You
can soothe your soul in art, und best
of all is activity. Keep going, keep
doing something.

Every-Other-Day

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Tuesday, February 6, 1923.
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SWAN’S

THOMASTON
Mrs. M. E. Dickey has returned from
a visit in Camden.
Thc Friday Club liad a most delight
ful reunion Saturday at the home of
Mrs. Fannie Ruggles, the occasion be
ing the birthday of Mrs. Fannie Edger
ton. The members now in town were
able to be present and gave Mrs.
Edgerton a complete surprise. Flowers,
gifts and cards testified to the well
known popularity of the guest of honor
and the chatter of the “girls’' had all
Its old timfe ring.
Those gathered
around the supper table were Mrs. Lucy
Bunker, Mrs. Ella Elliot. Miss Harriet
Levensaler, Miss Ella Morton. Mrs.
Cada Newcombe and Mrs. Nettie Lev
ensaler with Mrs. Ruggles and Mrs.
Edgerton.
Mrs. George Morse was called to
Portland Monday morning by the ill
ness of her son. Harry Morse, who has
been operated upon for appendicitis.
Miss Gladys Doherty has returned
from Camden where she has been
spending a few days with Mrs. Earl
F. Wilson.
Mrs. Alton Morse and little son ex
pect to arrive today from Ontario.
Canada, to spend a month with rela
tives.
Miss Nida Vesper of Allston delight
fully entertained at her home on How
ard avenue last week the following
members of the Thomaston Sewing
Club who are living near or spending
the winter in Boston: Mrs. Forrest
Maynard of Watertown. Mrs. Stanley
Maynard of Waverley, Mrs. Ralph
Churchill of Melrose. Miss Christine
Moore, who is spending the winter at
the Vendome. Miss Anna Dillingham of
Boston and Miss Ida Elliot, who has
been Miss Vesper's house guest for a
few days enroute to her home in Thom
aston from New Jersey where she has
been spending the past three months
with her brother, John Elliot.
Mrs. Fannie Edgerton is spending the
month of Febiuary with Mrs. Fannie
Ruggles.
Mrs. Edna Beals of Phillips, who is
visiting her mother, Mrs. John Spear
in South Warren, was in town Satur
day, the guest of relatives.
Dr. C. H. Jameson returned Monday
from a short stay in Rockland.
Mrs. Alice Fernalil I'plium of Camden
spent the day witii her mother Friday.
Miss Ida Elliot, who has been spend
ing the winter ill South Orange. N. J.,
returned Monday night.
The Lincoln Academy boys and girls
who played a double game with T. II.
8. here Saturday evening, were vic
torious in both games. They returned
to Damariscotta Sunday morning.
Mr. and Mrs. Sumner Whitney of
Friendship are guests of Mr. and Mrs.
Charles Starrett.
Alfred Strout returned to Bowdoin
College Sunday.
The Baptist Mission Circle will meet
Tuesday afternoon at the home of Mrs.
Alfred Strout.
Miss Hilda George returned to NewYork today to resume her studies at
Columbia University.
On account of illness Rev. Roy Hilton
Short was unable to occupy the pulpit
Sunday morning at the Baptist church.
Capt. Eric Smith ef the Salvation Army
substituted for him. The evening ser
vice was in charge of the World Wide
Guild and the program consisted of
negro spiritual songs and sketches of
the lives of prominent negro leaders.
Another of those fettractive dancing
assemblies is scheduled for tomorrow
(Wednesday) night at Watts hall from
8.30 until 11.

TENANT’S HARBOR
Don’t forget thc change in dates of
the two following installations. The
Eastern Star officers will be installed
Wednesday evening, Feb. 7, and the
Rebekah officers thc following even
ing—Thursday.
William Allen has resigned his posi
tion as janitor of the church, Joseph
Simmons succeeding.
Willie Wall of Massachusetts and
Fred Wall of Brooklyn, N. Y.. came
home to. attend the funeral services of
the late D. Frank Wall.
D. Frank Wall
The community deeply regrets the
death of D. Frank Wall, a life-long
resident of this town, who died Wed
nesday, Jan. 31. after a sickness of
about three weeks. Mr. Wall was a
member of the Baptist church and a
most respected citizen and neighbor.
The deeeused is survived by a wife
and two sons, Fred of Brooklyn, N. Y.,
and Forrest, a resident of this town;
a nephew, Willie Wall of Massachu
setts, who was brought up from child
hood by the deceased and wife; two
brothers, Mark Wall of Bristol, R. I.,
and John Wall of this (dace, to whom
the community extends deepest sym
pathy. The funeral services were held
from Mr. Wail's late home Saturday
afternoon and were largely attended.
Rev. Perley Miller officiated and thc in
terment was in Seaside cemetery.

ISLAND ICEOLATED
I

Grain Is Scarce and Cattle May Suffer—Penobscot Bay
Conditions Getting Much Worse.

ROCKPORT

Dr. Stevens of Rockland was in town
Thursday called to attend a very sick
horse owneu by Arthur Peabody
Mrs. James T. Cates of Rockland
was a guest of her niece, Mrs. Helen
B. Overlook Friday.
The Ladies' Circle of the Congregationa. church will meet in the church
parlors Thursday Feb. 8.
Supper
served at 6 o'clock, with the following
housekeepers: Mrs. Fannie Wyllie, Ev
elyn Kl'binson. Grace Spear and Miss
Harriet Hahn.
Mrs. Ilda KusseH leaves Tuesday for
a few weeks' visit with friends in Bath.
The officers of the Eastern Slur were
ably installed Friday evening by Mrs.
II. V. Stevenson of-Rockland, with Mrs.
A. it. Havener as marshal and Mrs.
Hall as chaplain. This year's officers
are as follows: Matron. Mrs. Emma
Norwood: patron, W. G. Robinson;
assisant matron. Margaret Sawyer;
conductress. Carrie Butler: secretary.
Jessie Walker: treasurer, Alice Math
ews. organist, Mary Kerry: warder.
Sarah Stunett: sentinel, Fred Butler;
marshal. Carrie Smith: Ada, Ixiuri
Sta rett; Buth, Alice Brown; Martha.
Anaa Starrett: Esther, Blanche Moore
Electa. Celia Norwood.
Urbain A. Hebert lias joined his
wife at the home of her parents. Mr.
and Mrs. N. B. Eastman, where he
plans to spend a month’s vacation.
F. Crockett Brown was a guest of Mr.
an J Mrs. W. F. Overlook Sunday.

NONSENSE VERSE
I For The Courier-Gazette!
'Twas a flue day last October,
First September in .Inly.
Tlie moon lay thick upon the ground.
The mud shone in the sky.
Tlie flowers were singing sweetly,
The birds were full of bloom,
So I went into the ee|lar
To sweep an upstairs room.

’Twas moonlight on the ocean
Not a street car was in sight.
The sun was shining brightly.
It rained all day tiiat night;
’Twas summer in the winter.
And the rain was falling fast.
The barefoot boy with shoes ou
Stood sitting in the grass.

C. G

Warren Feb.

PARK THEATRE
-Patrons at the Park today will enjoy
thetr favorite screen star Jack Holt
ana a splendid Paramount cast in
"Making a Man," from the story by
Peter B. Kyne. This popular author,
l.nked with a star such as Jack Holt,
assures an evening of keen enjoyment.
Tne Pathe review with its many inter
esting features and one of the popular
“Out Gang" comedies in which Sun
shine Sammy assumes a principal role
completes the program.
Wednesday. Priscilla Dean as “Cig
arette” in "Under Two Flags" will be
the feature attraction and will be of
fered to Park patrons at the regular
admission prices. Holding the theat
rical world spellbound for years, the
dramatic version of Ouida’s immortal
epic, “Under Two Flags," was one of
the greatest of all stage plays. News
ancj Views and a comedy feature com
plete the program.
Heart throbs and pleasing glimpses
tf child life are found in the plot of
"Who Are My Parents?'—the William
Fox production which comes to the
Park Theatre next Thursday and Fri
day.

Written by a new author who prefers to be known as “Mr. X,” the pict
ure has proved one of the big hits of
the year. Tlie unbroken thread of hu
man interest running through tlie plot
lias won it a hearty welcome from
screen patrons. Il was received by the
press and public during its New York
rt n with warm commendation.
Tlie picture is a bis special from ev
ery point of view. While thoroughly
domestic in its atmosphere it shows
tie strongly contrasting life between
the rich and the poor, and the. oppor
tunity for elaborate and beautiful set
ting!- has not been lost.
lt< ger Lytton. Florence Billings and
Niles W«ych are among the leading
members of ihe cast. A new comer to
the screen, Peggy Shaw, a former “Zigfeld Follies” tjeauty, has won new hon
ors by her work in this picture.—adv.

At "the Sign of
SI North National Bank

North
Nationai
Bank ’

15-17

W. P. STRONG
WATCHMAKER and JEWELER
WALL PAPER

THOMASTON, MAINE
Tu&S-tf

GILCHREST
MONUMENTAL
WORKS
Successor to A. F. Burton

HOUSEHOLD ACCOUNTS
THE Genius of Efficiency has invaded the
household, as evidenced by the growing num
ber of women who carry checking accounts
for the disbursement of household funds.
BECAUSE such an account is a check upon
unnecessary expenditures, a receipt for bills
paid, and a record of all household expenses,
wc invite the accounts of those who desire to
avail themselves of this modern help to effi
ciency in the household.

WIRELESS SUPPLIES

ELECTRIC LAMPS AND
SUPPLIES

5 Talbot Ave.
Rockland, Maine

LIMITED U. S. DEPOSITORY
Tu-S

MAiN STREET, FOOT OF LIMEROCK

North National Bank
Rockland, Maine

INCORPORATED 1870

GRANITE AND MARBLE

THOMASTON SAVINGS BANK

CEMETERY WORK

OF THOMASTON, MAINE
AVI SEAVEY, Piesident
J. WALTER STROUT, Treasurer
Deposits Start On Interest the First of Each Month

Main Street
THOMASTON. MAINE
10-tf

AND

THURSDAY

FRIDAY

ROCKLAND vs. WESTERLY, R. L
All new faces in this game, including Lovogreon, Kehoe and Allard,
Big League stars. Order your seats early.

NO

tf!' .. ■ - ■: '

... .

POLO

NEXT

i1'" KffiE

WEEK

. T"HMH 3 BE

WOMEN WANTED
Cut Fish Department

DEEP SEA FISHERIES, INC.
Telephone 851-W.

Inquire Mr. Small.

16-17

The Flats With Growing Plants, Being Given Fresh Air on a Warm Day,
Before They Are Transferred to Pots or Other Containers, for Further
Development

THE VACANT LOTS

I PLANTS GROWN IN

GOOD FOR GARDEN

POTS ARE THRIFTY

Richest Soil Is Often Found in Vegetable or Flowering Stalks
Should Be Transferred
Neglected Places—Clean Out
Unsightly Weeds.

Several Times.

Pot-grown plants, vegetable or flow
ering plants, first started in the flats
then transferred to sniall pots, then
to largpr ones, give the best satisfac
tion, and afford a sturdy plant that
can he set Into the open ground when
VINALHAVEN
the time comes.
There Is a knack ln the handling of
The C. A. C. dance at the Armory
plants for the pot-grown variety, hut
Wednesday evening was well attended.
it is not difficult to grow them and the
Music by the Knickerbocker Orchestra.
satisfaction obtained, as well as the
Miss Lunt of Calderwood's Neck
pleasure, Is most gratifying.
spent the weekend with Mrs. William
The pots for growing such plants do
Teal.
not have to be of the store kind.
The Stonington basketball team was
unable to reach here for Friday to
Paper pots can be made at home; old
play V. H. S. basketball team.
cans, round oatmeal cartons, nnd the
Sir Galahad Corps. Girl Reserves,
like, serve the purpose welt
met with Miss Phyllis Black on TuesThe soil preparation should he
aay evening.
about the same kind ns In the flats,
The Naomi Club were entertained
with coarser soil, pebbles, broken
Wednesday evening by Miss Rita
Greenlaw. Supper was served.
flower pots and such, to afford drain
Mrs. Fanny Philbrook haj, sold her
age; an opening at the bottom of
home to Nelson Bunker, who expects
each being necessary.
to have it remodeled into a bungalow
Plants grown In this manner are
style cottage.
more easy to handle when they are
Mrs. W. Y. Fossett returned Thurs
transferred to the open; the roots
day from Rockland.
need not be disturbed, if removed
Beam trawler Medric was in the
harbor Thursday after a crew.
when the soil Is slightly damp. This
John Morang returned Tuesday to
will be advantageous to the plant, and
Lisbon Falls.
it will immediately take hold.
C. L. Boman arrived Friday from
The transferring process should be
tt >.g_f T
<'*'
Augusta.
'•*
■ j begun with tlie stronger plants in the
C Meservey F. Ames has been in.
flats when they are about one inch
Rockland the past week attending
high. Select the best plants for
court as jurymati. He returned Fri
Garden in the Vacant Lot.
transplanting.
The flat should be
day.
Mrs. Frank Mullen returned Satur disposed of nt any time, and all stones
day from Boston, where she has spent and other refuse material should be
several weeks as guest of her son.
removed. If there are enough stones
Lester.
Mrs. Fred Geary will entertain the present, they might be placed in neat
aud attractive piles and either flowers
Dumt Belles Wednesday evening.
Island Home Encampment held its or vines of some sort run over them
installation Friday evening with M. next season. If the vacant lot is near
P. Smith as installing officer, assisted enough to the house, it can be spaded
by C. E. Boman. This was public to and all other work done at odd times.
members and their ladies only. Sup
During the winter months It is well
per was served in the banquet hall, fol
lowed by dancing. ’Music by Lane und to study the seed catalogues and make
up an order of seeds, including per
Smith.
haps 10 to 15 different kinds of veg
etahles. To this should be added a
list of four or five flowering plants,
Watch for the “Jack
such as zinnias, cockscomb, scarlet
Rabbit” on the
sage and nasturtium, to be used for
road. They are
border plants.
Snap beans, lima
increasing.
beans, tomatoes, onions, cabbage, car
The Pot-Grown P'ant.
rots, swtss chard, spinach, radishes and
lettuce are among the most Impor
tant crops for the small garden. Where watered well before the plants are
space will permit early Irish potatoes, removed, thus allowing dirt to cling
sweet corn, summer squash, musk- to the roots, which should not be
nielons, cucumbers and pumpkins nmy torn or cut. If possible te remove them
A. C. JONES
be included. It is far better, how Intact,

The time was Tuesday morning
Ou a Wednesday just at night.
I saw a thousand miles away
A home just cut of sight;
The house projected backwards.
Thc front was round the back.
It stood alone with others.
Its fence was whitewashed black.

ANNOUNCEMENT

THOMASTON, ME.

TONIGHT—Can Billy Yale's cre i repeat its brilliant victory of
last night? Will Rockland break its losing streak?
Did you see Bouchard, the wizard?

WARREN

An interesting meeting of the Rock
port Board of Trade was held at the
selectmen’s office last Friday evening
with quite a number present. The
Kennebec bridge question, the idea of
the town taking the Y. XI. C. A. build
ing for a community hall and other
questions were discussed. After ad
journment informal talks on matters
in general held a part of the members
over tbeir customary bed time hour.
The K. K. K. argument wasn't exactly
what one would call noiseless, and at
the height uf the healed arguments,
the smiles were lioth visible and
audible. There will be a special meet
ing next Thursday evening at 7.30 to
see who wants to go to Augusta on thc
special train. Come up and listen, even
though ^ou may not want to go. The
regular meeting of Feb. 36 will be held
at the II. E. church vestry at 7.30 p.
m. The ladies are always welcome.

abui

J. H. FEYLER

GREAT POLO WEEK!

Ice conditions in Penobscot Bay are | Isiand is frozen in solidly ani^ there
very bad indeed and getting hourly I has been no steamer for several days
' though a landing may be made today.
worse. Thc extreme coldness of the Oh the isfand there is already a prowater caused by the frequent snow ' r.ounced scarcity of grain, and cattle
storms make it liarticularly suscept ! will suffer if relief is not had at once.
The Bodwell left at !• o’clock this
ible to an ice embargo during the pres
I morning for "Somewhere in Penobscot
ent zero days.
I Lay.’’ Attempts will be made to land
North Haven is completely frozen I at Vinalhaven. Stonington and Swan's
in and communication is made via Island though the success of any of
horse and sleigh over the frozen Thor the attempts is uncertain.
The steamship Camden will arrive
oughfare and nine miles of road to tomorrow morning and undertake her
Vinalhaven. This port was open yes usual river trip. Ice conditions in the
terday when the steamer Gov. Bodwell river are reported bad, but she will
came up from Stonington.
u ake Bucksport if possible. The WestAt Stonington condition* are very port, according to present orders, will
bad indeed, the reaches and bay being make her regular eastern trip, with
tilled with heavy ice, (.'apt. Gray of Lar Hal bur as her destination though
the Bodwell was none too optimistic of it has been two weeks since the Bar
ianding there on today's trip. Swan's Harbor trip was undertaken.

Those small ads in The CourierGazette are read by every body. Thai
Telephone that item of news to The
is why they are so popular and Courier-Gazette, where thousands of
effective.
readers will see It

I am still in the Jitney Business.
Both Carriage and Auto. Phone or
ders to 161-11 Main Street, or 123-3
residence, Becchwoods Street.

®e Cottage:
Gard®

Why not have n garden this year on ’
that vacant city, town or village lot
that Is now growing to weeds or cov-'
ered with empty tin cans? says the
United States Department of Agrleul- j
ture. The weeds and tin caps can be

ever, in tiie small garden to plant not
more than 10 or 12 of the most Impor PRUNE THE TREES AND VINES
tant crops that are in greatest de
mand ns fresh food for the family. Trimming and Spraying Only Sure
Irish potatoes and sweet potatoes are
Way to Obtain Good Crops
crops that require considerable space,
Free From Oiseaae.
but at the same time it is usually de
sirable to have a small part of tlie
Fruit trees and vines must be
garden devoted to them.
pruned, ns well ns sprayed, nt fhe
proper time. Growers cannot hope
ALL SEED WILL NOT GROW tu obtain fruit from trees nnd vines
that are neglected In tills respect—
Plant to Test Germination Is Wise nnd such treatment Is necessary every
year.
Plan Followed by Majority
The early springtime is regarded as
of Gardeners.
the best time to do this job, which
All vegetable and flower seeds do should be done with the greatest of
not germinate. There are different care, to save Injury to the trees nnd
reasons why seed will not grow; but vines.
If one Is not experienced In the art,
the gardener cannot afford to wait
until the outdoor planting season Is It would bo well lo get Information
at hand to know. It is the safer plan from someone who knows; otherwise
tn try the seed for germination ln a a valuable tree nr vine may he ruined,
flat early In the season, to be sure the or put out of possible benrlng.
Spraying requires equal if not
seed are what they should be.
.
Corn of all kinds frequently falls more knowledge than pruning. There
to grow. It is wise to try a few are so many diseases of fruit trees
“hills" In Ihe tint. The same lack of and vines that one must be well
life may exist In other seeds—and versed In tlie subject to npply the
there is one sure way to discover proper spray nt the proper time.
tlieir condition before It Is too Into. Jinny trees nnd vines fail to produce
The chickens will gladly eat tiie green because of being thoroughly satu
rated witii disease.
stuff, thus It Is not wasted.
Lines to Be Remembered.
O thou who hast still a father and
mother, thank God for it in the day
when 1h,v soul is full of tears, and
needs a bosom wherein to shed them.
—Jean Paul.

Indication of Rain.
A deep yellow glare at sunset indi
cates that rain Is near. Water vapor
in the air absorbs much red and blue
light, causing the remainder of the sun
shine to appear yellow.

Not Good In a Fight.
Feat of Arboriculture.
"One er dese safety razors,” said
A giant redwood tree 210 feet high
Uncle Eben, “may be safer fob shovin’,
hut it ain’t no perfection nt it rough was recently moved 20 feet without
lowering from Its vertical position.
party.”—Washington Evening Star.

EMPIRE THEATRE
When Harley Kr.oles started to make
iis international picture, “Carnival.”
or United Artists, he did not build
<cts lor ttie locales in which the prinipal action of the story is laid, blit
• i nt directly to the original s'enes and
taged his action ill the actual spot it
vas supposed to happen. This wonlerful photoplay, which will be the
totlire attraction at the Empire Theitre Thursday, is laid in historic Vence at Carnival time, the gayest time
f the year, which begins on Twelfth
Night and ends at midnight on Shrove
Tuesday.
The action takes place on the Grand
Canal, in the square of St. Marks, with
ts famous cathedral, the Bridge cf
Sighs, thc Campanile and other famous
Sf OtS.
The companion feature is "Habit,"
«ith beautiful Mildred Harris Chaplin
ind is a highly entertaining photoplay
jorcering on the dramatic. A two•eel western tabloid completes the
program.—adv.

TROT ’EM OUT

FOR SALE
One quarter of Rankin Block, section occu
pied by Pendleton Drug Store, with tenements
on second and third floors. For further parliculaTS inquire of E. J. IfELLIER. Telephone
13-3.
13-14 16-17.

In Everybody's Column
Advertisements in thia column not to exceed
nree lines inserted once for 25 cents, 3 times
or 50 cents Additional lines 5 cents each
.or c”e t*me, 10 cents 3 times. Six words make

a line

i

.__________ _____

Lost and Found

LOST—Wednesday, in Woolworth’s store, nurse
containing suin nf money. Reward. Return lo
(’<» TRI ER GAZETTE_________________ 16*13
~ lost Pair of men's tortoise shell glasses
with gold rinse piece. Reward if returned to
I". RAXKIX STREET
I**!*
LOST—Bob-tailed liger cal. four while paws,
while under neck. FRETIERIUK 11ALTZ. 165
Broadway. Tel. 392-M.
13-tf

From Owl's Head cotnes an egg lay
ing record that will give even RockWanted
and Jones pause. Mrs. C. A. Leadletter has nine pullets, Rhode Island
WANTED—One more man right away to
teds, of course, which laid 21J eggs di n or.stratc Fuller Brushes in neaitiy terrl’orv. See or write H. P MacALAI AN, Rockland.
n the month of January.
16*18

Miscellaneous
NOTICE—Notice is hereby given of ihe loss
if deposit book numbered 800$ and the owner
if said book asks t'or duplicate in accordance
vith the provisions of the State Law. SECUUTY TRUST CO. bv Elmer C Davis. Treas.
-Iockland. Me., Jan 27. 11*23.
13T-19
PUBLIC ANNOUNCEMENT Mrs John T
3erry of this city will represent Ute agency of
he ‘’Universal” Guaranteed Brand of Food
flavors and Extracts. No better products on
he market. All patties wishing those products
•an call in person at 15 (trace Street, or phone
158
Goods will be delivered if necessary.
TIARLES U RUSS, Mfgi602 Main St . Roekand, Me.
15-25
FIREMEN
AND
BRAKEMEN Beginners
<150-5250 monthly, no s.rike (which position?)
A'rite RAILWAY, care Courier-Gazette 1:5*20
NOTICE—Will the person who borrowed the
wok entitled "The Twenty-first of June” from
Dr Georgia Davis, chiropractor please return it
o the owner, whose name is written inside?
n-i6
PORTLAND PEOPLE can find each issue of
The Courier-Gazette on sale at the (*15X111 AL
NEWS CO . 664 Congress St. This will con
.enience many who want to got the paper reg
ularly.
13-jf
PALMER ENGINES -32 different models. 2
o 7.5 H. P. One to six cylinders. Heavy duty.
Medium duty and high speed types Also ac•essorie.s aud juris
Send for catalogs
PALMER BROS.. 39 Portland Pier. Portland.
Me
12 37
PICTURE FRAMING I carry a nice line cf
Mouldings and can fill all orders promptly am.
it reasonable prices EDWIN H MAXCY over
Payson's Store, at thc Brook.________ 10*17
LADIES—Reliable stock of hair goods al
he Rockland Hair Store, 336 Main St. Mall
•rders solicited HELEN ( RHODES 18tf
“CHRONICLES OF KNOX COUNTY,” a ver>
iandy 106 page, book compiled hy R. B. Fill
uore, gives :ho official history of tho count}
ind a page or so is devoted to each of the
owns and two plantations Sent by mail to
my address on receipt of 50c. Address R. B
‘•’ILLMORE. 80 Main Street, Thomaston.
142-tf
THE INDEPENDENT (Skowhegan) KepoGei
■ ol tale at J. V CARVER'S. Rockland

66-tf

ENGRAVED CARDS—Call at this offlee and
•xamine styles. If you already have a plate
>rlng it In and let us print you cards In latest
'IM. THE COURIER (iAZKITF.

Eggs and Chicks

FOR SALE Orders taken for Day-old chicks
Pure bred S. C R. I. Reds; 3d in State egg
laying contest 1920. Eggs for hatching. W. A.
RIPLEY. Rwjdaod; Tcl_5!*J-W
Rtf
FOR SALE—Jersey Bluck Giant (Cockerels).
Pure Bred, breeding stwk, $11).1)0 each. Blg?e>t, best, most profitable poultry in America—
rios $25 00
Eggs for hatching $5 00 per sel
ling ALDKRfiROOK POULTRY FARM, Free
port, Maine
15*17
FOR SALE—The Magic coal burning Brood
er—dependable, gas proof and self regulating
W. A RIPLEY, agent for Knox and Lincoln
Counties Tel. 594-Wk Rockland. Me 150-tf

H. V. TWEEDIE, M. D.
. Diseases of the Eye;
Refractions, Etc.
407
Hours. 9 to
Rnidonee. 21
OIRce

MAIN STREET
12 A. M.; I to S P. M.
Fulton Street. Tel. 391-J
Telephone 493-W

THE SILSBY HOSPITAL
E. B. SILSBY, Surgeon
—and—
X-RAY OPERATOR
8UMMER STREET, ROCKLAND
Telephone 123

Know the tremendous pull
ing power of Courier Gazette
ads.

WANTED-Salesman for Rockland and vi
cinity. Commission contract only, for spare
’hue or full time. We will teach you to sell
income protection through our free school ef
instruction and help you bulid a profitable
bus'ness
MASSACHUSETTS BONDING AND
INSURANCE COMPANY, Accident and Health
Dept., Saginaw, Michigan; capita.! $1,500,000
16-lt

WANTED—Waitress, at the Bee Hive Cafe,
Limeroek street.
8-tf
WANTED-3. shaggy cats and kittens, male
and female. Highest prices oaid. JOHN 8.
RANLETT. Rockville. Me. Tel. 352-14. 15tf
WANTED—Small farm: describe buildings
location and price. RALPH MILLER, 80 School
street, Gardner. Mass.
12*23

For Sale
FOR SALE—'Male white Eskimo dog. 2 years
o.ti. pedigreed: child’s pet. Ill PLEASANT ST
Tel 293-W
16-18
FOK SALE—Cottage on H.uhom’s Point.
Price reasonable Enquire of F. L MALONEY,
Sou’h Cushing, Maine
16*18
FOR SALE—New milch cow, 4 years old
Will sell at reasonable price. A. BLOCK. Tel.
Thomaston 169-13.
16*18
FOR SALE—Nickei-in-tlie-alpt player piano.
DA MEL MI NRO, Rock! i nd, 1Q5 Limeroek St
Tel 423 W
__ ______________
16*18
JOR SALE—Bargains in second-hand upright
pianos, recently tuned and regulated by factory
expert. Standard makes, in jterfeet condition,
$I«w to $15(1. Sold on easy payments MAFNE
MUSIC CO.
16-18
FOR SALE—Hous,e and lot at -45* Grove St.
foRiierly occupied by D. L. McCartey. Inquire
of U M HARRINGTON
•
15-tf
FOR SALE Farm in Warren three mil°s
from Thomaston. 93 acres, new barn, good l1^
story house, farm nil Blocked, 3 cows, 1 heifer.
I pair horses, .59 hens. 1.999 cord wood and
some lumber KNOX REAL ESTATE CO., 299
Main Kt Tel 376-M
15-tf
FOR SALE—Weir Twine F. L AREY, Vi,
nalhaven, Maine
14*16
FOB SALE—A lighting system 6 fi. p. Bull
dog engine, 3 Ii p generator, 3-fuy 60 cycle
119 voits switchboard, repostat, 54 jars, shaft
and belt. Reason for selllngi connected up
with electric power. For further information
apply to W. F McLAUGHLIN, Tenant’s Har
bor
14-19
FOR SALE—( larion Range, very good con
dition. Price $29. U A. TRASK, (ilencovc
14*16
FOR SALE 1 upriglif second hand pianos.
KTUDLEY’S FURNITURE STORE, 283 Main
Street, Rockland.
10-tf
FOR SALE—A horse. Inquire at PEOPLE’S
LAUNDRY, Limeroek Street.
5-tf
FOR SALE—New and second hand boilers,
19 to 69 h p. Horizontal and upright. Suit
able for portable mills, factories, boat shops,
hoisters. etc. I. L SNOW CO , City.
3-tfFOR SALE—1916 Apperson Touring; excel
lent condition throughout. Price $350. A, C.
JONES, 5 Talbot Avenue, Rockland. 'Phene
576-R

To Let
TO LET—Apartment, six, rooms and bath
completely furnished, at 78 MAKONIC HT.
Call 413 or inquire at above address. Rent
reasonable.
16-tf
TO LET—A little gem of.a five room fur
nished apartment. Must be seen to be ap
preciated Apply to R. V. COLLrXg. 375 Main
Street. Rockland, Maine.
15-tf
TO LET—3 furnished rooms, light house
keeping, modern conveniences. 23 Oeean St.,
MILTON M. GRIFFIN, tel 373-M
12-tf
TO LET—6-room tenement; bath, cleotriu
lights, gas and garage, at 37 Camden street.
Apply to MILS THOMAS. 276 Main 8t Tel.

151._______________ ______________ 16-tf

TO LET—Store wtlh cemented basement at
275 Main St. Tel. 242-4, or apply at 89 Park
St
4tf
TO LET—Furnished room at 10 PLEASANT
STREET____________ ;f
155HT
TO LET—Furnished house on Mechanic
street—ou car line. R. K. SNOW, Tel. 490 or
79 R.
148-tf

TO
LET—--5-room
tenement!
good location.
-----------z..........
..
L. f. CHASE, 45 Middle St.
145-tf

TO LET—Nine-room tenement; good loca
tion L. F. CHASR, 45 Middle Street. Tel.
665-2.
M|.tf
TO LET—STORAGE—For furniture, etovee,
and musical instruments or anything that re
quires a dry, clean room. Teems reasonable.
J R. Rye 221 Main 8t, Rockland
45tf

Every-Other-Day

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Tuesday, February 6, 1923.

LOOKS WARLIKE

In Social Circles
TELEPHONE ............................................. 770

Mr-, and Mrs. Dudley Talbot of Milton, Mass., and Camden announce the
engagement of their daughter, Miss
Augusta Talbot, to John Andrew
Chater, son of Mrs. John Chater of
Ithaca, N. Y. Miss Talbot is gaining
fame in her chosen field of music and
Mr. Chater is a graduate of Cornell of]
the class of 1916, and is now living in
Detroit. Miss Talbot is well known in
local musical circles. She is a mem
ber of the Rubinstein Club and has
often delighted Rockland audiences Ivy
her superb playing of the violin, a
natural genius for which instrument
has been cultivated by conscientious
study.
Miss Margaret Snow is al her Rock
land home during the midyear inter
mission at Wheaton College.
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Rockland C. A. C. Apparently
Getting Ready To Repel
Boarders — Heavy Gun
•Trained.

3a addition to person*! sows recording de
partures and arrivals, the department especially
dailies Information of social happenings, parllee, musicals, etc. Notes sent by mall or
telephone will he gladly received.

Spring Hats
JV

J

•

New Spring Hats have arrived and are on display.
All the new colorings and materials shown,

We

cordially invite your inspection.

Also what is left of our Winter Hals are to he sold
at once regardless of cost.

Dr. and Mrs. Walter M. Spear left
yesterday for New York, whence they
sail Saturday for South America with
the American College of Surgeons.
They will he gone until thc middle of
April. The complete itinerary * and
purpose of the trip were described in
The Courier-Gazette of Jan. 9.

Miss Minerva Stover was pleasantly
surprised Friday evening when a din
ner party was given In her honor at
her home on Limeroek street. The
evening was spent playing cards, the
prize falling to Miss Katherine Veazie.

1923^

The armory of the 303th Company,
A. Ci, in lhe Spofford-Spear block,
has taken on a sanguinary appearance
within a few days, due to the mount
ing there of a 10-inch disappearing
guti, whir It is designed to give the
company drills a more practical turn.
Tin gun is ortly a wooden dummy, to
be sure, lint has breech mechanism
much like lhe regulation gun, and
mounted on a barbette carriage pre
sents a grim appearance until iis true
identity is learned. The gun carries
a 16-inch (wooden) shell ami powder
Illgs. The barrel is 22 inches in diam
eter anel has a 10-inch bore. The gun
t < inters and platform are there, and
- hen the gun crew christens lhe arm
ament at tonight’s drill meeting it will
loo!; very business-like. A range drum
i.s also to lie installed. Quick, correct,
snappy practice will be the motto from
row on. Thc wooden construction on
Die gun was done by the W. II. Glover
Co., and the breech blo-k mechanism
was furnished by thy I. I.. Snow Co.
Lieut. R. Francis Saville designed
tlie gun, and it was approved hy Capt.
George W. Harvey, C. A.
C. 8. A.,
of Portland. The other Knox counties
and the company in Brunswick are to
ho similarly equipped.
Twenty-one men tuke part in Ihe
gun drills. The work ot the plotting
looms will take on a new interest.
Every effort is being made to tiring
lhe 305th Comfiany up to Ihe highest
standard, nnd new recruits will find
much inducement to Join.

As our fiscal year ends February 28, it is our earnest desire to reduce our stock
before taking inventory on March 1st. To accomplish this, we are offering many
special values for the next few days, and in the face of an advancing market it will
pay to make liberal purchases during this sale. We list a few Specials, just to give
an idea of the savings to be found in our store. New items will be added from
day to day.

Mr and Mrs. Albert C. McLoon are
Fifteen new names were added to
expected home this week from their the rolls of the Woman’s Educational
Florida trip.
Club Friday night and another was
presented for action at the next
Gen. and Mrs. H. M. Lord oF Wash meeting. Those admitted Friday were;
ington, D. C., were Sunday guests of Mrs. Everett L. Spear, Mrs. Alan L.
Major and Mrs. Kenneth P. Lord in Bird, Mrs. Glenn A. Lawrence, Mrs.
Clara B. Emery, Mrs. Horatio D.
New London. Conn.
Crie. Mrs. Philip J. Thomas, Mrs. Levi
The
Congregational
Fellowship Seavey, Mrs. H. A. Gleason, Mrs,
Ix-ague held a particularly well at Catherine Morey, Mrs. R. E. Dunn,
tended meeting at the home of Mrs. Mrs. W. J. Colley, Miss Dorothy Hill,
R. J. Wasgatt. Summer street Sunday. Miss Elizabeth Morey and Miss Gladys
Blethen. In the general discussion thc
The Ladies' Aid’ of the Littlefield club favored reasonably short skirts
Mtmoria’ church will meet Wednes for women and the retention of the di
day evening with Mrs. J. N. Farnham, rect primary. The discussion was
Cedar street.
conducted in a most interesting man
ner by Mrs. Charles A. Creighton. Mrs.
The Friday meeting of the Methe. Richard O. Elliot, Mrs. Blanche Ells
hesec Club will be held with Mrs. Shel worth and Mrs. Grace Armstrong. L.
don, 78 Broad street. In answer to the N. Edwards delivered a very interest
loll call each member is to name a ing illustrated lecture on "The Bridges
famous picture in the Louvre. The cf Maine.” The evening was com
debate: "Resolved. That the first Pres pleted by a rddio concert made pos
ident of the United States was greater sible hy the courtesy of House-Sher
than Ihe first President of France,” man, Inc.
which was postponed from a former
meeting, will appear on the program;
Miss Ellen Cochrane will entertain
also a paper by Mrs. Roberts; subject. the Chapin Class at her home on Union
"French Novels and Novelties.” The street Thursday evening at 7.30.
topics for the meetiing arc: "Leading
French Artists,” Mrs. Powers; “Mu
The Hatetoqultit Club enjoyed a pic
sicians Of France," Miss Holbrook;
nic supper at Mrs. Edward Gonia's
"French Libraries,” Mrs. Havener.
home in the "New Bicknell" last even
Mrs. Rudolph Gilley returned yester ing.

Mr. and Mrs. Melvin E. Wood of
Belfast are visiting Mrs. Wood’s pa
rents, Mr. and Mrs. H. L. Oxton.

A. C. Jones, threatened last week
with an attack of pneumonia, was
down town yesterdiy, after a quick
recovery.
Glove predictions for spring are
based on sleeve fashions. In view of
the prominence of the very short
sleeve, the long mosquetaire glove is
believed to be a very good item to
bundle at the glove counter. Both 12 and
16-button lengths should be good. It is
expected that the long sleeve, also
very much in vogue, will take a gaunt
let. These two have the preference in
glove styles. There is a new sleeve
iliat will have to be taken into account
sooner of later, if it makes further
gains in favor. This sleeve is tight
all the way dow to the wrist, and then
It flares over the hand to the
knuckles. So far, tlie short wrist
glove is the only style really practical
for wear with this Rleeve, unless a
very short trimmed glove is designed.
White gloves should be good as a

BLANKETS

HOSIERY

Cotton Blankets for full
size beds, worth $2.50

Best English Wool Sport
Hose (a limited lot only)
$3.00 value.

Pre-inventory Sale

The February meeting of the Lady
Knox Chapter, Daughters of the
American Revolution, was held yes
terday afternoon at the Middle street
home of Mrs. Carleton F. Snow, mark
ed by laifce attendance and a highly
enjoyablef session. Delegates were
chosen as follows: To the State Con
ference that meets in Waterville next
month; the regent, Mrs. Julia Black
ington. Miss Lizzie O'Donnell, Mrs.
Mary P. Rich, Mrs. C. P. Snow; al
ternates—Mrs. Lester Sherman, Mrs.
W. P. Walsh, Mrs. J. F. Cooper, Mrs.
Cora Kittredge. To the National Con
gress that meets in Washington, April
14: delegate—Mrs. Julia Blackington;
alternate—Mrs. Cora Kittredge. Mrs.
Snow was assisted in entertaining by
Mrs. George W. Smith. Two (former
members who had withdrawn some
time ago — Mrs. Angelica
Graves
Glover and Mrs. Annie F. Simmons—
resumed their membership in the
chapter and were present at the meet
ing.

Wool Hose
Children

PA R K
Matinee, 2 P. M.
10c, 17c
Evenings 6:45, 8:30;
17c, 22c
Special Prices Thursday & Friday

TODAY

69c pair

SWEATERS

BLOUSES

TABLE LINEN •

One small lot very heavy
Wool Sweaters, formerly
sold for $10.00.

New georgettes, embroid
ered with silk and fancy
beads, new style, in buff,
brown, henna and navy,
$6.50 value. Sale price,

$3.95 each

$3.95

85c

WEDNESDAY

A Firit National Attraction

PRISCILLA DEAN

“HABIT”

Pre-Inventory Sale
17c yard

F. J. SIMONTON CO
ROCKLAND, ME.

412 MAIN .STREET,

3L.
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MILDRED HARRIS CHAPLIN

The New Apperson Six

2-Reel Western

“RIDIN' THROUGH”

F

£

■

kOR years we have been asked why we did not build a small Apperson—a

Children, 10c

car which would embody the same engineering, the same dependability,

a■

1 5

and the same fineness as the big Apperson. To build a small car that would

meet all these requirements fully, a new, smaller car worthy of bearing the Apper

A SAVING OF $10.00
MADE-TO-MEASURE

APPERSdN

«2» «<!»<?’‘t’'?'<*4 «•»

All-Star Cast

Adults, 17c, 28c.

«*»

<f»
«2»

535

A

22c quality.

Carpet Room—Table of Odd Rugs to close at a fraction of their original price.

<?>
4?>

“CARNIVAL”

ON

One loe 36 inch Percale,

Quilted Cotton Batting, full comforter size, 72x90, weight 3 lbs. $1.49 batt

Matinee 2 P. M. 10c, 17c
Evening, 6:15, 8:30,
10c, 22c
Special Feature & Prices Thursday

A Paramount Picture
PATHE
OUR GANG
COMEDY
REVIEW

“Who Are My Parents?"

PERCALES

WAISTS

Pre-Inventory Price

5 M P I R K®

A Gem of Screen Art

THURSDAY-FRIDAY
A Wm. Fox Super Special

*

Boots, Shoes, Clothing, Furnishings

“MAKING A MAN’’

COMEDY

CHILDREN’S

L. E. BLACKINGTON

THURSDAY

NEWS

$5.95

Plain, white and colored,
sizes 6 to 1 2 year, sold for
$1.25. Sale price,

JACK HOLT

“UNDER TWO FLAGS”

$2.50 per yard

(Napkins to match)

i

One lot Misses’ All Wool
Coat Sweaters, in navy
and cerise, splendid $5.00
value.

One lot All Pure Linen
Damask, several patterns,
$3.00 value.

Sold in Rockland only hy us.

In a Peter B. Kyne Story

In a Stupendous Production

One lot of Corsets made
by one of the leading cor
set manufacturers—Regal
flesh only, $1.50 value.
Pre-Inventory Sale
$1.00

Pre-Inventory Price

"Sick or tired feet can put you out of
harmony with life,” says Doris Doeher
in the N. Y. Evening World. And the
Woman’s Editor of the N. Y. Sun says:
"Sometimes the. housewive’s headaches
are due to her shoes. There is nothing
so Irritating to the nerves as standing
in tight or wrongly built shoes.'’
A good remedy to try for nervous
headache is this: A^gui of comfort
able, correctly built Cantilever Shoes,
and a good walk in the open air. Re
peat the pleasure daily.
Cantilever Shoerf are not suggested
in place of your physician when he i.s
needed; but many a headache, back
ache, tired feeling, etc.. is iiorne with
out consulting a dootnr. it is these
"every day? trials—Sflii, It make you
feel you are neither ytek nor well—that
can often lie driven away by merely
changing to Cantilever Shoes, witii
their comfortable toes, proper heels,
natural outline and flexible arch, per
mitting the foot muscles to exercise
freely and the blood to eirculat/natur
ally.
Nature wants you to feel well and
happy.
Nature wants you to wear
Cantilever Shoes.

for

CORSETS

$2.25 per pair

_______________________

son Crest, was no easy task—but Apperson engineers have done it.

a
■
.j?

SUIT

Our answer to this question is—the new Apperson Six.
A Good Lot of Woolens Direct from the Mills

J

THREE-PIECE SUITS, $30.00—regular $40 value

I

Suits made from Customers’ Goods, $18.00

No Extra Charge for Styles

442 MAIN STREET, ROCKLAND

Jg (f

SPECIAL FOR THIS WEEK

FUR BABY CARRIAGE ROBES
$3.25 TO $10.00

In the new Apperson Six, Apperson engineers have built a remarkable car;
Apperson designers have designated a beautiful car; and the Apperson Bros. Auto
mobile Company has added still another engineering success to its long line of
achievements—beginning back in 1893 with the building of the first practical
automobile.

C. A. HAMILTON

Herrick** Daffodils.

Herrick was th* true dower poet,
however, and he has the most beauti
ful thought* aud fancies about them.
He hated them to fade, even to close,
and hls verses “To daisies—not to
close so soon” are charming. He wrote
of the primrose, the tulip, tbe violet,
of “strawberry beds,” “hands of cow
slip” and “crowns of honeysuckle.” Hls
lines “To Daffodils” are among the
gems of .English literature.—From
"Flowers In Literature" In John o'
London’s Weekly.
_ .. ___

$2.95 per pair

XVX' PA.VS53.

Try This For Nervous
Headache

89c each

Real Camel’s Hair All
Wool Hose, $3.50 value.
Pre-Inventory Sale

$1.00

Pre-Inventory Sale

K \A£kA'S£’2- Or XU'
<
UMlhi®
OR.XO )
A. P-RxBtAV 'XJVO oseo -xfc> <
U\JE VAtWS.'l \«c<5 AU AXUVOV-

Pre-Inventory Price

$1.95 per pair

Per pair—white only

eotu oeeoc-xOMou

'XO

OUTING
NIGHT ROBES
and BILLIE BURKE’S
These are our best $1.25
value

Pre-Inventory Sale

$1.75

MICKIE SAYS

S. Henry Gardner, who has been
Hiram Crie was home from Colby for
confined to the house by a long siege the weekend mid-yc3r vacation, re
of illness, is able to be out and around. turning to Waterville on the late train
It is understood that he will leave Monday afternoon.
shortly for Florida, to recuperate.
Ernest 8. Young of Boston is spend
Mere man will rise from his humble ing the week with his aunt. Mrs. Henry
sphere at the Universalist church to Bird.
morrow evening, and serve a circle
supper such as will excite both the
The Chickawaukie Camp Fire Girls
envy and admiration of the fair sex.
Just look this batting order over, and held a ceremonial meeting at the home
see if it doesn't look like there would of their guardian, Mrs. H. D. Crie
be the real thing in the supper line at Thursday afternoon with full attend
Rev. Mr. Ratcliff's church:
H. H. ance. Forty-eight -honor heads were
1’ayson, F. A. Tirrell, Jr., E. W. Berry. awarded Mary Wasgatt, 65 to Virginia
Asa P. St. Clair, J. J. Veazie, George Sargent, and 13 to Dorothy Hill. Miss
T. Stewart, Fred C. Black, R. V. Hill was made a torch hearer, and the
Stevenson, Charles A. Sylvester, Ralph group presented her with a sterling
B. Loring, Billy Williamson, L. R. sliver pin, the insignia of that rank,
Campbell, Walter H. Spear. William L. and a lighted candle in a candle-stiek
Benner, Albert T. Thurston and A. L. made in handcraft by one of the mem
bers. In return she gave the history
Miles.
of her camp fire life in original verse,
Fred Huntley and Arthur Stevens, which was so good it will be printed
who came from Damariscotta with the in the near future. Recently the girls
Lincoln Academy basketball team, went to tbe lime kilns, where they saw
were weekend guests at the home pf the entire process of making lime and
thoroughly,
Mrs. Harry Hall.
Verne Batteese, investigated the ptant
cisoof the Lincoln Academy team, was from the cars loaded with lime rock
ilie guest of hls grandmother, Mrs. An from the quarries to the lime as it is
nie Hall. The other members of the loaded on the cars to ship away.
Lincoln Academy boys’ outfit, regis Saturday afternoon the group with
Famous Ivory Islands.
their friends to the number of 20 en
tered alt the Thorndike Hotel.
The treasure islands of the Far
joyed a sleigh ride to Camden, re
North are the New Siberian, with their
. The Woman's Foreign Missionary turning in the evening.
startling stories of fossil Ivory, ex
iicciety meets Thursday afternoon with
It is evident the
Miss Edna Payson is confined to her tremely valuable.
Mrs. Roscoe Staples.
The second
chapter of the study book will be taken home with grippe, and in her absence country must once have been a torrid
up, and each one is requested to have Miss Edna Harrington is slerking at climate to harbor elephants.
the Knox Registry of Probate.
r
a current event on India.

George F. Barbour reported at head
quarters—the Corner Drug Store—yes
terday, for a brief stay. His recovery
frdm his recent operation i.s slow hut
Steady.

THIS WEEK

ALL.

Extra large size, value
$2.75 per pair.

f pto

Department Store

PRE - INVENTORY SALE

GRAY BLANKETS

result of the expected vogue for white
F. S. Rhodes of the Boston Shoe in costume. Roth dress and millinery
Store went to Boston yesterday, on interests are looking for what they
business.
call a big white season. Black gloves
are said to he falling off as spring ap
Mrs. E. V. Allen would like to meet proaches. This tendency has been
the members of her Sunday school marked in the East, but the Far West
class and the Queen Esther Society at reports continued good business in
the parsonage Thursday evening at 7 black gloves of all styles.—Dry Goods
o’clock.
Economist.

SIM0NT0M’S

■■MB

■

The Shakespearp Society will hold
an open meeting Monday evening at
the-home of Mrs. R. J. Wasgatt, Sum
mer street.
A comedy entitled "The
Taming of the Shrew Anew,” will be
presented by members of the society.

day to Syracuse, N. Y„ where she will
resume her studies at the College of
Art3 at Syracuse University, in addi
tion lo her vocal studies. Miss Mari
anne Crockett also left yesterday for
Syracuse University, where she will
specialize in vocal culture.

Page Seven

This car is remarkable because it embodies advanced principles of engineering
and design found in no other car. The leverless gear-shift, which is mechanically
controlled; the specially designed frame;the six-cylinder motor; the permanent top
with side curtains stored in back of the front seat; the emergency brake on the
propeller shaft flange; and a driver's compartment ihat has no gear-shift or brake
levers.

This car is remarkable because it is capable of doing many things on the road,
in the mud and on the hills that can not he done by many cars costing three times
as much. Finally, it is a remarkable car because—it is an Apperson.
See it at the Boston Automobile Show, March 10-17.

This is less than today’s wholesale price

V. F. STUDLEY

Send for catalogue.

A. C. JONEfip
Rockland, Me.

5 Talbot Avenue.
aaiHBH

aiian

-
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Eight

took a favorable view anil reconWiended them to call upon J. W. Page, a
prominent Boston merchant and Web
ster's brother-in-law. Mr. Page receiv
And Its Four Sons, Born On a Farm, Who Unaided ed them pleasantly and spoke favor
ably to them. They then called u|>ort
Made Their Way To High Places In Financial Circles
l>r. Jeffries and Dr. Warren. Webster’s
physicians who had attended him in his
last sickness. David and his brother
| described the scene they wished paint
(By Benjamin F. Smith of Warrenton Park)
ed, and they said they would render all
[Contlned From Preceding Issue] I about the town were beginning to the assistance possible, and thought
I bloom finite freely and made Savannah well of Ames as an artist. Then they
THE PIONEERS
| ,ook y^y att|.actlVe
Frequent trips lealled up p Fletcher Webster, son of
The following winter, in 1S51. George ' out to the eemeter
Bonaventure." . Daniel Webster, at that time Collector
Warren and David went to New 0,. i with its wonderful old trees laden with'of the Port of Boston. Peter Harvey
I the hanging moss so prevalent in the iiad previously talked with him about
leans to canvass for two views of that j South. was
.
mar,ke,i, «feature
which all the proposed painting. He said that he
city. They were quite successful, and | pnjov,,(1 It was there they met Mary ' would render every possible assistance.
• • • •
w hen the views had been printed and i Warren of New York, a young schoolWith these assurances they went to
were ready in February, 1852, George ! ftifl. and her companion, Miss C. (’.
and Benjamin took a steamer, the i Stone, whose acquaintance in New Ames, who had already thought much
i York and Boston lasted many years, [about the work, and made a bargain
Northern Indiana, from Louisville for- On )ljs return to New York the latter with him that he would receive $300(1
New Orleans to deliver them to tile part of May. George had greatly re- when the painting was finished. Thus
subscribers, arriving on the first day j covered from his lameness anil seemed the scheme was fully launched and
of March. In the meantime Francis! quite like himself. At that time l-’ran- Ames commenced the work, going to
and Sam Parmalee. his brother-in-law els and his wife were living at Ho- Webster's residence at Marshfield to
went to Havana to deliver the views of I hoken and David and his wife in sketch the room where Webster's

A MAINE FAMILY OF SMITHS

T elephone
Directory

/or //i,

f

COUGH/

Ke m p's

l

LBALSAMj

IN THE PUBLIC LIBRARY
Week days—9 a. m. to 9 p. m.
Sundays—2 p. m. to 3 p. m.

CALL Live Business HOUSES WHOSE WATCHWOHD IS SERVICE

Pleasant to take
Children like

tf" ■//
Two animal stories well worth read
ing- "Alcatraz," by Max Brand and
Tues full-4111 Mav 21
The Pest." by Albert Payson Terhune.
Alcatraz'' is as splendid n March with thp Knopf imprint. The
pecimen of horse flesh as ever man author, who prefers to remain anony
t eyes upon—unbroken, untamed, mous, is a woman, convinced that the
crafty and couragi-ous. This horse be publit schools were not capable of
comes the instrument of Fate in di educating a child as it should be edu
recting the destinies of a girl and a cated took matters into her own hands
man of the far west. "The Pest" is a and achieved results with her own
dog story. The central character is child which attracted the attention of
G'lure. who appeared in "Lad" and is the leading educators and psychologists
of the country. Her ideas on educa
the “PesM’ of the title.
* • • •
tion are set forth in a series of infor
As a means of education the public mal letters which will prove stimulat
library is second only to the school. It I it g to parents and teachers alike,
is the people's continuation school, ex James Harvey Rollins in has written an
tension department and university introduction to the hook.
•
•
contl ined in one. It is a great factor
The much il trussed “Gentleman
in Americanization work.
« • • «
Witli a Duster," has laid that imple
The library has purchased three ment aside for th> time being at least,
hooks ot autosuggestion, “Self Mas nial has written n hook in whieh he
tery Through Autosuggestion.” by traces the trend of human thought from
Emile Coue; "My Pilgrimage to CoueT' the age of Socrates down to the pres
Ella Boyce Kirk, and "The Prae- i ent time. The title of the hook is “The I
tice of Autosuggestion," by C. H. Seven Ages,” ti e ages , being those of |
Brooks. Coue has written only one j So nates. Aristotle, Augustine. Jesus,
book as yet containing a complete ex Erasmus, Cromwell and Wesley. The
position of his theories, methods and book will he published by Putnam in
amazing cures. The second named the spring.
book is writen by the first American !
,
. • • •
woman to be cured hy Coue at Nancy.
Mrs. Alice Van beer Carrick needs
Mrs. Kirk was rapidly losing the power j no introduction to the public especially
to walk and all previous treatments ' to those who enjoy "The House Beauhad failed to help her. Coue’s methods [ tiful’ or “Country Life." and similar
restored the use of her limbs com- magazines.
“The Next-to Nothing
pletfily.
: House," her latest hook, is one of unu- .
• • • •
[ sua! interest. She tells of the old- I
The Dim Lantern," by Temple Bai- [ time furnishings and adornments
ley. is a clean, entertaining and bright [ wh: -li she mad ■ a hobby of colie -ting
love story. The plot is one of the at bargain prices to equip a delightful
simplest and oldest known to fiction— old bouse once occupied by Daniel I
that which rev lives about a charming Webster.
4’oung woman with whom two young
men are in love.
RESTING COMFORTABLY

✓

AUTOMOBILE BATTERIE8

DON'T LET YOUR BATTERY FREEZE
Call 661
When you lay your car up, and let ue store your battery

F. W. FARREL COMPANY
643 MAIN STREET - - - ROCKLAND, ME.
MUSIC TEACHER

AUTOMOBILE AGENCY

£

r

Call 238

Mrs. Sadie E. Leach

Rockland Motor Mart

TEACHER OF PIANOFORTE

CADILLAC
BUICK 4 and 6 CYLINDER
PLEASURE CARS
G. M. C. TRUCKS

Reeidene* 61 North Main SL
Tai. 422-2

^7

AUTO ACCESSORIES

CALL 50
t t for : t

Call 238

Rockland Motor Mart
a full lin> af

4

ICE
Central Ice Co.

ACCESSORIES AND TIRES

MOVING

CONFECTIONERY STORE

MOVING
15 Auto Trucks for moving •nd
long distance hauling ef all
kinds. Wo move you anywhere
in Now England. You eave
Crating, Tima ar.d Money.
H. H. STOVER CQ.
I Tel. Ill
Union SL, fiocklnnd
Fin««t Eeuipm.nt in Milne

HOME MADE CANDIES

ICE CREAM

Weymouth’s
Telephona 156-M

n

402 Main Street
EXIDE BATTERIES

A romance of the days of clipper Editor of The Courier-Gazette: —
Marion M. Brown of 14 Union street,
idvn.tures gal >r" is promised by the I
Century
Company
in
"Blowing I Ca mden. who underwent the ampuWe.itheg," by John T. McIntyre. Il is tation of his right leg below the knee.
I
that city. When that avas none, all Brooklyn. The canvass for subscrip friends had come with the two doctors scheduled to appear about Feb. 20.
at the Knox Hospital, Tuesday, wishes
returned to New York.
tions to the steel-engraved view of when they had reported his illness to be
[ his friends to know that he is resting
At this time there were several New York City was kept up hy Fran- serious. This event was about a week
A Mother's Letters to a Schoolmas- | comfortably.
M. M. Brown,
suction sales of. negro slaves during i cis George and David while Benjamin before his death, and it was this oc ter." will appear toward the end of j In Hospital, Feb. 3.
the spring. .Benjamin attended these went to Boston to canvass for an en casion and scene that Ames was to put
sales and took mental notes of all that graving of that city, hiring one John upon canvas. As Ames progressed
occurred, which made the reading of E. Howard to help him.
with laying in the personages and sur
Mrs. Stowe's "Uncle Tom’s Cabin”
That winter, in 1833, it became nec roundings. David and his brother went
doubly interesting. All had returned essary to have an impression printed frequently to listen to his detailed de
to New Y'ork to continue canvassing of the engraving of New Y'ork City scriptions of the effect as a work of art
FROM WAY DOWN
that city.
The following winter. then being made in New Y'ork by u tliut he was aiming at. Ames secured
Folks who spend their summers in Maine order
Francis and his wife were boarding at noted steel-plate engraver, Robert the personal sittings of nearly all of
No. 13 Leight Street, while George Henchelwood. No press in New Y'ork the group in the painting at his stud-k
Warren and Benjamin were hoarding was large enough to do this printing; in Boston, hence the likenesses were
with a Mrs. Routon on Bleecker Street. rhe plate had to lie sent to Philadelphia perfect.'and those of Rufus Choate
That winter was a severe one. About to a printing establishment on the! an(j Mr. Page remarkably characthe last of January. George had an in corner of Sixth and Chestnut Streets.') teristic.
tense pain in the liall of his foot, that This building took lire, the contents
That summer all of the brothers
laid him up for a week. Then the i were all consumed, and likewise the went to Rockland for a few weeks
same pain struck the other foot. The I steel plate.
with Father and Mother Smith and
doctor pronounced it acute inflamma
"the girls," returning in September
tory rheumatism, and advised getting! Having ’ obtained many subscribers to continue the work of canvassing for
into a warmer climate in the South, i for the view and not being daunted. a view of New York and also of Bos
ff
Passage was engaged on a steamer for [the brothers employed un artist, John ton. Benjamin went to New Jersey
Savannah. Georgia, and Benjamin W. HilL to make a new drawing of the lit September, and as the result of
that they may enjoy the most delicious coffee ever produced" the
went on board with him on the city. By the advice of an artist, Mr. mosquito bites, got his system thor
923
year round.
thirteenth of February. With a friend Schaus, the drawing w is sent to Paris, oughiy charged with malaria. The
accompanying, a Mr. George Washing-' and the contract let to Francois de la fever resulted in a congestive chili
Try a pound
YOU will like SUPERBA.
ton, one Allston Jenkins, an amateur ■ Rue & Cie., to engrave a new plate,
artist, they spent about a week in j In due time Hill also made a draw- Dr. Mott was called and questioned
him about the treatment Dr. Trail was
Savannah. and then took the boat fori ing of the city of Boston, which was giving of cold packs and sweatings
Jacksonville, Florida. Arriving there,'sent to Charles Mottram. >74 Tottenand remarked. “If you don't keep him
they found the weather very warm. | ham Court Road. London, a noted out of the water you will kill him."
and George, with his feet in very large < steel-plate engraver, and the contract Later on he was abte to do some can
loose slippers or shoes, could walk, let to him through a well-known print- vassing again in New Y'ork, where the
about. The opportunity to be out-of- publishing house in London,—Paul
brothers all remained that winter.
doors in that warm sunshine with and Dominique Colnaghi A- Co.
Throughout the year 1854. the views
sandy, soft soil to walk upon, had a
Canva-sing for the views went on in of several cities were delivered and
marvelous effect upon him, and the Boston. New Y’ork. and other cities, more canvassing done. Ames con
rapid improvement showed that the with all the energy the Smith boys
tinued working on the Webster picture
doctor's advice to go to Florida was could put into it. David had gone to
and late in the fall or early winter it
wise.
Ixindon on an < ttservalion trip to see if was pronounced finished. Then it be
. • • •
any field existed there for the Smith came necessary to have a steel-plate
Remaining in Jacksonville about two kind of publication, hut as no encour engraving made from it? and the best
weeks, George met Colonel Calhoun, agement could be had. he returned to engraver must of course he secured
who had a winter ranch on Anzie Is Boston in November, Benjamin meet for the work. A correspondence with
land in the the St. Johns River, about ing him.
Mottram of London, who was engrav
David then announced itis intention ing the view of Boston, resulted in his
thirty or forty miles above Jackson
of
attempting
to
have
a
painting
made
ville. Being alone, having lost his
agreeing to do the work at a certain
wife, the colonel invited George to go I of the last days of Daniel Webster at price, but first he must see the paint
up and spend a few weeks with him. I Marshfield.
He first learned that
ing. The brothers discussed the mat
w hich invitation was accepted. "Ben" I Joseph Ames of Boston was the artist ter of who should go over with it, and
and Jenkins went to a winter resort, ; who had been ino'T successful in paint- as Benjamin's health was impaired in
Silver Springs, at the head of the i ing portraits of Webster. Then Benja- consequence of the^fever. he was se
Oklawaha River, a tributary of the St. I min and he called upon Peter Harvey. lected.
Johns, a few weeks later, meeting'one of Webster's most intimate social
George again at a boarding house in friends, and mentioned to him their inSavannah. This was about the fif- j tention of having Webster's last days [Continued In Next Issue—Begun Jan
A big part of the cost of living today may be
teenth of April; the flower gardens j at Marshfield put upon canvas. Harvey
30; back numbers can lie supplied.]
View of New York from Brooklyn Heights, 1854. From the Drawing Made for the Smith Brothers by John W.
Hill, from Which They Made and Sold Engravings, Thus Laying the Fourdation for Their Later Fortune.
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COFFEE

Tslophono Connection

Rockland Motor Mart

Main Street
Thomaston, Mo.
ARTISTIC MEMORIALS

Special Price* on
RADIO BATTERIES

LAUNDRY WORK

HARDWARE AND PAINT8

Call 170

People’s Laundry
17 Limeroek Street
We do all kinds of Laundry
Work. Family Washing a Spe
cialty. Wat Wash. Rough
Dry. Finish Flat Work. Shirts,
Collars.

£

Telephona 200

EVERYTHING NEEDED

H.H.Crie&Co.

GARAGE

NEWSPAPER

Call 124

Dyer’s Garage. Inc.
REPAIRING, STORAGE
AND SUPPLIES
Agent for
DODGE BROTHERS CARS

Call 770
and toll ua to send you

The Courier-Gazette
1156 times a year for only 63,
All the Homo Nswi

charged to lost motion, to slow, slip

shod distribution of goods and to old-style, wasteful selling methods.
WHITE HEAD

.r

SELECT YOUR INCUBATOR NOW
We believe theae represent maximum value—maximum batching
possibilities. Write for our 180 page illustrated free catalog and
special book on Incubators,
KENDALL & WHITNEY - E,t. 1858 - Portland, Main-.

ROCKLAND SAVINGS BANK
ROCKLAND, MAINE
By saving one dollar, the possibility of acquiring hundreds be
comes real. The best reason for saving now is, the older you grow
the less you can earn, and it’s the dollars saved early in life that tell
when the future days of need shall arrive.
Deposits are received from one dollar to five thousand dollars.

WANTED
to exchange new furniture for your old. We must keep our second
hand department filled, and are willing to exchange new modern
furniture for your old; also ranges and musical instruments.

V. F. STUDLEY
279-285 MAIN STREET

68-tf

“The cost of selling oranges and
lemons through the California Fruit
Growers’ Exchange is lower today than
it was ten years ago.

of

fruits and vegetables rot on the ground,
because it doesn’t pay to pick them.

Discouraged

growers

plant less the

"In the twelve years since the first
campaign was launched the consumption of the California oranges has
doubled. The American consumer has
been taught by co-operative advertis
ing to eat nearly twice as many oranges
as before.

next season, and the supply of food is

reduced. Meanwhile, consumers in the
cities near by grumble over the high
prices. Demand and supply are not
brought together.

Contrast this with the handling of
of oranges.
$1,000,000 a year is
spent for advertising by the co-opera
tive association of the California Fruit
Growers. A large sum; yet it i»-only
about one-fifth of a cent per dozen—
one-sixtieth of a cent for each orange
sold.

“Had the orange industry remained on
the old basis, there would have been no
profit in growing oranges. New acreage would not have been planted. Old
orchards would most surely have been
uprooted and other crops planted.’’

Advertising properly done, saves
money for the consumer and makes
money for the producer by driving out
wasteful methods, increasing volume
and cutting down the costs of selling
and distribution.

And this advertising has kept down
the cost of oranges. To quote an of
ficial of the Exchange:

Published by The Rockland Courier-Gazette in co-operation

with The American Association of Advertising Agencies.

1. Hyomei’s germ-killing rfiedication is the only sensible and safe way
of treating catarrh. Goes right to the
spot. Breathed th(pugh the nose and
mouth.
Guaranteed
satisfaction or
money refunded. Sold by all drug
gists.—adv.
Scrofula, dyspepsia, rheumatism, kidney compiaint. catarrh and general debility are cured
by Hood's Sarsaparilla —adv.

<

|

436 Main Street, Rockland

Without Lost

every year tons

7

ICE TOOLS

Advertised Goods Reach You

For example,

',

Gilchrest
Monumental Works ,

EXIDE BATTERIES
For Every Car

f

SOUTH

MONUMENTS

Call 238

ships, with pirates and freebooters and

Wc were pleasantly surprised to see
the Seguin Light news in The Courier
Gazette.
Millard Robinson of the Light ha:
been substituting at the Coast Guard
for Gilman Ramsdeil who has been on
a short furlough.
Miss Etta Mil hell of the Light cel
ebrated her 13th birthday Jan. 23 with
a party. Those present were Millard
Mary, Guy and Mabel Robinson. Mrs.
Marston and son Merle. A. It. Tabbutt
and A. J. Sprague. A very enjoyable
evening was spent with music, games
dancing and refreshments.
L. K. Dunn, commanding officer of
the U. S. C. G. Station, spent Wednes
day with his family at Tenants Harbor.
Horace H. Andrews of Norton's Is
land left for Hartford. Conn., last
week, where he expects to be em
ployed in an auto tire factory. Leslie
Thompson and Alton Wall of Sprue
Head went with him.
Mrs. Vernon Tabbutt and children
were the guests of Mrs. Arthur Mars
ton at tea Wednesday.
Miss Thelma Andrews skated to
| school at White Head on the salt wa| ter ice Wednesday and Thursday from
Norton’s Island.
Wyman Johnson is entertaining his
father at his homo here for a few
days.
Cards were received recently an
nouncing the marriage of Robert J.
Powell, formerly of the U. S. C. G. Sta[ tion and Miss Arvilla Hill of Wlni throp, who taught several terms of
. school here. Both young people were
: very popular while here and made
[ many friends who extend eongratula| tions. The young couple will reside in
: Winthrop.
Mr. Powell was trans
: t'erred from here to Wallace Bands, N.
H-

’

